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Abstract
This thesis reports on investigations that have contributed to an
advancement in the applied and fundamental understanding on how
the nature, related storage and processing of digested sewage sludge
can

influence

polymer

conditioning

and

dewatering.

The

work

concentrated more specifically on evaluating the impact of thermal
hydrolysis as a pre-treatment to anaerobic digestion (AD) of mainly
secondary sewage sludges (Advanced AD, AAD plants) in comparison
with

conventional

mesophilic

AD

(CMAD)

on

conditioning

and

dewatering of the digestate, as this knowledge seemed to be lacking for
an AAD technology that is increasingly being implemented. An
additional contribution to knowledge from this study relates to the
evaluation of how polymer conditioning and dewatering of digested
sludges could be monitored using rheometric measurements. It was
concluded that digested sludge biofloc characteristics (size, shear
viscosity and organic matter composition) affected the most the
conditioning and dewatering results but these varied depending on the
process conditions i.e. AAD versus CMAD and digestate handling
conditions. The reduction in particle size and shear viscosity (η[0.1 s-1]) per
g Total Solids as well as the increased solubilization of protein, organically
bound nitrogen and chemical oxygen demand of the digestates which
contributed to the increased conditioning requirements affected also
the dewatering rate and the strength of the flocs produced after
conditioning. The changes in the digested sludge biofloc characteristics
were detected by rheometric measurements which were well correlated
with changes in organic matter composition and polymer conditioning
requirements (r of 0.9 and 0.8). It was proposed that the variations in η[0.1
s-1]

and organic matter content such as soluble protein could be used to

predict polymer dose requirements to achieve good filterability (R 2 of 0.7;
significance F and p<0.05). Future work is however required in order to
consolidate these findings by monitoring conditioning, dewatering and
η[0.1 s-1] of the digestate at full scale.
v
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1. Introduction: State of the problem
The treatment of incoming waste water requires several unit operations
to accomplish separation and concentration of solids and organic
matter, and production of an effluent with reduced turbidity and
reduced

nutrients

(ammonium

and

phosphorous)

content.

Such

treatment is performed typically by a sequence of steps (Figure 1) which
represent the state of the art in waste water treatment. The constituents
removed in wastewater treatment works (WwTWs) include screenings,
grit, scum, solids and biosolids. The solids and biosolids result from waste
water treatment unit operations and processes such as sedimentation,
gravity separation and biological processes. Sludges are usually in the
form of liquid or semi solid which typically contain from 0.25 to 12 % solids
by wet weight depending on the operations and processes used
(Tchobanoglous et al., 2014).

Figure 1- Typical layout for UK waste water treatment works

In WwtWs two treatment streams can be considered: one referring to the
influent waste water treatment and reuse (liquids processing), and a
second specific to the sludge treatment and reuse (sludge processing).
Of the constituents removed by treatment, sludges and their processing,
reuse, and disposal is perhaps the most complex problem faced in the
field of wastewater treatment (Tchobanoglous et al., 2014). The problems
of dealing with sludges are complex: 1) they are composed largely of
1

substances that are offensive to the environment requiring treatment, 2)
the sludges produced from biological treatments requiring disposal are
composed of organic matter that will still decompose and become
offensive to the environment and 3) only a small portion of these sludges
are solid matter. The management of sewage sludges from WwTWs has
been an important topic of research due to the rapid increase in
population,

urbanization

and

industrialization,

extended

sewer

distribution and new installations of WwTWs which have increased the
sludge production rate. Sewage sludge generation has been increasing
and the requirements for enhanced treatment and resource recovery
have become higher on the agenda of waste water sector since the
implementation of the Directive 2000/60/EC known as the “water
framework directive” (WssTP, 2015).
For many years anaerobic digestion (AD) has been the chosen process
for the management and final treatment of biosolids in WwTWs. It is
estimated that 66% of sewage sludge in the UK is treated via anaerobic
digestion (EBA, 2015). Recently, AD has become a proven technology for
renewable

electricity

production

via

the

combustion

of

biogas

produced from wastewater sludge, and there are a number of facilities
where biogas is ugraded for injection to the natural gas network. The
number of operating AD facilities using other organic waste streams
(agricultural, food waste, etc) is likely to increase, as it is currently
predicted (EBA, 2015). With the implementation of the Nitrates directive
(1991), the reduction of available farmland and local competition for
land based markets, the costs of transportation and spreading of
digested sludges will likely increase. Digestates will therefore be required
to find alternative markets, and as part of this the need to dewater
digestates

more

effectively

will

become

even

more

important.

Moreover, the economic performance of WwTWs is critically dependent
on the ‘dewatering’ process that is applied to the biosolids before and
after AD. It is estimated that biosolids management can contribute to
60% of the annual WwTW operating costs (Bharambe et al., 2015).
2

Additionally, the expense of conditioning chemicals may constitute a
significant portion of the wastewater treatment operating costs, and
may, in some instances be as high as 20% of the total treatment plant
operating costs (Abu-Orf et al., 2004). Reduction in chemical costs and
improvements in dewatering are thus very desirable and increased
knowledge on how to accomplish this is required.
Advanced anaerobic digestion (AAD) plants, through the use of thermal
hydrolysis pre-treatment (THP) have been stated to have enhanced
significantly the process of AD of sewage sludges, by optimizing the key
process hydrolysis stages as compared to conventional digestion systems
(Montgomery and Bochmann, 2014). The deployment of AAD continues
to increase, e.g., there are already 13 plants in UK and 55 around the
world (Cambi, 2016). During, the TH process the disruption and
solubililzation of organic matter in sludge cells is highly improved (Wilson
and Novak, 2009; Neyens and Baeyens, 2003) due to the initial high
temperature of 165°C combined with high pressure (6 Bar) for 30 min. The
focus and interest on sludge pre-treatments have mainly been towards
improving AD process (Wahidunnabi and Eskicioglu, 2014; Carrère et al.,
2010) by increasing methane yield and plant’s sludge throughput.
However, not much attention has been given to the effects of pretreatment processes on the micro flora characteristics and management
and handling of the final effluent or digestate. As shown in Kampmann et
al. (2012), Rivière et al., (2009) and Jang et al. (2013 and 2014) the
diversity of microogranisms is shifted regarding operation conditions such
as solids content as well as type of feed.
In addition, a significant challenge comes from the variations in
digestate characteristics due to variations associated with the types of
sludges and the digestion process (e.g., dilution factors, loading rates,
and retention times) as described in section 2.2. It would be ideal for the
digestate to have consistent characteristics over time but processing
conditions, time constraints and changing composition of sludges means
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that digestates even from the same WwTW often have varied
characteristics. Hence, most dewatering and thickening operations have
been operated with “semi-automatic” controls because of the inherent
variations of the feed, and the lack of reliable instrumentation to detect
these changes.
1.1. Aim and objectives of the work
The aim of this work was to produce an applied and fundamental
understanding on how to monitor and control conditioning and
dewatering of digested sewage sludges, with a particular focus on
whether rheology could be used for this purpose. In addition, the work
aimed to provide information on how to improve conditioning and
dewatering of digestates. The following points describe the objectives of
the work:


Review literature to define the state of the art in terms of
conditioning and dewatering of waste water sludges, in particular
digested sludges. The review comprised: sludge properties and
dewatering

mechanisms;

principal

conditioning

methods;

dewatering devices used; rheology of waste water sludges and
methods used for the characterization of their behaviour.


Experimental investigation (Phase I) for the characterization of the
AAD digestate and comparison with digestate from conventional
mesophilic AD (CMAD). In this work, a characterization of the
organic matter, microbiological profile and a dewatering test
(Capillary

Suction

Time)

performed

with

and

without

any

conditioning.


Experimental investigation (Phase II) for the assessment of the
polymer conditioning and dewatering of digestates from AAD and
CMAD treating

secondary sewage

sludges. In this phase,

rheometric measurements and polymer preparation are also to be
evaluated.
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Experimental investigation (Phase III) of AAD digestate storage and
impact

on

conditioning

and

dewatering.

In

this

work,

a

characterization of the changes in organic matter, rheology,
polymer conditioning demand and dewatering before and after
storage is undertaken. The work involved a detailed evaluation of
the relationship between the various digestates characteristics
with rheology as well as polymer conditioning and dewatering.
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2. Literature review
2.1. Current practice
In WwTWs the principal methods used for sludge processing and
management will improve volume reduction by reducing moisture
content by thickening (concentration), conditioning (coagulation and
flocculation), dewatering and drying. Table 1 summarizes the range of
concentrations of dry solids found in various types of sludges.
Table 1- Typical solids content for most common sludges encountered in WwTW and
typical thickening/dewatering device used (Tchobanoglous et al., 2014)
Sludge Type

Range of concentration
dry solids in the sludge
(%TS)*

Raw primary sludge

3-7

Waste Activated sludge
(WAS)

1-4

Primary + WAS mixture

3-6

Belt-filter press (BFP)

Anaerobically digested

3-7

Solid bowl centrifuge
(Centrifuge),

Aerobically digested
(unthickened)

1-3

Aerobically digested
(thickened)

4-8

Typical dewatering or
thickening process used

Gravity Thickener
Drum Thickener

Recessed plate or
chamber filter press
(RCFP)

*%TS for raw sludges before any thickening or dewatering has been carried out, unless indicated otherwise

This work focuses on anaerobically digested sewage sludges since the
anaerobic digestion process is very much considered the standard
process for sludge treatment in the UK. After the digestion process, the
digested sludges are typically dewatered and the final products of the
dewatering process are a solid fraction designated as cake and a liquid
stream designated as liquor (centrate or filtrate). Addition of chemicals
(conditioning step) is usually required in order to improve volume
reduction of sludges and solids concentration (see section 2.3). Table 2
presents some of the typical ranges of solids in the cake for the most
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common dewatering devices, where the minimum values of solids
content in the cakes imply no chemical is added.
Table 2- Typical range of solids content in the cake achieved after dewatering
(Tchobanoglous et al., 2014)
Range of dry solids in cake achieved (%TS)
Sludge type
BFP

Centrifuge

Raw primary sludge

25-28

25-35

Waste Activated sludge (WAS)

12-20

10-20

Primary + WAS mixture

18-25

12-20

Anaerobically digested

15-28

15-35

Aerobically digested (unthickened)

16-18

8-10

RCFP*

20-50

*RCFP- usually the efficiencies reported don not reveal the operating and maintenance problems associated

After digestion, the digestate is stored for a period of time in a postdigester or holding tank. The post-digester or holding tank allows some
buffer capacity during maintenance of dewatering devices and when
flow throughput is low. The digestate is then conditioned where a certain
amount of chemical is added to the digestate at particular shears or
mixing energy (Gradient velocity x time, or GT) producing a flocculated
sludge. Flocculated digestate is then dewatered through a dewatering
device producing cake and liquors.
Dewatering of sewage sludge is a process that usually involves three key
steps: chemical conditioning through coagulation and flocculation
(section 2.3.2), filtration of the conditioned sludge (section 2.4.1) and
consolidation (or expression) phase of the remaining solids cake (section
2.4.2). Dewatering can be a complex process to optimize since each
step

is

directly

dependent

on

sludge

chemical

and

physical

characteristics (Christensen et al., 2015), polymer type and dosage
(Saveyn et al., 2005; Ayol et al., 2005), mixing energy applied during
conditioning (Wang and Dentel, 2010; Sievers et al., 2008) and pressure
applied during filtration and consolidation phases (Olivier and Vaxelaire,
2005; Skinner et al., 2015). The efficiency of a dewatering device is usually
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related to the nature of the sludges in regards to the water contained
within the particles or the flocs (free water), and the water surrounding
the particles (bound water) (2.2). The first type of water is removed by
mechanical means, through filtration and/or under consolidation (Figure
2), while the later is only removed by thermal means.

Figure 2- Dewatering of sludge during mechanical pressure (P). a) Filtration phase and
cake formation; b) Expression or consolidation phase;

The final solids concentration of the cake depends upon the content of
free water and the pressure applied by the dewatering device. During
sludge volume reduction three methodologies can be applied:


Sludge

thickening: reduces the

initial sludge

volume

and

subsequent solids processing through application of mechanical
strains. Thickening methods and therefore strains applied can differ
significantly depending on the sludge to be treated as follows:
gravity thickeners, gravity belt thickeners, dissolved air flotation,
thickener centrifuges, rotary drum or gravity belt by which the solid
content of sludge (WAS and/or primary), depending on device
and process, is increased from 2% or less to at most 15% of TS. At
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many WwTWs fresh sludge is thickened to increase its solids
content prior to AD. Thickening prior to AD is becoming more
common because it reduces the sludge volume thus decreasing
the required size of the digesters and also the amount of
supernatant liquor to be disposed of. Recently, Yang et al. (2015)
and Bharambe et al. (2015) reported a 20% increase in biogas
production when recuperative thickening was used after primary
AD, between secondary AD and post digester. In this case study,
primary sludge was being fed to primary digesters at 4 %TS and
then 50% of the sludge after primary AD was being thickened to
8% TS before being fed back to the primary the digester. The
increase in biogas production was explained to be a result of the
sequestration

of

biodegradable

colloidal

and

soluble

macromolecules from polymer conditioning which resulted in
improved soluble chemical oxygen demand (sCOD) removal and
reduced the concentration of total volatile sulphur compounds in
the biosolids which resulted in less odorous biosolids.


Sludge dewatering: removes a significant amount of water from
the biosolids by applying mechanically assisted means such as:
filtration,

compression

(or

squeezing),

capillary

action

and

centrifugation separation and compaction. In the past, vacuum
filtration was used to a significant extent (Reynolds, 1996) for
municipal sludge dewatering but it has largely been replaced with
alternative mechanical dewatering. Centrifuge, screw press, belt
filter press, rotary press and recessed chamber filter presses are
conventional sludge dewatering technologies normally used at
WwTWs. Nevertheless, the most common to find in municipal
wastewater treatment plants are the centrifuges and BFP. Here,
the solids content of the sludge is increased greatly to about 2035% or more. The selection of a dewatering device is typically
determined by the type of sludge to be dewatered, the desired
characteristics of the dewatered product and the space
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available. Odor control is another important design consideration
since this varies depending on the sludge type and mechanical
dewatering device as evidenced in Higgins (2010) and Novak and
Park (2010).


Sludge drying: in which usually heat is used to evaporate water
and to reduce the moisture content of biosolids below that which
is achievable by conventional mechanical dewatering methods.
The water molecularly bound to solid surfaces is removed through
evaporation. Rotary drum and fluidized bed dryers are common
devices for this step, which are able to produce a cake with solids
content of more than 90%.

Due to the varying nature of sludges produced in WwTWs, different
approaches may

be employed during the

dewatering process

depending upon the required consistency of the products. The type of
dewatering device also affects the water removal rate from residuals
and usually treatment plants choose the dewatering device based on
desired solids content of the cake and plant throughput for economical
disposal, along with associated operational and maintenance (O&M)
costs (EPA 832-F-00-053, 2000; EPA 832-F-00-057, 2000; Rushton et al., 1996;
Tchobanoglous et al., 2014). In Figure 3, a typical sludge treatment flow
diagram with biological digestion is shown:

Figure 3- Typical sludge treatment flow diagram with biological digestion and belt filter
press dewatering device
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2.2. Sludge properties: relation to dewatering
A better understanding of the fundamentals of sludge dewatering
mechanisms, can lead to better controlling methodologies and/or pretreatment approaches for improving the sludge dewatering process. In
the proceeding sections, different aspects have been visualized to
describe the interaction between water molecules and solid solid
particules in the sludge.
2.2.1.

Water molecules within sludge solid particles

It has been suggested by several authors (Colin and Gazbar, 1995;
Vesilind and Hsu, 1997) that there is an interaction energy binding or
some structural binding between water molecules and the solid particles
within sludges. Often, the water in sludge is categorized into “bound
water”, which is held physically, chemically or mechanically to the
biomass flocs and the “free water” which behaves as the bulk water and
can be easily separated (Colin and Gazbar, 1995). Vesilind and Hsu
(1997) defined four different forms of water in sludge as follows:


Free water: water which is not attached to solid particles and is
separated easily by simple gravitational settling. It freezes at the
normal freezing point of water.



Interstitial water: water that is trapped within the floc structure or
within a cell. This can be separated only when it is released by
breaking up the floc or disruption of the cell. Only small amounts of
interstitial water might be removed by mechanical dewatering
systems such as centrifugation or vacuum filtration. Due to high
dissolved solid concentrations, this type of water freezes at
temperatures lower than normal freezing point.



Vicinal water: water molecules which are physically bound to solid
particles surface due to their nature cannot be separated by any
mechanical means. It could be frozen only at very low
temperature.
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Water of hydration: water molecules which are chemically bound
to the solid particles and can only be released by thermo
chemical destruction of the particles at temperatures above
105°C (Colin and Gazbar, 1995).

The bound water content, which is the sum of interstitial, vicinal and
hydration waters is one of the major limiting factors in dewatering
efficiency because removing it requires additional energy. Once the
water content of the sludge is decreased to about 80 %, the binding
strength and resulting dewatering energy demand is increased sharply.
Chu et al. (2005) employing thermal gravimetric analysis, differential
thermal analysis and consolidation tests for dewatering of activated
sludge from a wastewater treatment plant, demonstrated an increased
variation of bound energy with residual water content for original and
flocculated sludges. Chu et al. (2005) reported that the bound energy
was close to 1 kJ/kg at residual water contents of more than 30 % TS and
it exceeded 1 MJ/kg when the water content was less than 0.5 % TS.
These imply that at lower residual water content, the sludge can no
longer be dewatered, due to the inability of conventional dewatering
equipment to provide high levels of energy that can overcome the
energy lost through intra-cake friction and bond strength between the
adjacent water and sludge particles surfaces.
2.2.2.

Sludge organic particles: the sludge floc

There are different constituents which could affect the capture of water
molecules in the flocs and cells or, binding them to the surfaces of solid
particles,

and

therefore

affecting

the

dewaterability

of

sludge.

Understanding the nature of particles in waste water is important. For
practical purposes particles can be differentiated as colloidal (with
diameters less than 1μm only removed by coagulation or flocculation)
and suspended (or insoluble with diameters higher than 1μm removed
by sedimentation or filtration processes). As a way of improving the
separation of particles from water, flocculation of small gel-like solid
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particles in sludge into larger and stronger aggregates with less affinity
for water is necessary.
Waste water sludge is usually categorized in: primary sludge originated
from primary sedimentation tanks; secondary sludge originated from
activated sludge process and digested aerobic or anaerobic sludges
(see Figure 1). Primary sludge can also be a sludge that resulted from
chemical precipitation due to the addition of metal salts for the removal
of phosphorus. Primary sludge is usually gray and slimy and in most cases
has an extremely offensive odor and it is readily degradable. This type of
sludge is not considered of biological origin i.e. that resulted from a
biological process during waste water treatment. However, its particles
characteristics depend upon the nature of the collection system and
wether industrial wastes are discharged into the collection sustem.
As for biological sludges (secondary sludges and digested sludges) these
consist of primarily of biological flocs that are formed by growth of
microorganisms and by adsorption of particles from the influent. The
sludge flocs consist of microorganisms, either as single cells, filamentous
bacteria or microcolonies, organic fibres, inorganic particles (salt and
sand), and extracellular polymeric substances (EPS). In Figure 4 the
model of an activated sludge floc is illustrated. Sludge flocs have a
fractal-like structure (Wu et al., 2002) and are kept together by van der
Waals and electrostatic forces (or DLVO forces which theory was named
after Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek), non-DLVO-forces (bridging,
hydrophobic forces), and physical entanglement (Christensen et al.,
2015). Sludge flocs can reach a diameter between 50 and 125 µm
(Mikkelsen and Keiding, 2002; Nielsen et al., 2012)
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Figure 4- Schematic picture of activated sludge floc (Nielsen et al., 2012)

In the next paragraphs the most important properties of sludge flocs such
as size, compactness and strength as well as the effect of EPS content on
sludge conditioning and dewatering are described.
Floc size
The floc size has been considered one of the most important properties
of sludge flocs in dewatering. Common mechanical dewatering devices
such as BFP, FP, and centrifuges all require conditioned sludge flocs to
attain a certain minimum size (Olboter and Vogelpohl, 1993). In Lee and
Liu (2001) results show that higher particle size of conditioned digested
sludge flocs lead to better dewatering. As for activated sludge large
flocs lead also to better dewaterability as shown in Jiwani et al. (1997)
and Pei et al. (2007).
Increased floc sizes have positive impacts on the dewatering processes
by improving water drainage out of the flocs and hence increasing
dewatering throughput as well as achieving low suspended solids in the
liquors. The increase in water drainage out of the flocs could be
expected from enhanced cake permeability during the filtration phase,
because of formation of a more porous cake structure, whereas the
reduction of suspended solids in the liquors could be attributed to better
solids retention for larger flocs in dewatering devices. This has been used
in the industry as a control methodology to optimize conditioning and
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dewatering as described in Sievers et al. (2003 and 2008) and Stoll et al.
(2009) (see section 2.3.2).
However, contradictory results can be found in Byung-Hyun et al. (2003)
and Sun et al. (2015) where optimum polymer dose was not achieved
when the largest floc size and fractal dimension were observed. Results
showed that both fractal dimension and sizes of sludge flocs increased
with polymer dose but specific resistance to filtration (SRF) and solids
concentration of cake was highest at lower doses.
In Wu et al. (1997) it was postulated that during polymer conditioning
there is the coexistence of bound water depletion and interstitial water
formation. The depletion in bound water during polymer conditioning is
considered to be a result of inter-particle consolidation inducing the
collapse of the porous cake structure. However, as polymer dose
increases the agglomeration of fine particles into the large floc structure
increases the content of the physically bound moisture fraction such as
interstitial water.
In Miller (2008) it was postulated that these contradictory results between
floc size and dewatering may arise from the fact that polymers used in
many sludge conditioning operations attract water molecules to the
polymer chains themselves and thus lead to increased bound water on
the sludge particle surfaces.
It seems clear that sludge particle size is a determinant parameter of the
efficiency of the overall dewatering process, however, contradictory
results evidenced that one should not rely solely on this parameter for
predicting the sludge dewatering performance.
Floc compactness
Floc compactness represents the degree of space filling of particles
inside a floc, i.e., the degree of porosity. In the sludge dewatering
literature floc structure is often used as a generic term for describing the
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totality of a floc. This may implicitly imply floc size, compactness, or even
strength, and anything that constitutes part of the floc.
Sludge flocs have a fractal-like structure and this fractal-like structure of
sludge flocs has been used to characterize the degree of compactness
of sludge flocs (Byung-Hyun et al., 2003; Guan et al., 1998; Wu et al.,
1997).
The fractal structure means that the floc is self-similar or its structure is
invariant to a change of scale. The most important parameter in the
theory of fractals is the mass fractal dimension. It gives a measure of the
degree of compactness of an object. For a mass fractal aggregate such
as the sludge floc, its mass m(R) is proportional to its radius (R) (Wu et al.,
2002):
m R   R DF (1)
Here, DF is the mass fractal dimension and can be used to characterize
changes in mass density of the flocs, ρ(R), observed within a sphere of
radius R centred at some point in the floc (Wu et al., 2002):

 R   R DF 3 (2)
DF varies between 1 and 3 (Bizi, 2012), and an entirely compact floc has
a DF of 3, while a floc with an open configuration of particles is
characterized by smaller DF. An example of the difference in floc
compactness and morphology as its fractal dimension changes is
illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5- Flocs of model colloidal particles generated from computer simulations,
showing changes in the structural compactness and morphology with different mass
fractal dimensions (Bizi, 2012)

Guan et al. (1998) found strong correlations between the fractal
structure of the flocs and the dewatering behaviour of activated sludges
in both pressure filtration and centrifugation. More open flocs, generated
through polymer conditioning and characterized by low mass fractal
dimensions, were found to result in significantly higher cake solids
contents. Similar findings have also been reported by Feitz et al. (2001)
for digested sewage sludge. However, in Sheng et al. (2016) compact
flocs with higher DF values achieved lower capillary suction time (CST)
values compared with flocs with lower DF. In Wu et al. (1997) the degree
of the floc compactness during polymer conditioning did not contribute
to the poor dewatering. Also, in Wu et al. (2002) the compactness of the
interior structure of the primary flocs (with polymer conditioning)
exhibited no correlation with the occurrence of charge neutralization or
with sludge dewaterability.
Depending on the treatment history, sludge flocs conditioned for
dewatering may contain multi-level structures (Wu et al., 2002). For
instance, the flocs in an activated sludge reactor may be termed
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bioflocs. Prethickening (either for sludge digestion or dewatering) by a
polymer will create the so-called primary flocs that in fact have a floc-infloc type structure, in which the bioflocs are the building blocks. If no
sludge digestion is adopted, these primary flocs will then be further
conditioned or superflocculated before dewatering. The resultant
secondary flocs may have a three-level structure. Unfortunately, this
complex structure can only make it much harder to thoroughly
understand or clearly explain the effect of floc structural compactness
on sludge dewatering behaviour.
The evidence of contradictory results when assessing dewatering
performance based only on floc compactness shows that other
parameters that define floc properties need to be considered.
Floc strength
Floc strength determines the degree of floc breakage and deformation
during mechanical dewatering and is therefore strongly related to the
sludge dewaterability. The strength of a floc can be determined by a
number of factors. These include the interparticle bond energy and the
number of bonds present. The bond strength is related to the strength of
the interparticle interactions and in the case of polymer-conditioned
sludge this is largely given by the strength of the polymer bridges
between the particles.
The effect of floc strength on the sludge dewatering efficiency has been
demonstrated by Wu et al. (2003). Although, alum sludge was used in
their work which is a by product from water treatment, it was found that
conditioning of the sludge with polymer increases the strength of the floc
structure. Floc strength was found to have a significant influence on the
cake moisture at high centrifugal speeds. While for vacuum filtration
results suggested that the strongest floc structure did not guarantee
maximal dewatering efficiency. Based on lab scale results these authors
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recommended the use of centrifugation for the dewatering of high floc
strength sludge and vacuum filtration for medium floc strength sludge.
The strength of the flocs has been measured using the average floc size
as a function of increasing shear rate and a floc strength coefficient can
be obtained from the slope of the log-log plot (Wu et al., 2003;
Leentvaar and Rebhun, 1983). However, the method seems rather time
consuming and might not be appropriate.
Other approaches have been used in order to characterize floc strength
such as rheology. Different authors have used the concept of network
strength where sludge flocs (conditioned or unconditioned) are
considered within a network of bonds that hold that structure together
(Örmeci and Abu-Orf, 2005; Yen et al., 2002). Some of these methods will
be discussed further in section 2.6.3.

In Wang et al. (2011) using the

proposed method of Örmeci and Abu-Orf (2005) a difference in floc
strengths and sizes was found with extended mixing. After polymer
addition and for a given shear rate both floc sizes and network strength
increased up to a maximum as time advanced, it then decreased
indicating floc breakage due to the extended mixing. The strongest
network strength

was formed in conditioned digestate samples

suspensions in which large flocs were generated. However, the largest
single floc or the maximum fractal dimensions of the flocs did not assure
the strongest network. In Marinetti et al. 2010 using the procedure
described in Yen et al. (2002) no correlation was found between the
highest network strength and filterability. Results showed that as polymer
dose increased, floc strength increased up to a threshold of network
strength

beyond

which,

further

strength

conferred

no

further

improvement in filterability. Floc strength seems to be important since it
was found that a threshold must be achieved however other factors are
equally important since the highest floc strength did not contribute to
further improve dewatering. Nonetheless, despite the different methods
to measure network strength used in Wu et al. (2003) and Marinetti et al.
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(2010) there is some agreement where the strongest floc strength did not
guarantee maximum dewatering.
The floc strength also influences the way flocs respond to an external
pressure (normal force) and this is of particular relevance to mechanical
dewatering. During filtration, municipal sludges usually form highly
compressible filter cakes that are very difficult to dewater with an
applied pressure gradient. The flocs in the sludge will deform under
pressure during the consolidation phase and their structures may break
to some extent, and this deformation increases with increasing
dewatering pressure. This is reflected for example by the porosity
changes with height through the filter cake and possibly also with time
during the filtration process. This type of cake void closure can impede
continued dewatering. Hence, effective sludge conditioning methods
should be employed to reduce cake compressibility (Qi et al., 2011).
As regards to digestate, flocs formed from polymer conditioning, these
usually comprised of electrostatic and/or bridging polymer bonds and it
can be expected that the strength of these bonds will govern how the
flocs perform when subjected to a compressive force. However, in Miller
(2008) the results seemed to have indicated that for a variety of sludges
dewatering, performance is related to the initial sludge floc structure and
not with the primary flocs that resulted from polymer conditioning. In this
sense these results agreed with the findings from both Wang et al. (2011)
and Marinetti et al. (2010).
Having discussed the fundamental floc properties individually, it should
be emphasized that the effects of floc size, compactness, and strength
on sludge dewaterability should not be considered in isolation but as a
whole. As Zhao (2003) has pointed out, any single floc property index
may not correlate well with the true sludge dewaterability, because
sludge dewaterability may result from the integrated effects of these
individual floc properties.
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Extracellular polymeric substances
It is believed by several authors (Colin and Gazbar, 1995; Mikkelsen et al.,
1996; Houghton et al., 2000; Novak et al., 2001; Mikkelsen and Keiding,
2002; Liu and Fang, 2003; Mikkelsen, 2001, 2003; Dursun et al., 2004;
Bouskova et al., 2006; Park et al., 2006 a, 2006 b; Seviour et al., 2009a and
2009b; Novak, 2010; Zhu et al., 2012; Su et al., 2014; More et al., 2014;
Christensen et al., 2015) that among the different properties of sludges
(aerobic and anaerobic), extracellular polymeric substances (EPS)
content and bound water content are the most important properties
affecting the dewaterability of sludge.
Most bacteria produce EPS that participate in the formation of microbial
aggregates (Laspidou, 2002) whether the bacteria grow in suspended
cultures or in biofilms (Massé et al., 2006). In biological wastewater
treatment, bacteria tend to aggregate forming flocs, biofilms, or even
granules (Liu and Fang, 2003; More et al., 2012 and 2014). These consist
of bacterial cells enveloped by a matrix of large polymeric molecules,
the EPS (Figure 4). By definition, EPS are located at or outside the cell
surface where some filamentous microorganisms form a backbone to
which the floc-forming bacteria are firmly attached (Wingender et al.,
1999; Liu and Fang, 2003; Nielsen et al., 2012; More et al., 2012 and 2014).
The floc-forming bacteria convert organic substances from the medium
to some extracellular materials such as humic substances. These
materials

form

an

EPS

matrix,

to

which

various

bacteria

and

microorganisms are enmeshed (Liu and Fang, 2003; Nielsen et al., 2012;
More et al., 2014). Therefore, EPS are products of active secretion, cell
surface material shredding, cell lysis and sorption from the environment
(Wingender et al., 1999). The EPS components are a mixture of different
macromolecules, e.g. proteins, humic-like substances, polysaccharides,
nucleic acids and lipids and can contribute up to 60 and 80 % of the dry
solids of the sludge flocs (Neyens and Baeyens, 2003; Christensen et al.,
2015). In addition, EPS are highly charged polymers that interact with
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water molecules as a gel (Seviour et al., 2009a and 2009b; More et al.,
2012 and 2014; Ruan et al., 2013), and the charge density has been
measured to be 0.2–1 meq/g EPS for activated sludge (Mikkelsen and
Keiding, 2002).
EPS can exist in different forms, and depending on its association with the
cells or the method of extraction used in laboratory it is often difficult to
compare literature data. In More et al. (2012 and 2014) EPS was defined
as capsular, slime, loosely bound and tightly bound. Nevertheless, as a
matter of practical simplification and due to the limitations of its
extraction methods EPS is better defined as tightly bound (TB-EPS) and
loosely bound (LB-EPS) from which soluble EPS makes up part (Laspidou,
2002; Liu and Fang, 2003; Ruan et al., 2013). Tightly bound EPS are closely
bound to cells and usually require additional treatments to be extracted,
while loosely and soluble bound EPS are either weakly bound to cells or
dissolved in the solution and can be extracted with centrifugation alone
(Novak et al., 2001; Liu and Fang, 2003; Park et al., 2006a and 2006b;
More et al., 2012 and 2014).
Some researchers have chosen to differentiate the soluble fraction of LBEPS denominated as soluble microbial products (SMP) (Laspidou, 2002;
Aquino and Stuckey, 2004; Mesquita et al., 2010; Wu and Zhou, 2010;
Shen et al., 2012; Azami et al., 2012; Kunacheva and Stuckey, 2014). SMP
are defined as soluble cellular components that are released during cell
lysis, diffuse through the cell membrane, lost during synthesis, or are
excreted for some purpose. They have small to medium molecular
weights and are biodegradable (Laspidou, 2002). SMP are important
because they are ubiquitously present and usually form the majority of
the effluent COD and biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) from
biological treatment processes (Laspidou, 2002; Aquino and Stuckey,
2004).
It is postulated that SMP can be subdivided into two categories:
utilization-associated products, i.e., SMPs that are associated with
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substrate metabolism and biomass growth and are produced at a rate
proportional to the rate of substrate utilization, and biomass-associated
products, i.e. SMPs that are associated with biomass decay and are
produced at a rate proportional to the concentration of biomass. The
production of SMP can be a result of a variety of factors outlined in
Azami et al. (2012), nevertheless, in practical terms soluble EPS and SMP
should

be

considered

the

same

since

both

are

considered

biodegradable soluble polymers of microbial origin (Wingender et al.,
1999; Laspidou, 2002).
EPS are organic macromolecules that are formed by polymerization of
similar or identical building blocks, which may be arranged as repeating
units within the polymer molecules such as in many polysaccharides,
proteins

(polypeptides),

nucleic

acids,

phospholipids

and

humic

substances (Wingender et al., 1999). In addition, EPS may contain
nonpolymeric substituents of low molecular weight such as acetyl,
succimyl, or pyruvyl groups or inorganic substituent such as sulphate
(Wingender et al., 1999). As shown in Wu and Zhou (2010), long chain
alkanes, esters and acids make the big proportion of SMPs or soluble EPS.
Nielsen et al. (2012) outlined that the microbial composition largely
determines floc properties (size, strength and compactness), which
subsequently determines the sludge properties (Miller, 2008; Nielsen et al.,
2012). Therefore, it is expected that the content and composition of EPS
will vary depending on the composition (protein, carbohydrates and
lipids) of the waste water or digester feedstock (primary, WAS) (Nielsen
and Keiding, 1998; Houghton et al., 2000; Mikkelsen and Keiding, 2002)
and overall waste water treatment process conditions such as: solids
retention time (SRT) and/or hydraulic retention time (HRT) (Wang et al,
2013; Kunacheva and Stuckey, 2014); organic loading rate (OLR); food
and microorganisms ratio (F/M) (More et al., 2014; Dereli et al., 2015);
carbon

and

characteristics

nitrogen

ratio

(Kunacheva

(C/N)
and

(More

Stuckey,

et

al.,

2014);

2014);
aerobic

reactor
versus
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anaerobic (Wingender et al., 1999; Houghton et al., 2000); temperature
(Bouskova et al., 2006; More et al., 2014); pre-treatments (Neyens et al.,
2004; Ayol and Dentel, 2005; Wilson and Novak, 2009) and microbial
community (Chipasa and Medrzycka, 2008; Kunacheva and Stuckey,
2014; Dereli et al., 2015).
An increase in EPS content leads to poorer sludge dewaterability due to:
repulsive forces between cells which reduce flocculation ability and
settleability of microbial aggregates; retention of more water and so
increase in the amount of interstitial water in sludge flocs; formation of a
stable gel-like material which prevents water drainage from the pores of
flocs; formation of a thin layer on the surface of filtering media which act
as a barrier for water passage; and increased sludge viscosity (More et
al., 2014). Therefore EPS is generally considered to have high water
binding properties due to its protein (EPSP), carbohydrate (EPSC) and
nucleic acids fractions (Mikkelsen and Keiding, 2002; Nguyen et al., 2008;
Novak, 2010).
The effect of EPS concentration on the dewaterability of different types
of sludges was also studied (Houghton et al., 2000; Liu and Fang, 2003;
Pei et al., 2007; Yang and Li, 2009; Ye et al., 2011). Findings were that for
the

thickened

and

anaerobic

digestate

sludges,

dewaterability

increased with a decrease of EPS content, however for the activated
sludge the dewaterability increased with EPS content until reaching a
maximum level beyond which the dewaterability decreased. The
increase in EPS above a certain level tended to increase the amount of
surface water bounded by EPS and thus lowering sludge dewaterability.
On

the

contrary,

the

reduction

of

anaerobic

digested

sludge

dewaterability is probably related to the solubilisation of EPS (increase of
LB-EPS). From literature it seems more evident that digested sludge
dewatering performance is related to LB-EPS. However, it is still unclear
the effect of the different compounds of the EPS on the dewaterability of
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digestates, i.e., what is the role of EPSP or EPSC during conditioning and
dewatering of digestates?
In Novak et al. (2001), Park et al. (2006 and 2006b), Novak (2010) and
Higgins (2010) it is shown that different cations are associated with
different fractions of EPSp and EPSc in sludges leading to the degradation
of certain fractions of EPS (note: authors use biopolymer instead of EPS).
The presence of inorganic particles on sludge flocs (Figure 4) can also
play a role in EPS composition and therefore floc formation.
Depending on the treatment process (aerobic and anaerobic) soluble
EPS is degraded differently and this was observed when measuring
soluble and total (fixed or floc) cations with carbohydrates and proteins
in solution (Biggs et al., 2001; Park et al., 2006a and 2006b). During
aerobic treatment, the degradation of the soluble EPSp was mostly
associated with calcium and magnesium. The released calcium and
magnesium to the solution and consequent degradation of proteins and
carbohydrates suggested that the major fraction of floc degraded
during aerobic digestion was lectin like protein, in some cases leading to
the accumulation of polysaccharides. During AD, the soluble EPS p that
underwent degradation was mostly associated with iron or aluminium.
Therefore, Park et al. (2006b) has postulated that, depending on the
level of divalent and trivalent cations, the soluble EPS would be
degraded differently through aerobic and/or anaerobic processes and
that some of this organic matter could only be degraded through
anaerobic or aerobic conditions. This implies that the formation of flocs
and dewaterability will be affected depending on the level of cations
present in the incoming sludge and the type of treatment process
adopted.
2.3. Improving sludge dewaterability: sludge conditioning
In many applications conditioning is a prerequisite for optimum
dewatering since it is intended to minimize the affinity between solid
particles and water altering therefore sludge properties. As evidenced in
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Table 2, optimal usage of chemical additives improved liquid extraction
and solids concentration but also improves throughput and energy
efficiency

of

a

process.

Generally,

common

priorities

between

dewatering and conditioning can be classified into four categories such
as achieving high solids concentration in the thickened or dewatered
cake, low solids concentration in the liquors, high process throughput
and energy efficiency. Most of these are interrelated and depending on
the dewatering device, environmental discharge restrictions, O&M costs,
the choice of chemicals, and the monitoring control of the conditioning
process may be the key to achieve constant optimum dewatering.
2.3.1.

Physical conditioning

Sludge conditioning is usually attained in three different ways:


Disintegration of sludge using techniques such as mechanical
disintegration,

ozonation,

enzyme

treatment

or

sonication

rupturing flocs or cells to release bound water molecules from EPS
(usually more important for WAS)


Coagulation or flocculation of sludge flocs into larger flocs to
improve settleability of the sludge and reduce liquor solids
concentration.



Reducing the sludge flocs compressibility to improve sludge cake
filterability, i.e., reduce SRF and increase throughput during
dewatering.

Low solids concentration in the liquor is accomplished by effective
particle collection via coagulation and flocculation. Usually, starting from
a dilute feed will generally require flocs that are resilient to the stresses
imposed by the process. The increase of stresses which cause flocs to
break leads to particle re-suspension. Re-suspension can be irreversible
and the flocs will not form again unless the process stops (Leentvaar and
Rebhun, 1983). The intensity of stress will vary widely between processes
and plants, and so the conditioning process will have to be different
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even for the same sludge and chemical added. Also, dense solids
desirable for high solids concentration does not always lead to a strong
and porous structure (Wu et al., 1997).
The poor dewaterability of sewage sludge has led to a variety of
conditioning treatments, processes and additives to improve the rate of
dewatering. Several studies have demonstrated the positive effect of
conditioning treatments and processes such as: thermal hydrolysis
(Neyens and Baeyens, 2003; Neyens et al., 2004; Camacho et al., 2008;
Feng et al., 2014) acid (Devlin et al., 2011), alkali (Tunçal, 2011), Fenton’s
reagent (Schaum et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2013), enzymatic (Ayol, 2005) and
fast freeze-thaw (Lee and Hsu, 1994).
Most of the referred improvements in dewatering of aerobic sludges
seem to be the result of increasing electrostatic and ionic interactions
between sludge particles.
As described by Neyens and Baeyens (2003) and Raynaud et al. (2012),
the addition of acid altered the particle size distribution, as the
concentration of the supra-colloidal fraction (particles with diameters
between 1 and 100 nm) of the solids decreases with pH and the
concentration of less fine particles (between 100 and 200 nm) increases.
As reported in Liao et al. (2002) a minimum dissociation constant
occurred at pHs between 2.6 and 3.6 where the isoelectric point is
achieved.

Sludge

surface

presents

a

net

charge

that

creates

electrostatic repulsion preventing the flocculation of the particles (Böhm
and Kulicke, 1997; Legrand et al., 1998; Dentel, 2010a). Therefore, the
stability of the sludge is related to its surface charge, i.e., the resistance
of the sludge particles to flocculation is higher when the electrostatic
repulsion is higher. The neutralization of the surface charge brings the fine
particles/smaller bioflocs together improving flocculation as according
to the mechanisms of charge neutralization or DLVO theory (see section
2.3.2). At pH of 9 an increase of the amount of negative surface charges
occurs (Raynaud et al., 2012), which tends to intensify repulsive
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interactions and thus to provoke a deflocculation of the system and the
release of fine particles to the liquid phase.
The presence of different functional groups on sludge surfaces such as:
carboxyl, amino and phosphate groups that have different ionization
constants (pKa), dictates the dissociation according to the pH of solution
(Liao et al., 2002). The relatively stable dissociation constants in the pH
range of 4.5-9.5 could be attributed to the carboxyl and amino groups
(Liao et al., 2002). The major source for surface charge seems to be the
ionization of carboxyl and amino groups from proteins. The later groups
might form a stable five member ring chelated with divalent cations
such as calcium and therefore neutralize the amino groups (Liao et al.,
2002). This seems to be in agreement with the findings of Park et al.,
(2006a and 2006b), as mentioned in section 2.2.2, the degradation of
proteins followed a solubilization of divalent cations.

In addition,

carboxyl groups of amino acids will ionize into carboxylic acids (R-COO-)
when pH is within the range 4-5 (Neyens and Baeyens, 2003; Neyens et
al., 2004; Wang et al., 2013).
The EPS degradation through the deproteination of proteins and
hydrolysis of glycosidic linkages as well the release of more available
functional groups of the EPS seems to promote their participation in
several interactions enhancing floc formation, floc size, floc strength and
floc compactness which will determine sludge properties such as
dewaterability.
Notwithstanding

the

factors

affecting

flocculation,

sequential

dewatering should be faced differently when assessing aerobic sludges
and/or anaerobic digested sludges and the type of processes in
operation as according to the literature reviewed previously. Aerobic
sludges flocs, settling and consequent dewatering seem to be strongly
related to the levels of EPS content and divalent cations from incoming
sludge, and soluble EPS (mostly polysaccharides). While for anaerobic
sludges, chemically induced flocculation and consequent dewatering is
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related to the levels of trivalent cations from incoming sludge and
soluble EPS (mostly protein).
Most of the research for the development of conditioning processes has
been pursued to achieve a better detachment of the cations from solids
and to consume or destroy EPS. Such examples are: thermal hydrolysis
(Neyens et al., 2004), acidic thermal post-treatment (Takashima and
Tanaka,

2014),

KemiCond

process

or

three

step

conditioning

(acidification, oxidation, and flocculation) (Schaum et al., 2008; Liu et al.,
2013), the combination between Anaerobic – Aerobic processes as well
as evaluation of different coagulants (Novak and Park, 2010; Higgins,
2010).
In addition, the high compressibility of the flocculated waste water
sludges during mechanical dewatering (Rushton et al., 1996) limits the
increase in final cake solids. Sludge flocs can be easily deformed under
pressure following cake growth causing cake void closure and a
subsequent reduction in sludge filterability. Recent research has been
conducted in order to target this limitation by the addition of new
flocculants or the addition of filtration aids (Thapa et al., 2009; Qi et al.,
2011; Lee et al., 2012; More et al., 2014) that act as skeleton builders,
enhancing sludge dewaterability and cake properties by adding more
rigid and incompressible structures to the sludge solids providing water
passages.
The structure and chemical nature of the flocs (floc size, floc strength,
floc compactness, EPS) dictates the amount of water that is trapped
within the flocs and how this water is released during dewatering,
therefore optimum conditioning is critical. However, the efficacy of the
referred conditioning methods and their commercial reality, with the
exception of the thermal hydrolysis process which application shifted to
benefit AD of secondary sludges (Camacho et al., 2008), is usually not
feasible or economically comparable to the addition of flocculants
(Bolto and Gregory, 2007).
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2.3.2.

Chemical conditioning

The dewaterability and thickening of sludges using current dewatering
devices (see section 2.5) has become dependent on proper chemical
conditioning usually using flocculants and coagulants (Wakeman, 2007).
As described in section 2.2, the nature of the sludge in regards to cations
and EPS contents play a major role in bioflocculation but also for
chemical induced coagulation and flocculation (Novak et al., 2003).
Coagulation and flocculation mechanisms in water and waste water
have been well described (Tchobanoglous et al., 2014). The classical
conception of chemical conditioning begins with a picture of rigid,
spherical particles stabilized by repulsive electrical interactions or
electrostatic field and van der Waals forces of attraction. This theory
known as DLVO was derived from dilute systems of rigid nonporous
particles, in other words from colloidal systems.
Such theory is mostly valid when related to surface waters and to some
industrial waste waters where colloidal particle sizes are of great
importance but might only be applied to a certain extent to sludges
where suspended particles dominate. Different mechanisms depending
on the type of coagulant, flocculant and particles involved are usually
described based on DLVO theory. Such mechanisms are as follows
according to Tchobanoglous et al. (2014):


Destabilization-

Primarily

dependent

on

colloidal

particle

concentration and charge. In this mechanism the addition of
coagulant or flocculant contributes to neutralize or lower the
surface charge of wastewater particles. Since surface charge is
negative for most waste waters cationic polyelectrolyte and metal
ions are usually added.


Polymer bridging- The second mode of action for a coagulant and
flocculant agent is interparticle bridging.

Polymers that are

cationic and non-ionic usually are used and become attached at
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a number of adsorption sites to the surface of the particles found
in the wastewater. A resulting three dimensional floc grows as a
result of the intertwining of the different bridges formed between
two or more particles along the polymer chain.


Destabilization and bridging- This third mode action is classified as
charge neutralization and bridging phenomenon as described
above. This is only valid for extremely high molecular weight
cationic polymers where both phenomena take place.



Destabilization and removal with hydrolyzed metal ions: The
aggregation brought by alum and ferric sulphate is a more
complex process. This mode of action involves the formation of
metal ions which have specific operating ranges. The formation of
metal ions is dependent upon the physical and chemical
characteristics of the solution and therefore removal efficiencies
affected (Exall and vanLoon, 2003; Xiaoying et al., 2009). Once
added coordination compounds are formed, these are complex
compounds of a central trivalent metal ion/atom associated with
other molecules or ions by covalent bonds that exist in solution,
these last molecules are known as ligands or ligand donor atoms.
Ligands of importance in waste water are the carbonate (CO32-),
chloride (Cl-), hydroxide (OH-), ammonia (NH3) and water (H2O).
Also, the coordination compounds can exist in different forms
depending on the pH (amphoteric) as the example of aluminium
hydroxide [Al(OH)3] that can solubilise into Al3+ or Al(OH)4- or AlOH2+
depending on if it is in acid or in base. Some hydroxides solubilise
in strong acids but not in strong bases. However, at present the
formation

of

hydrolysis

reaction

products

involving

these

compounds are not well understood and a number of alternative
polynuclear and mononuclear aluminium species are possible and
the

combinations

endless

(Tchobanoglous

et

al.

2014).

Nevertheless, the addition of trivalent metals (Migo et al., 1997;
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Wen et al., 2015) leads to the destabilization and removal of
colloidal particles through adsorption and charge neutralization,
adsorption and interparticle bridging, and enmeshment in sweep
floc (precipitation) as concentration of coagulant increases.
Different coagulants and flocculants can be found in literature (Dentel,
1989 and 1991; Bolto and Gregory, 2007; Jaeger et al., 2010). As
coagulants, usually trivalent metals (Al3+ and Fe3+) and calcium salts are
used, often and most commonly alum (Al2 (SO4)3.18H2O, aluminium
chloride (AlCl3), sodium aluminate (Na2OAl2O3), ferric chloride (FeCl3)
and ferrous sulphate (FeSO4.7H2O) are applied. Organic polymers are
used as flocculants and are characterized by chains of individual
monomer units, linked together in a linear or branched configuration.
Functional groups are located periodically along the chain and they
possess a negative (anionic polymers), positive charge (cationic
polymers) or in overall neutral charge (non-ionic polymers). These
products are often called polyelectrolytes, though the term is strictly
applied only to the cationic and anionic types. The length of the polymer
chains is indicated by the molecular weight of the polymer. The most
common organic polymers used in waste water treatment have been
reviewed in Dentel (1989) and in Bolto and Gregory (2007).
These organic polymers differ in several factors that are specific to their
chemical formulation: charge type, charge density, molecular mass,
molecular mass distribution, monomer type and chain cross-linkage. Any
of these factors might determine the most appropriate polymer for
conditioning a particular sludge (Saveyn et al., 2005). Certain polymers
are more readily hydrolysed below a certain pH range (Bolto and
Gregory, 2007) or certain polymers such as the ones with a chain crosslinkage lead to a floc more resilient to shears (Dentel, 2010a).

The

amount of coagulant or flocculant required to induce destabilization
and

agglomeration

are

dependent

on

different

environmental

conditions and nature of the chemical added. Polymers with high
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molecular weight require lower doses than polymers with lower
molecular weight, however the former also create elastic cakes
presumably due to high internal electrostatic repulsion leading to higher
water retention therefore hindering dewaterability of the sludges (Saveyn
et al., 2005).
In the case of coagulants such as alum, ferric and lime, it seems that pH
and mixing are more important to form the required hydrolysed metal
ions to induce destabilization and agglomeration of colloidal particles
(Migo et al., 1997; Wen et al., 2015). For instance, for a pH of 7 the
amount of alum required to induce sweep floc formation is lower than at
higher pHs, because alum precipitation is optimum in the range of a pH
5-7. Stability diagrams for proper pH selection at optimum coagulant
dose are well known and have been applied for water treatment.
However, the alum dosage required will also depend on the nature of
the particles and organic matter present, which ultimately contribute to
the increase of its dose (Exall and vanLoon, 2003; Xiaoying et al., 2009).
Due to the uncertainty of the reactions that potentially take place in
waste water and digestates such diagrams cannot be used for accurate
results (Dentel, 1989 and 1991). The addition of metals is often applied
though during water and waste water treatment in sedimentation tanks
for

suspended

solids

removal

(originating

alum

sludges)

and

phosphorous removal (Zhu et al., 2004; Pilgrim and Brezonik, 2005;
Malecki-Brown et al., 2009; Tchobanoglous et al., 2014), respetively. Also,
the addition of these types of coagulants seem to be useful for the
destabilization through charge neutralization purposes before the
addition of polyelectrolytes for digestate dewatering (Dentel, 1991;
Schaum et al., 2008; Novak and Park, 2010; Higgins, 2010).
The relationship of charge neutralization or patch charge model has
been verified for a variety of sludges (Dentel et al., 1995; Böhm and
Kulicke, 1997; Byun et al., 2007; Dentel, 2010a). The electrical interactions
between particles can be reduced or overcome by the deposition of
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particles with counter charge on the surface of the particles in the
suspension. This principle is used to estimate the optimum dose of
conditioner based on electrokinetic (zeta potential or streaming current
potential) measurements (Dentel, 1991) but also proved to be successful
as monitoring tool during conditioning and dewatering of waste waters
(Dentel et al., 1995; Abu-Orf and Dentel, 1997). However, several issues
were reported concerning its applicability for conditioning of waste
waters with high salt content or when conditioned with high doses of
alum or ferric leading to erratic readings (Dentel, 1995).
The relationship of charge neutralization can also be verified when
adding polyelectrolytes of small to medium molecular weights to sludges
(Böhm and Kulicke, 1997). While for polyelectrolytes of sufficiently high
molecular weight aggregation follows a bridging model (Dentel, 1991),
these are adsorbed onto two or more particles in a bridging manner and
form aggregates that are relatively mechanically stable. Results in Böhm
and Kulicke (1997) indicate that both mechanisms are only verified when
more than one polyelectrolyte of different molecular weight and
structure are applied. The benefits of dual polymer conditioning on
dewatering of sludges was reported (Lee and Liu, 2001; Ayol et al., 2005;
Ma et al., 2007). Nevertheless, Dentel (2010a) stated that none of those
models (charge neutralization and bridging) are adequate to explain
biosolids dewatering, since the results in Ayol (2005) showed that the
enzymatic

hydrolysis

of

the

digested

sludge

matrix

improved

dewaterability. In fact as reported in Dursun et al. (2006) enzymatic
hydrolysis improves dewatering as more water becomes available,
however it reduced the strength of the flocs formed, which is critical for
conditioning and consequent dewatering as well. Dentel (2010a) further
stated that at present the available models of conditioning and
dewatering still do not offer a means for describing or optimizing
conditioning processes. Sludge is a biological system composed of
fractal-like flocs and tends to behave more like a gel structure
susceptible to shear stresses and osmotic effects which is far more
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complex than the system of rigid nonporous particles described by
DLVO.
In this respect, it seems evident from Dentel et al. (1995), Böhm and
Kulicke (1997) and Sievers et al. (2008) that charge neutralization
mechanisms may be used as a prediction to estimate the required
amount of chemical, however, for complex sludge and polymer matrixes
where bridging mechanisms and floc strength are of importance
predictions can not be made because of flow patterns and mixing
conditions.
As stated recently by Hogg (2013), it is important in any flocculation
process to distinguish two process steps: destabilization of the suspension,
i.e. by suppressing or eliminating barriers to particle-particle interactions,
and formation and growth of the flocs. In this case polymer bridging
might contribute to destabilization but the process is rather inefficient
due to the high molecular weight polymers needed to link individual
particles, the mechanism is more important for floc formation and
growth. Therefore, a pre-destabilization of the sludge matrix through
coagulants or high mixing might be important before adding the
polyelectrolyte. These factors were evidenced in Novak and Park (2010),
Higgins (2010) and Fountain et al. (2011), however, because results were
not consistent due to the unknown changes of the nature of the sludges
assessed there is still scope for acquiring further understanding.
Furthermore, Hogg (2013) refers that destabilization by pH control prior to
the addition of high molecular weight polymers allows the production of
small aggregates reducing the number of linkages needed for significant
floc growth by bridging. Nonetheless, mixing then becomes the critical
factor where turbulent conditions are required at polymer dose and
lower shear rates are necessary after a floc growth to avoid breakage.
Designing of flocculation processes or tanks based on floc size
distribution and hydrodynamics has been reported for drinking waters
(Bouyer et al., 2001) and waste water sludges (Sievers et al., 2003 and
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2008; Stoll et al., 2009). In Sievers et al. (2008) it is shown that by
controlling the flow pattern during destabilization and flocculation by the
use of a cone stirring reactor after an inline mixer it is possible to reduce
polymer consumption. Also, as Sievers et al. (2003) stated optimizing
polymer conditioning is always critical due to the wide varying changes
of the sludge nature, which is then reflected on conditioned floc
structure or size. In Sievers et al. (2003) by monitoring floc size it was
possible to optimize the overall conditioning process and this was done
by developing an automation control unit based on floc size distribution
using an inline CCD camera. Statistical analysis of the floc size and
distribution correlated well with the dewatering efficiency achieved in
the dewatering device. This methodology achieved good results for a
variety of sludges and reached commercial scale (Aquen, 2016).
Another

interesting

step

taken

on

improving

conditioning

and

dewatering of digestate sewage sludges is shown by Inman (2015) in
which a patented technology named Solid-Liquid-Gas (SLG) is used
before conditioning to improve overall sludge dewatering. The SLG
process as stated by Inman (2015) removes bound water through the
injection of pressurized air which diffuses into the sludge bioflocs at the
same time polymer is added to aid flocculation. By removing bound
water from sludge bioflocs with air the bioflocs become more compact.
in addition, the presence of air enhances porosity of the conditioned
flocs enhancing dewaterability of the sludge.
2.4. Sludge volume
dewatering

reduction:

mechanisms

during

thickening

and

A fundamental and numerical understanding of dewatering operation is
important not only when there is a need to specify or design a new
piece of equipment to fit into a flow sheet, but also to evaluate the
performance of existing facilities and in order to control the process.
Usually, there are two principal modes of separation as in Rushton et al.
(1996):
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Filtration, in which the solid-liquid mixture is directed towards a
medium (membrane, woven cloth, screen, paper, etc) and the
liquid phase or filtrate flows through the latter whilst the solids are
retained either on the surface or within the medium;



Separation

by

sedimentation

or

settling

in

a

force

field

(gravitational and centrifugal) where advantage is taken from the
differences in phase densities between the solid and the liquid. The
solid is allowed to sink in the fluid, under controlled conditions.
While the reverse process occurs for flotation, the particles rise
through the liquid by virtue of natural or induced low solids density.
The variety of dewatering devices as described in Rushton et al. (1996)
reflects the uncertainty, which attaches to the processing of solids
particularly those of small particle size ranges as occurs in WwTWs. The
filterability and sedimentation velocity of these mixtures depend on the
state of dispersion of the suspension, which are also strongly influenced
by solid-liquid surface conditions which govern the stability of the mixture
and the overall result of particle-particle contact. The properties of waste
water suspensions may also be time dependent with filterability and
settling rate being functions of the history of the suspension. Moreover,
the dispersive and agglomerative forces present in these systems are
functions of pH, salt content, temperature, EPS content, sludge floc
properties, agitation or mixing, pumping conditions all contributing to an
increased uncertainty with a result that suspension properties cannot be
explained by hydrodynamic terms alone (Rushton et al., 1996). As stated
in Abu-Orf et al. (2004):
“the current approach to design and operate these processes
continues to be largely empirical and based on trial and error. In
addition, continuous and not well-understood changes in waste water
characteristics alter the conditioning and dewatering requirements,
and again necessitate second round or continuous trial and error
testing”.
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The following sections describe the filtration and consolidation phases
that occur during mechanical dewatering of sludge as shown in Figure 2.
Usually during dewatering of sludge these two processes occur
simultaneously and therefore it is difficult to distinguish between the two.
It is thought that understanding how these two processes occur for a
given sludge type it could contribute to the possibility of improving the
design of dewatering devices (de Kretser et al., 2001; Miller, 2008; Skinner
et al., 2015).
2.4.1.

Filtration stage or cake filtration

The fundamental relation between pressure drop and the flow rate of
liquid passing through a packed bed of solids (Figure 2a) was first
reported by Darcy in 1856. During filtration, the liquid passes through the
open space between the particles and sludge flocs, i.e. the voids within
the bed. As it flows over the surface of the solid packing, frictional losses
lead to a pressure drop. The amount of solids inside the bed is therefore
important, and the greater this is, the larger will be the surface over
which liquid flows and therefore, the higher the pressure drop will be as a
result of friction. This is usually one of the limiting steps when dewatering
sewage sludge using BFP or FP (section 2.5) and therefore dewatering
assessment of BFP is usually done based on solids loading rate per meter
of filter belt. The volume available for fluid flow is called the porosity or
voidage. Thus, in a bed of solids two fractions exist: the solids that are
deposited in the filter medium and its porosity; and these two fractions
form the entity often called cake. Darcy’s law states that the pressure
loss is directly proportional to the flow rate of the fluid and the constant
of proportionality being dependent on the permeability (k) of the cake.
The deposition of solids on a filter medium as shown in Figure 2a resulting
in the formation of a filter cake takes place by a bridging mechanism
over the surface pores within the filter medium (Rushton et al., 1996). The
mathematical description of the process starts with the neglection of the
medium resistance and the use of Darcy’s law that relates filtrate flow
rate and pressure drop:
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 P  dV 1
(3)

L
kdt A

where ∆P is the pressure drop, L is the cake bed depth, η is the liquid
viscosity, dV is volume flowing in time dt and A is the cross-sectional area
of the filter bed.
During filtration, the cake depth and concentration increases due to
deposition of solids at the filter cake surface. The change in cake depth
is accompanied by changes in fluid flow rate and pressure differential, as
filtration time increases. A material which displays constant cake
permeability (k) usually does so as a consequence of constant filter cake
porosity because permeability is a function of the solids and porosity.
Therefore, a material displaying constant cake concentration is
considered incompressible whilst if the opposite occurs the cake is called
compressible. Waste water sludges are usually considered compressible
materials.
Other researchers have chosen to approach the filtration mechanism by
developing permeability models based on equations derived from the
Kozeny equation or Kozeny-Carman equation (Rushton et al., 1996).
These models assume the particles to be rigid, in a fixed geometry and in
point contact with each other. Furthermore, liquid drag and pressure
were the only forces considered. This approach has often lead to
inaccurate results since in practice cake permeability is a function of
porosity, sludge bioflocs characteristics (size, strength, compactness),
rate at which the cake was formed and concentration of the slurry being
filtered (Rushton et al., 1996) which are a function of the material
properties thus contributing to additional forces.
Notwithstanding, the derivations taken from Darcy’s law are made for
incompressible filtration where the cake concentration remains constant,
thus for each unit volume of suspension filtered the filter cake volume
increase by a uniform and constant amount. However, the rate of cake
deposition will not be uniform because new solid particles and sludge
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flocs of filter cake will increase the total resistance to the passage of
filtrate through the cake and eventually through the filter medium.
Therefore, the rate of filtration also declines when filtering at constant
pressure. Several calculation and substitution steps are developed from
equation 3 in order to achieve the final equation that describes filter
cake filtration, which is usually the model used in filtration tests. In this
case, the rate of filtration through a filter cake is described by:

dV A 2 P

(4)
dt cV
where c is the mass of dry cake solids deposited per unit volume of
filtrate and α is specific resistance (which is the inverse of permeability).
Equation 4 can then be rearranged and integrated, assuming:


Any pressure loss due to the flow of filtrate through the filter
medium (∆Pm) can be added to the pressure drop over the filter
cake (∆Pc). In this case, P  Pc  Pm (5)



The permeability (km) and depth (Lm) of the medium remains
constant during the filtration step and is replaced by a constant
called medium resistance (Rm)

The following equation is usually known as the linearised parabolic rate
law derived from Darcy’s law:

R m
t
 c
(6)

V
2
V 2 A P
A P
This equation is usually a straight line, where t/V is the dependent and V is
the independent variable. A graph of the experimental data point of t/V
against V allows the calculation of the gradient or slope (m) and
intercept (b) of equation 6 as follows:
m

 c
2 A 2 P

b

R m
AP

(7)

(8)
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Thus if the liquid viscosity (Pa∙s), filter area (m2), filtration pressure (bar)
and mass of dry cake per unit volume of filtrate (kg TS/m3) are known the
graphical values can be used to calculate the cake specific resistance
(m/kg) and filter medium resistance (m-1).
However, as stated in Miller (2008) the problem usually from this
derivation of Darcy’s law is that it assumes that there is only one medium
resistance; however, this resistance is made up of the filter medium
resistance (Rm) and the cake resistance (Rc). In the case of Rm this can
vary according to the clogging or material deformations, but in
laboratory test work this is avoided by replacing it with a new filter
media. In filter applications, a high filter medium resistance normally
indicates that the medium needs to be cleaned or replaced. As for Rc
Darcy’s law assumes it to be constant but this can vary if cake
deformation occurs during filtration, which is often the case for waste
water sludges (Figure 6) since sedimentation occurs due to the high
specific gravity of the solids or due to the sludge bioflocs or primary flocs
(biological sludges or conditioned sludges). This flocculated structure
gives a plug or gel and separate “free” water, and this gel is the initial
cake that is usually formed during thickening and dewatering. In filter
applications, this free water is part of the feed slurry that needs to be
removed, and is often a significant component of the hydraulic load to
a dewatering device. In laboratory test work, this free water can be
decanted from the flocculated sludge and filtration-type tests can then
be performed on the gel. This was the option adopted in this work (see
section 3.2.14); however such tests performed only on the gel are a
measure of consolidation rather than filtration only. In addition current
filtration methods such as APHA Standard Test 2710H, “Time-to-Filter”
(Eaton et al., 1995) which suggests a vacuum of 51 kPa, assumes that this
pressure is held constant throughout the test, which is likely to be true for
incompressible materials and possible only if sedimentation has not
occurred. However, this is never the case for wastewater sludges as
shown in Miller, (2008) and Qi et al. (2011). Sedimentation might occur
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initially and the cake can be construed as having “formed under
gravity” and may move or deform under pressure. For compressible
materials, the cake solids will continue to move in response to the
applied pressure until they come to equilibrium. In addition, as clogging
occurs and while the cake solids are able to move, their “solids pressure”
is less than the applied pressure. This means the pressure is not constant
throughout the test, which will affect specific resistance of the cake
calculations.
Sewage

sludges

are

normally

flocculated

structures

and

form

compressible cakes. The theory of cake formation, filtration, and specific
resistance

determinations

above

are

based on

assumptions for

incompressible cakes. When applying these concepts to compressible
cakes, it is important to understand the limitations of the theory. This is
particularly important to understand the results of laboratory scale tests
for judging conditioning or novel dewatering techniques. It is noted that
the theory above does not predict the extent of dewatering in terms of
cake solids content.

Inverse Filtration rate, t/V (s/m3)
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Figure 6- Parabolic rate law plot or filtration performance of flocculated digestate from
AAD plant showing that Darcy’s law is not obeyed

The use of differential pressure tests has been suggested to understand
the compressibility behaviour of the filter cakes during filtration (Rushton
et al., 1996). In this case it is expected that during constant filtration a
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uniform concentration is achieved in particular for incompressible filter
materials. Increasing the filtration pressure results in another cake roughly
uniform concentration but higher than the one achieved at lower
pressure. Thus compressibility is displayed between filtrations but not
necessarily within a filtration. This observation has led to the almost
universal adoption of the concept of average cake concentration or
average specific resistance (αav) when modelling compressible cakes on
an industrial scale (Rushton et al., 1996). A useful check on the
compressible characteristics of a material under investigation can be
conducted using equation 4 taking filtration pressure to the dependent
variables:
P

t c av
R

V  m (9)
2
V
2A
A

This approach might prove useful when designing dewatering devices
but might be too time consuming to use as a laboratory methodology
that could also be used to find variations within processed sludge (de
Kretser et al., 2001). Usually, from this type of test a coefficient of
compressibility (n) can also be taken by plotting log α against log P as
shown in Coackley and Jones (1956), and it was evidenced that an
empirical equation having the form below would hold true for all types of
sludge:

 av  P n (10)
However, such relationship only held true for a limited range of pressure
when 0<n<1, but what usually occurs for waste water sludges is that n>1
(Ripperger et al., 2009). As shown in Tiller et al., (1999) an integration of
Darcy’s law is developed for such materials with n > 1:

 av  ( n  1)

P
(11)
pa

where all the variables are the ones mentioned before and Pa is a
scaling factor and both n and Pa are constants that determine the
compressibility of the material. This was further developed in Sørensen et
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al. (1996) into the specific filtrate flow rate (SFF) to characterize the liquid
flow through a cake with high compressibility as follows:
SFF ( kg / m  s )  qwc 

p

 av

(12)

where q (m3/m2∙s) is the filtrate flow rate per unit area, wc (kg/m2) is the
mass of solid materials per unit filter media area and P (Pa) is the filtration
pressure.
According to Tiller et al. (1999), Sørensen et al. (1996) and Christensen et
al. (2015) the flow rate quickly reaches a constant value with increasing
pressure. For practical purposes it can be approximated that for such
filter cakes with n >1 yield the same flow rate independently of the
pressure applied: increasing pressure only increases the compressed
layer adjacent to the filter cloth. Thus, αav is directly proportional to the
pressure drop across the cake. When ∆P is doubled, αav also doubles,
and the flow rate is unaffected.
The hypothetical cake which yields the highest flow at an ‘‘optimal
pressure’’ and less flow at higher pressures apparently does not exist. In
practical application, however, the output of a filtration may be best
with moderate pressure, since this avoids excessive blocking of the filter
medium. For practical purposes equations 11 and 12 are often ignored
and compressible cakes are treated with the same equations as
incompressible cakes, provided αav is defined as average specific cake
resistance under the conditions of operation. This, is usually an issue in
order to compare measured literature values, as pointed out by
Christensen et al. (2015) and Skinner et al. (2015), since average specific
resistance usually increases almost linearly with pressure; thus, due to the
nature of sludges, it is necessary to know the filtration pressure, which is
unfortunately is not always reported.
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2.4.2.

Consolidation phase

Consolidation is the dewatering stage of filtration that in principle follows
the cake formation (Figure 2b). As described during filtration the removal
of water from a suspension increases the solids content, until it reaches a
critical concentration; the suspended solid phase forms a continuous
interconnected network, the cake. For a compressible material, the first
layers of solids forming the cake would quickly come to rest, forming a
compact bed of solids. Initially the layers building up on top of these first
layers would be more porous, loosely packed array of solid particles and
sludge flocs. As liquid flows through the compressible cake, the solids will
also move in response to the localized solids compression pressure on
them, which decreases the porosity of the solids in that localized area. As
the porosity decreases, the filtration resistance increases. From this the
structure and flow properties of the cake vary with height, and the
overall filtration rate is a function of cake height and time. At given time
and pressure the cake will collapse or consolidate, if the applied load
exceeds the strength of the network and the water is able to escape
(Figure 2b). This applied load by a mechanical pressure can be seen in
many different forms such as: in filtration, the self weight of the network
due to acceleration such as in sedimentation and centrifugation or a
pressure gradient caused by evaporation. Classical examples for
applications of mechanical forces are the dewatering of wastewater
sludge in FP and in BFP.
A mathematical description, of consolidation generally starts from
modifications of the Terzaghi model for soil mechanics (Rushton et al.,
1996). The changes in cake thickness (L) as a function of compression
time (tc) have been described by equations of the type below for Uc, as
the average consolidation rate:

Uc 

L1  L  1  B exp Ct 
c (13)
L1  L 
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where L1 is the original cake thickness (m), L∞ is the cake thickness at
infinite compression time or at the end of the test (m), B and C are
“creep” constants.
More recently in Stickland (2015) compressional rheology is used to
account for the consolidation rate of the cake of a specific solids volume
fraction (ϕ). This method describes the local consolidation of the cake
(sludge flocs) in terms of its compressive strength or compressive yield
stress Py(ϕ) (kPa) and rate as given by the hindered settling function R(ϕ)
(kg/s∙m3). Both of these are a function of the ϕ. During cake formation
and when solids volume fraction reached a critical concentration or the
gel point (ϕg), the cake is capable of withstanding compressive and
shear forces and does not consolidate further Py (ϕ) is equal to the
applied pressure. R(ϕ) is inversely proportional to permeability and
proportional to the specific cake resistance mentioned in section 2.4.1.
From Stickland (2015) and Skinner et al. (2015), it is shown that these
variables can be related in to a single variable called solids diffusivity,
D(ϕ) (m2/s). This parameter is defined as the ratio of the compressibility
[dPy(ϕ)/d(ϕ)] and hindered settling function [R(ϕ)] such that:

D  

dPy   1  2

(14)
d
R 

D(ϕ) describes the rate at which a concentration gradient propagates
through the suspension allowing the measurement of both permeability
and compressibility of sludge flocs. A material that exhibits higher D(ϕ)
will dewater faster. As shown in Skinner et al. (2015) D(ϕ) is nonmonotonic (peaked) and then decreasing in the solids concentration
range of interest i.e. higher than 3-5% TS. The non-quadratic behaviour
shown during filtration is described to be a result of the permeability and
compressibility characteristics of a suspension in the range of solids
concentration and pressure being investigated. The peak in D(ϕ)
evidences that for a particular sludge there is an optimum solids
concentration for a particular mechanical pressure where maximum
filtrate expression is observed.
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The

above

method

therefore

requires

specialized

and

sensitive

automated pressurized equipment to be able to measure the exact
pressure at which the cake structure collapses as well as to perform the
tests rapidly and for many samples as possible.
Traditional laboratory batch filtration usually characterizes suspensions in
a matter of days requiring filtration of at least five pressures for accurate
utilization of results (de Kretser et al., 2001). This is usually the case when
applying equation 9 for the calculation of average specific resistance.
Thus, at least five individual filtration experiments are required for
characterization of a suspension at one additive condition [each run
yields data for one Py(ϕ) and R(ϕ)]. As described in de Kretser et al. (2001)
two separate filtration experiments are conducted to completely
characterize

a

suspension

over

a

range

of

pressures.

In

this

characterization, compressibility (or full filtration of the suspension) and
permeability test are conducted:


The compressibility test is conducted as a normal batch filtration
experiment at the lowest pressure desired and the filtration is
allowed to run to equilibrium. At the end of the lowest pressure
filtration, the pressure is then increased to the next level and
compression to equilibrium is performed. The pressure is then
increased again and so on. Thus, from one single experiment, the
final solids for the full range of desired pressures can be
determined, giving Py(ϕ).



The permeability test determines values of the slope of t vs. V2 plot
for the same pressures selected in the compressibility test where
the inverse of the slope of this linear portion of the plot for a given
pressure is designated β2, and can be used in the determination
of R(ϕ). Characterization is completed by ascertaining when the
slope of a t vs.V2 plot is linear for the lowest pressure selected. As
soon as the slope is stable, the pressure is then stepped up to the
next pressure, while still within the linear cake formation region of
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filtration as originally described by Darcy’s law. A short transition
region of filtration behaviour follows each pressure step, which
gives way to a new linear region with a slope characteristic to the
second pressure. Again, once the second slope has been
determined, the pressure can be stepped up to the next desired
level and so on.
The combination of the results of each test yields the data required for
the calculation of R(ϕ) and D(ϕ).
As regards to the filtration apparatus used (Figure 7), this is usually a
pneumatic cylinder that applies pressure to a sample contained in a
compression cell. Liquid is forced out through a filter membrane at the
cylinder base, which is supported by a permeable sintered metal disk.
The pressure of filtration is monitored using a pressure transducer
mounted flush in the piston face, and the rate of filtration is monitored
through the rate of movement of the piston. In addition, in order to
maintain acceptable accuracy of position determination of the piston
and, hence, volumetric flow of filtrate, a linear encoder is utilized to
measure the displacement of the piston. The linear encoder, in
conjunction with X4 edge triggering signal conditioning, improved
special resolution to 10 µm (de Kretser et al., 2001). In addition, two
programs one for each test, would need to be developed to make the
tests fully

automated. One program, that conducts a filtration

experiment to its completion at the lowest pressure set and determines
when piston movement has dropped below a minimum rate and then
steps to the next set pressure and waits for the piston movement to slow,
and so on. A second program that conducts a normal filtration
experiment at the lowest pressure until the data for t vs. V2 is linear within
a user defined tolerance over a user defined number of preceding data,
points. Once linear, the program then steps to the next pressure and
waits for linearity, and so on.
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Figure 7- Filtration rig showing all essential components (adapted from de Kretser et al.,
2001)

2.5. Dewatering devices
Dewatering of sewage sludges is commonly carried out using:
centrifuge, BFP, and RCFP. Other sludge dewatering devices are the
vacuum drum filter, hyperbaric filters, screw press and rotary filter press.
However, these last ones have limitations of throughput and pressure,
which usually leads to low solids processing and achieved cake dry
solids, therefore these devices are less commonly applied and will not be
described. An evaluation of the main advantages and disadvantages of
all dewatering devices is outlined in Wakeman, (2007), Miller (2008) and
more generally in Tchobanoglous et al., (2014).
2.5.1. Modes of operation for the main conventional dewatering
devices
Belt Filter Press
BFP are continuous-feed dewatering devices that use the principles of
chemical conditioning, gravity drainage, and mechanically applied
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pressure. BFPs were introduced in the early 70’s and have become one
of the predominant dewatering devices. Several design configurations
exist for the BFPs; however, in all BFP three common zones are the gravity
feed zone, the wedge zone, and the shear-pressure zone (Figure 8).

Figure 8- Three basic steps during BFP dewatering: Gravity drainage, wedge zone and
shear and compression dewatering [Adapted from FRC (2015)]

The filter comprises two to three porous conveyor belts that travel around
a series of rollers (different BFP models have different number) exerting
pressure on sludge between the belts. In a typical operation, thickened
sludge is flocculated and fed onto the top porous filter belt. The free
water drains away under gravity and this region is known as the gravity
drainage zone. It is common for chicanes or plows to be used in the
gravity drainage zone to break up the continuous gel formed by the
flocculated solids and provide pathways for free water to drain away.
From the gravity drainage zone, the sludge enters a wedge zone formed
by the two belts coming together. In the wedge zone, as the belts come
together and as solids fall on to an inclined zone a gentle pressure is
exerted on the sludge, encouraging more water to drain from the
sludge. The sludge is then held between the two belts as it travels around
a series of rollers with decreasing diameters to increase gradually the
pressure on the sludge and this is called the shear and compression
zone. Shearing and compression occurs as the belts travel at the same
speed over slightly different path lengths. At the end of this high pressure
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zone, the belts come apart leaving a cake which is then scraped out by
scraper blades and discharged from the filter. Most of the free water
from the conditioned sludge will drain away in the gravity drainage zone
and by the end of the wedge zone, no free water should remain and
only some of the water trapped in the flocs and water that fills the pores
of the cake, the water associated with the surface of the solid particles
and the chemically bound water should remain (see section 2.2.1).
Process variables affecting BFP performance as measured by the cake
solids, liquors TSS and solids recovery include belt speed, belt tension,
hydraulic pressure, polymer flow, sludge flow, belt washing, water
pressure, and spray conditions. The belt speed, belt tension and
hydraulic pressure influence consolidation phase that occur in the rollers.
While belt speed, polymer dose flow and sludge flow determine both
flocculation performance and consequent gravity drainage phase. All
these parameters will determine cake solids produced as well as belt
washing requirements which will then influence liquors TSS.
Centrifuge
Centrifugal separation makes use of an enhanced field of force over
that provided by gravity to cause particle or liquid motion, and can be
used for liquid-liquid separation as well as liquid-solid separation (Rushton
et al., 1996). Centrifuges may be divided into two main categories: those
that separate using a sedimentation principle and employing a solid or
imperforated bowl (solid-bowl centrifuges); and those that use a filtration
principle employing a perforated bowl. In WwTW the most common type
of centrifuges used for ultrafine particle sludges are the solid-bowl
centrifuges. These types of centrifuges are a scroll-type sedimenting
centrifuge, also commonly called a decanter centrifuge, and can be
used for both thickening and dewatering (Figure 9).
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Figure 9- Schematic diagram of a solid-bowl or decanter centrifuge [Adapted from
“Naphthenic Froth Treatment (2015)]

The decanter centrifuge comprises a bowl and a screw-conveyor
rotating at high, but slightly different speeds. The bowl along the cylinder
has two sections: a hollow cylinder forming a solid-bowl where
sedimentation and clarification takes place and a conical beach (in
Figure 9 labelled as “dewatering beach”) where consolidation and
compression takes place.
Slurry and polymer conditioner, often pre-mixed before entry, are mixed
in the rotating feed chamber running parallel to the bowl and conveyor.
Feed enters the bowl often mid-way along the cylinder or near the
intersection of the cylinder and conical beach. The centrifugal force
pushes the feed towards the wall of the bowl, into the pool of wet cake
that has sedimented on the bowl wall. The differential speed of the
conveyor with respect to the bowl (<6 rpm) pushes the cake into the
conical dewatering beach zone. The centrifugal action forces the solids
to sediment on the bowl wall, while the liquid forms a supernatant on top
of the solids. At steady state, the liquid level is constant with the
supernatant overflowing a weir at the end of the cylinder, and is
discharged as centrate.
The basic design of solid-bowl centrifuges was modified in order to
produce drier cake solids, these centrifuges are denominated as highsolids decanter centrifuges or high-torque centrifuges. The main design
changes were increasing the angle and residence time in the conical
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beach section as well as a modified scroll to provide a pressing action
within the beach end of the unit (Tchobanoglous et al., 2014) thereby
increasing the extent of consolidation of the sludge. Improvements also
arose from higher feed solids contents and better flocculation due to the
higher G values producing faster settling sludge with a lower liquid to
solids ratio (Corner-Walker, 2000). This meant that for a given feed rate,
the hydraulic load is lower, the solids capture is higher and the amount of
solids entering the conical beach zone is higher (Wakeman, 2007), all
leading to higher torque values (Leung, 1998). In the high-solids decanter
centrifuge, the sludge in the conical beach zone almost completely fills
the annular space between the conveyor shaft and bowl (Leung, 1998;
Corner-Walker, 2000), which results in the throughput being dependent
on the rate of water release from the compacting cake in the bowl. In
addition, the throughput is also limited by the rate of particle
sedimentation in the pool of liquor in the cylinder. As described in Miller
(2008), most free water and some of the water trapped in flocs would be
removed in the cylinder if the residence time has been sufficient for the
sludge to reach its equilibrium solids content for that particular G force.
As the cake passes through the conical beach zone, it is subjected to
shearing as well as high G forces. This shearing is expected to knead the
cake, allowing pore water to be removed from the cake and propelled
to an interface where it can be removed.
Process variables affecting centrifuge performance as measured by the
sludge cake solids, total suspended solids and solids recovery; include
feed flow rate, rotational speed, differential speed of the scroll, depth of
the settling zone, chemical used and physicochemical properties of the
suspended solids and suspending liquid (Tchobanoglous et al., 2014).
Filter Press
FP consists of a series of individual plates that are firmly attached
together during operation. There are usually two types: fixed-volume
RCFP and variable-volume RCFP (Figure 10). During filtration ports or
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holes in each plate allow sludge to flow in and filtrates to flow out.
Sludge is pumped to the unit through its core middle section of the plate
where it flows to the space between the plates. Each plate is covered
with filter cloths which serve as a platform for the development of the
cake. As liquid flows in, sludge cake begins to build on the cloth, as
according to section 2.4, this cake actually provides the primary filtration
bridging

more

and

more

particles

together

leading

to

cake

concentration and removing smaller and smaller particles as it develops.
As the cake continues to build and fill the cavity between the plates the
pressure of the incoming sludge increases forcing additional fluid from
the cake. Eventually, no more sludge can be pumped into the unit and
liquors flow from the press is reduced while pressure increases to its
maximum leading to a drier cake between the plates. At this point, the
feed pump is stopped but prior to cake discharge hot air can be blown
into the unit to further dry the cake and release remaining water in the
cake solids. To remove the cake the internal pressure within the filter
plate is relieved and the hydraulic head plate retracted. The plates are
then sequentially separated allowing the cake to fall into a drip tray,
truck or other container. The usual cycle time for a fixed-volume RCFP
can vary between 2-5h.

Figure 10- Schematic diagram for a variable-volume RCFP using pressurized air (filter
plate pack is pushed back by the hydraulic closure system and sealed in for operating
position) [adapted from “Tons per hour” Inc. (2016)]
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The filter presses can also be equipped with membrane filter plates. Such
filters are usually referred to as diaphragm or membrane filter presses or
variable-volume RCFP (Tchobanoglous et al., 2014). These plates have
diaphragms that are inflated with water pressure or air pressure.
Diaphragms act as additional mechanical pressure squeezing more
water from the filter cake. The use of these types of plates allows
reducing cycle times by up to 50 % effectively doubling the capacity of
one unit. Also, one filter press can in fact process sludge at much higher
flow rates than it would be expected for a batch process due to its high
surface area as in comparison with BFP and centrifuges. One filter press
with 100 of 1500 mm plates has a surface area of 350 m 2 with the
additional benefit that there are no moving parts during filtration as it
occurs with BFP and centrifuges. In FP filter cloths can either be
individually tied to the plates or be continuous with drive mechanism to
scroll the cloth forward and back. In addition, FP used to be operator
intensive but due to the electrical and computer control systems, FP has
become fully automated allowing for instance a filter cloth washing to
be introduced.
2.5.2. Studies performed on dewatering devices: performance
comparison
It is believed that specific sludges work better with specific dewatering
devices (Rushton et al., 1996; Wakeman, 2007) and that operating
conditions can also contribute to improving the performance of the
dewatering device (Olivier and Vaxelaire, 2005). As shown in Olivier and
Vaxelaire (2005) at low belt speed, pressure is gently applied to the initial
sludge, enabling a slow structuring of the cake and leading to better
water release. Applying a high pressure too early might hinder free water
release leading to low cake solids as reported in Miller (2008) and
Sørensen and Aage Hansen, (1993).
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In Table 3 performance results from different studies using BFP,
centrifuges, RCFP, screw press and rotary filter press are presented for a
variety of sludges.
Table 3- Full and pilot scale studies performed over a variety of different sewage
sludges showing the different performance of dewatering devices

Rotary
filter
press

Scre
w
Press

RCFP

Solid-bowl centrifuge

BFP

Technology

Throughput
(kg TS/h)

Cake
(%TS)

500 - 2000

30

400 - 1000

17-25

600-800

15-24

161

20

454

14

260 - 352

22-25

476
675
320

28-32
19

SR
(%)
9599
9095
95
9095
94
9798
95
95
95

400 -1000
600 - 800
454

19.8 22.3
30
19-31
19.8

147 - 206

22-26

1496
675

32
22

5129

58.7

4.3

54.9
(97%)w

100

4.3

31.25
(89%)w

100

2118

621
333
338
360
161
450
90

14 - 17
17 - 25
17
26
15
25.5

Energy
consumption
(kWh/T TS)

Polymer
dose (kg/T
TS)

Sludge
origin

Ref.

6-14

AAD

1

0.61 – 2.3

6-14

AAD

2

7.7

4-8

CMAD

3

5.9

CMAD

4

80

7.3

TADx

5

0.5 - 0.7

7.2-13.6

CMAD

6

2.6
13.6

AAD
CMAD
PSc

7
8
9

11.7-13.2

CMAD

10

1.45 - 7.4
65.7 - 255
176

6-14
8.6-15
10.4

AAD
CMAD
TAD

2
3
5

1.8 - 2.5

12-15.4

CMAD

6

7.5
18
20%
Ca(OH)2+8%
FeCl3
136 kg
FeCl3+14 kg
Polymer
136 kg
FeCl3+14 kg
Polymer
13.6
9-18
17.7
3.3
5.9
22.7
4.8

AAD
CMAD

7
8

PS+WAS

11

ATADq

12

CMAD

12

CMAD
CMAD
CMAD
PS
CMAD
CMAD
PS+WAS

10
13
8
9
4
8
14

7.5
114.5

95
95
95
94
9798
98
95

90
90
90
95
95
95
98

20

0.06
6.7
3.3

w- pilot scale of a RCFP with vacuum drying also called J-Vap technology; x- thermophilic anaerobic
digestion; c- primary settling tank; q- Autothermal thermophilic aerobic digestation: 1- Fountain et al., 2011;2Higgins et al., 2011;3- Evans and Venkatesan, 2001;4-Birkel et al., 2003;5-Lee et al., 2003;6- Abu-Orf et al.,
2008;7- Panter, 2009;8- Porter et al., 2014;9- McKay and Fournier, 2002;10- Kabouris et al., 2005;11- Cate et al.,
2006;12- Abu-Orf et al., 2003;13- PNCWA, 2009; 14- Earl, 2005
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The majority of the studies found were performed on sludges from
different CMAD plants, nevertheless, some studies were performed on
thermophilic AD (TAD) plants, AAD plants, using primary sludge and WAS.
As Table 3 evidences, the dewatering performance can be quite diverse
in terms of polymer dose, cake solids, energy consumption and optimum
throughput when considering the same sludge origin. The diversity of the
results found seemed to be mostly related with the type of technology
used and models for a specific dewatering technology. In addition, it
was very difficult to find full scale studies that have compared different
dewatering devices for the same type of sludge.
In Evans and Venkatesan (2001) it is shown that when centrifuges and
BFP are used for the same type of sludge the centrifuges achieved
higher cake solids concentration but usually required higher polymer
doses as well as consuming more energy. This study was performed over
a variety of sludges but only CMAD results are presented in Table 3. These
results were also in agreement with the results for other AD sludges shown
in Lee et al. (2003), Abu-Orf et al. (2008), Panter (2009) and Porter et al.
(2014). Centrifuges on the other hand produce cakes that are likely to
experience odours and regrowth of bacteria in comparison with BFP
(Higgins, 2010; Higgins et al., 2011).
Results shown in Higgins et al. (2011) and Fountain et al. (2011) suggest
that the same dewatering performance can be achieved for BFPs and
centrifuges when dewatering AAD digestates. In Higgins et al. (2011) it is
suggested that due to the compressible nature of the AAD digestate
which is different from conventional sludges, BFPs are able to achieve
the same cake solids as the ones achieved by centrifuges even when
operating at higher throughputs. However, Higgins et al. (2011) and
Fountain et al. (2011) state that in order to achieve constant and high
throughput with low solids in the liquors, BFP require better polymer and
sludge mixing in comparison with centrifuges. The BFPs used in Fountain
et al. (2011) were a new design of BFPs (see section 2.5.3) in that an inline
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mixer before the flocculation tank was incorporated, this contributed to
achieve better flocculation and dewatering. This improvement on BFPs
might have contributed to achieve similar dewatering performance as in
centrifuges, however, it is uncertain if similar results could not be
achieved when using CMAD digestates since studies reporting the use of
this type of BFPs on CMAD digestates dewatering are nonexistent.
The operation and maintenance costs (OPEX) as well as the capital costs
(CAPEX) per tonne of dry solids can vary considerably between
dewatering devices (Porter et al., 2014) though these are dependent on
specific factors such as size of plant, cost of polymer, cost of labour, local
electricy cost and whether wash water is plant water or potable water.
A BFP is usually more economic to run than a centrifuge, this is usually
associated with the lower energy consumption (Table 3) of the BFP. In
EPA 832-F-00-053 (2000), EPA 832-F-00-057 (2000) and EPA 832-F-00-058
(2000), however, the typical OPEX for the three main dewatering devices
is shown. The overall OPEX ranges from: £ 45/T TS to £ 146.5/T TS for
centrifuges; £ 56/T TS to £ 140/T TS for BFP; and approximately £ 28/T TS for
RCFP (only the result from one WwTW is shown). Despite the lower OPEX
costs of RCFP these devices usually carry relatively high CAPEX
compared

with

other

mechanical

dewatering

devices

due

to

equipment and the need for standby capability for cake handling.
Although high cake solids are achieved with RCFPs (Table 3), cycle times
are longer and the cake often sticks or remains on to the cloth, requiring
assistance and\or regular cleaning for its removal (EPA 832-F-00-058,
2000). The degree of operator activity associated with filter presses is
similar to that of belt presses. Although the filter press operates
unattended during filtration, the system uses a batch process that
requires regular operator attention to fill and unload the press. These
factors have been pointed as the main drawbacks for using RCFP in
dewatering of sludges in WwTW.
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BFP are very much dependent on flocculation performance (Olivier and
Vaxelaire, 2005; Miller, 2008; Higgins et al., 2011; Fountain et al., 2011)
which depends on variations in the solids content (TS and VS) of the
sludges and therefore BFP operation rely much more on operators to
adjust conditions. In addition, as shown in Olivier and Vaxelaire (2005)
dewatering can be improved by controlling the belt speed allowing
more water to be expressed during dewatering. As stated in EPA 832-F00-057 (2000) manufacturers claim that automation and control is a
worthwhile expense because it lowers labour costs, reduces polymer use,
and maximizes the solids content of the cake, reducing disposal and end
use costs. However, as reviewed in Gillette and Joslyn (2000) most
dewatering and thickening operations have been operated with “semiautomatic” controls because of the inherent variations of the feed, and
the lack of reliable instrumentation to detect these changes.
2.5.3.

Improvements made on dewatering devices

Developments

have

been

made

towards

the

improvement

of

mechanical dewatering devices. Most of these improvements are
related to the increase of the mechanical stress already applied in these
devices or the addition of an extra driving force such as heat, negative
pressure, acoustic and electrical waves and enhancing further removal
of water during consolidation phase. Some examples of these
technologies are summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4- Recent developments in sludge dewatering devices
Dewatering
method

Additional
components

Improvements

Centridry

Flash-air drying

Increase in solids
content of the
cake between 60
to 90%TS

ECO-Jet

Addition of plates
at the outlet of
liquors

30% reduction of
energy
consumption

Bucher Press

Flexible
diaphragm

Final cake solids
can reach 3040%TS

J-Vap

Combined heat
and pressure

Increase in solids
content of cake
to 50%TS

Siemens Press

Introducing of an
inline mixer,
flocculation tank
mixer with
variable speed
and polymer
dilution water

Improve
throughput and
polymer
consumption
keeping constant
solids cake to
30%TS

Electrodewatering

Constant cake
solids of 31%TS or
higher, reduced
polymer use

Technology name

Centrifuge

FP

BFP
Electrokinetic
Geosynthetic
(EKP)
and
CINETIK

The centridry centrifuge system was developed in the beginning of 1990s
combining

centrifugal

dewatering

with

direct

flash

drying.

This

technology is distributed by Euroby in UK, has been reported of
producing cakes with a solids concentration between 80 to 95 % TS
(Peeters, 2010) from WAS. As for ECO-jet centrifuges developed by Hiller
(Germany) they have weir plates shaped to provide targeted deflection
of escaping centrate passing the energy saved directly back to the
main drive. In the process, the main drive consumes up to 30 % less drive
energy. Hiller guarantees 30 % less energy consumption but the level of
potential savings will be dependent on the throughput and the
centrifuge size.
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FP have been improved greatly due to automation and control systems
that allowed reducing labour costs and improved throughput of a plant.
In Abu-Orf et al., (2003) and Lee (2014) the effect of heat and vacuum
on filter presses were studied. In Abu-Orf et al., (2003) J-Vap technology
which combines dewatering and drying, was shown capable of
achieving over 90 percent solids concentration in the cake. In Lee (2014)
a designed thermal filter press dewatering (TFPD) equipment with a plate
size of 630 mm x 630 mm was tested for one year achieving cake solids
concentration higher than 50 % regardless of the variations in sludge
composition. Both J-Vap technology and TFPD are a modification of the
membrane or diaphragm filter presses. While TFPD only have hot water
(95°C) to hydraulically inflate the filter plate diaphragms and apply
mechanical filtration pressure to the biosolids cake, in J-Vap technology
a vacuum of 0.08 bar is applied to the filtrate side of the filter membrane
to further facilitate water removal. Under 0.08 bar vacuum, the boiling
point of water is reduced to approximately 45°C. The hot water
circulating behind the filter diaphragms causes water to vaporize from
the filter cake, achieving an increasingly drier filter cake as the vacuum
cycle continues. The combination of applied vacuum and heat or only
heat as demonstrated in Lee (2014) enhances sludge dewatering rates
and increased cake solids concentration.
A new design of FP was developed in the early 2000s (Kolisch et al., 2005;
Soroushian et al., 2006) commonly known as a Bucher press. A Bucher
press is a hydraulic press consisting of a cylinder with several filter
elements with a porous cloth area (known as socks) and a moving piston
which compresses the sludge allowing the water to pass through the filter
elements,

retaining

the

cake

outside

the

cloths.

Dewatering

performance is variable depending on the type of sludge to be
dewatered. While for CMAD cake solids concentration was between 2529 % (Soroushian et al., 2006; Macedo et al., 2015) AAD digestate
achieved between 38-45 % depending on polymer dose and primary to
activate sludge ratio of the feed sludge (Macedo et al., 2015).
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The improvement of BFP over the years have been to include: longer
gravity drainage zones to reduce the hydraulic load in the wedge and
compression zones; more pressure rollers to improve the rate at which the
pressure is increased and/or increase the residence time in the filter; and
tighter configurations of the rollers to exert higher shear forces on the
sludge (Miller, 2008). Recently, polymer and sludge mixing was improved
by the addition of an inline mixer before the flocculation tank as well as
a variable speed mixer at the flocculation tank (Fountain et al., 2011).
Also, BFP prototypes using electrical or acoustic or the combination of
both have been under development for the past years. The application
of a direct current increases the rate and extent of dewatering through
a combination of electrophoresis and electro osmosis. The electrical field
created by the current draws the negatively charged solids particles to
the anode and the positively charged cations to the cathode
(electrophoresis). Since the solid particles are negative this avoids
blinding effects at the filter surface at the cathode, improving water
transmission and removal. As the cations are drawn to the cathode, they
drag along water through viscous forces (electro osmosis) substantially
improving the cake solids concentration. Two technologies have been
developed and tested that use this principle: EKG and the linear electro
dewatering (LED) system from Ovivo denominated by CINETIK.
Electrokinetic Ltd. developed an electrokinetic geosynthetic belt (EKG)
composed of conductive elements to be used in BFP. Power is then
applied to the belts in order to generate a cathode and anode surfaces.
Carbon copper brushes are used to power the belt by riding along a
conductive band on the edge of the belt. The cathod brushes are all
installed on one belt along one side of the machine, with the anode
brushes on the other belt on the opposite side of the machine. The EKG
system is designed to operate with a current load between 15 to 30 vdc.
In Decker et al., (2006) a 2 m BFP using the EKG system was trialed to
dewater CMAD digestate. With a throughput of 345 kg TS/h and
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applying 16 vdc it produced maximum cake solids of 33 % TS in
comparison with 19% TS without the EKG technology. Additional
advantages of the EKG system pointed out by Decker et al. (2006) are
pathogen reduction, polymer reduction, ammonia venting, increased
biodegradability, and cell lysis.
In Brenner et al. (2013) and Paradis et al. (2008) full scale results from
CINETIK a LED technology developed by Ovivo formerly known as Eimco
Water Technologies are shown. CINETIK units consist of a metal frame
forming a middle table onto which the sludge cake is moved from one
end to the other, on a belt filter. The upper frame section is fitted with
power blocks that apply DC current and pressure to the sludge. In typical
applications, the electro-dewatering process is controlled on a given
section of the unit, and then the sludge is moved to a following section
with a set of power blocks for further dewatering, until the required
dryness is achieved.

The results shown in Brenner et al. (2013) and

Paradis et al. (2008) indicate that CINETIK is able to achieve cake solids
concentration between 28 to 30 % TS with a throughput between 314 to
600 kg/h with an energy demand between 800 to 1500 kWh/ T TS.
Electro-dewatering seems an interesting option for belt filter presses
(Mahmoud et al., 2010 and 2011) as well as when upgrading current
dewatering systems such as screw presses (Paradis et al., 2008) since it
will contribute for certain sludges to an additional increase in dry matter
in comparison with mechanical dewatering alone. However, due to the
energy demand and minimum required solids content of the feed sludge
(10 to15 % TS) have contributed for the low dissemination of the
technology.
Despite the considerable development of dewatering technologies still
sludge composition often varies affecting the day to day operation of
dewatering devices. Therefore, dewatering devices do not always
operate under the manufacturer design parameters leading to poor
dewatering performance. Moreover, the results from full scale studies
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shown in Table 3 performed over a short period of time (less than a
week) do not evidence variations of dewatering performance. In
addition, because these studies were performed at different sites with
different technologies very few results are comparable and do not lead
to the conclusion that a specific technology is better for a given sludge.
2.6. The importance of rheology
Rheology has received particular attention recently from wastewater
treatment and environmental research communities (Seyssiecq et al.,
2003; Eshtiaghi et al., 2013; and Ratkovich et al., 2013).
2.6.1.

Sludge rheological behaviour

For all flowing fluids, the molecules show relative motion between one
another, and this process is always combined with internal forces.
Therefore for all fluids in motion, a certain flow resistance occurs which
may be determined in terms of viscosity. For ideally viscous fluids
(Newtonian fluids) measured at a constant temperature the value of the
ratio of shear stress and corresponding shear rate is a material constant.
The definition of shear viscosity as according to Newton is:


  (15)

where, η is shear viscosity (Pa∙s, also equivalent to N∙s/m2), τ is shear stress
(Pa) and ẏ is shear rate (s-1). Note that shear viscosity is different from
kinematic viscosity which is:


  (16)

where, ν is kinematic viscosity (m2/s) and ρ is the density of the fluid
(kg/m3).

The values of shear viscosity of

Newtonian

fluids are

independent of the degree and duration of the shear load applied, and
so viscosity values are usually measured using flow cups, capillary
viscometers or falling ball viscometers. However, when using these simple
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devices the results do not accurately determine the more complex
behaviour of Non-Newtonian liquids.
The dashpot model explains that under constant shear stress, a fluid flows
with a constant velocity. After removing the shear stress, the deformation
energy applied to the fluid remains (strain) leading to relative motion
between the molecules of the fluid. As a consequence, frictional forces
between the molecules of the fluid occur causing frictional heating. For
Newtonian fluids such as water, the deformation energy applied is
completely used up or lost, in this case not even a partial re-formation
(elastic behaviour) effect can be observed. This is the same as saying;
the shear rate is directly proportional to the shear stress. This behaviour is
usually the case for Newtonian fluids such as water as well as for some
polymers and solutions of low concentrations.
For Non-Newtonian fluids this is not the case, and under applied shear
stress the fluid will show viscous and elastic behaviour simultaneously. This
is the same as saying that the shear stress-shear rate plot is not linear and
the material exhibits time-dependent rheological behaviour as a result of
structural changes. Fluids can be classified as: viscoelastic liquids, if after
a shear stress cycle the sample still remains partially deformed even after
a period of time at rest; or as viscoelastic solids if after the same shear
stress cycle the samples show a delayed but complete re-formation
which fully compensates for the previously occurred deformation.
Under the influence of shear rate or shear stress the fluid may exhibit
different flow patterns. The flow behaviour can be dependent only on
shear rate and not on the duration of shear (time independent: shear
thinning, shear thickening or Bingham plastic) but may also depend on
the duration of shear (time dependent: also designated as rheopectic
and thixotropic).
A plot of shear stress versus shear rate, obtained through a rheological
measurement (which imposes either shear rate or shear stress and
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measures shear stress or shear rate as appropriate), is called a rheogram
and some typically observed relationships are shown in Figure 11. The
following fluid mixtures can be used as examples of the curves described
in Figure 11: mixture of corn starch and water (curve 1), water or
vegetable oil (curve 2), paint or ketchup or waste water sludges (curve 3
and 5), chocolate or mayonnaise (curve 4). Some fluid mixtures
represented by curves 3, 5 or 1 can also present thixotropy (shear
thinning) and rheopecty (shear thickening) properties.

Figure 11- Shear stress-shear rate rheograms or flow behaviour of different fluids
according to shear rate: 1) Shear thickening; 2) Newtonian; 3) Shear-thinning; 4)
Bingham plastic and 5) Casson plastic fluid

For homogenous, non-dispersive fluids, viscosity represents a fluid
property which can be measured and transferred into plant design.
Indeed, designs of equipment (pumps, mixers, aeration systems, etc.)
applied in conjunction with these liquids are mostly based on their
thermo-physical properties. However, in wastewater treatment the
rheological behaviour of sludges are much more complex as they are
composed of water, dissolved wastewater constituents, sludge flocs,
particulate wastewater constituents and biological products (EPS and
SMP). The rheological behaviour of sludges is an important property,
which is backed up by numerous studies performed on the topic (Dentel,
1997; Sozanski et al., 1997; Forster, 2002; Eshtiaghi et al., 2012; Komesli and
Gökçay, 2014). Indeed, viscosity affects (1) sludge pumping (i.e. recycle
flows), (2) bioreactor hydrodynamics (i.e., mixing), (3) oxygen transfer, (4)
secondary settler hydrodynamics, (5) membrane filtration and (6) sludge
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dewatering. An understanding of sludge rheology is thus crucial for
sludge management in wastewater treatment plants, especially in
transportation for the calculation of pressure losses in pipes, pump
selection, unit operations of WwTWs such as for the design of aeration
systems and mixing conditions during sludge conditioning (Reynolds,
1996; Seyssiecq et al. 2003; Tchobanoglous et al. 2014). Sludge rheology
therefore influences treatment performance and operational costs as
well as the system design (i.e., the dimensioning of pumps and blowers,
flocculation tank and mixer type). Rheology is also important for further
sludge handling such as dewatering or biogas production from sewage
sludge. In regards to conditioning and sludge dewatering Sievers et al.
(2008) have shown the importance of flow patterns in flocculation. It was
shown that sludge dewatering and flocculation were improved through
the formation of a stable wavy Taylor vortex in a two step flocculation
process comprised of an inline mixer (rapid mixing) and a cone shape
stirrer. In addition, in Stickland, (2015) rheology was used to describe
consolidation effects during sludge dewatering processes and as
demonstrated in Skinner et al., (2015) to quantify the dewaterability of
different sludges.
In regards to sludge rheological behaviour significant work has been
carried out previously (Monteiro, 1997; Baudez et al., 2004, 2011, 2013a
and 2013b; Eshtiaghi et al., 2013; Mori et al., 2006; Seyssieq et al., 2003). In
Estiaghi et al. (2013) an overall review of the achievements made in this
direction are fully described. Critical points raised have bee the type of
rheometers used

(Seyssieq

et

al.,

2003)

and interferences

and

interpretation of the data when using shear rate cycles (Baudez et al.,
2004; Baudez, 2006). Moreover, the non-Newtonian behaviour of sludges
are observed to be shear-thinning and are commonly characterized by
a decreasing shear viscosity over increasing shear rate, but at extreme
low and high shear rates sludges exhibit Newtonian behaviour at low
solids. The resulting apparent viscosities at low and high shear rate are
known as zero shear viscosity η0, and infinite shear viscosity, η∞,
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respectively. Thus it is also valid to say that the shear viscosity of sludge
reduces from zero shear viscosity to infinite shear viscosity with increasing
shear rate.
Sludges have been widely characterized and correlations between yield
stress and shear viscosity with solids content have been found. In Baudez
et al. (2004) and Baudez (2006) a relation between total solids (between
5-15 %) and the correspondent rheological behaviour of thickened (the
authors refer it as pasty) sewage sludge is evidenced. These nonNewtonian fluids seem to be characterized by three domains: a linear
viscoelastic region below a first critical shear stress, then an intermediate
domain and then beyond a second critical stress a purely viscous
domain. This behaviour can be generally described by the HershelBulkley model. In regards to digestates, it seems that at high shears the
behaviour fits well with the Bingham model and at low shears digestate
seems to behave more like a linear viscoelastic solid here the HerschelBulkley and power law models are more appropriate. This behaviour
seems similar at different solids concentrations with the yield stress
following a power-law with the concentration, and Bingham viscosity
following an exponential law with concentration. A dimensionless master
curve was achieved by reducing the rheological parameters (the stress
and shear rate) with the yield stress and Bingham viscosity only. Baudez
et al. (2004) results mean that there is some similarity of the network of
interaction within the sludge at different solids concentrations. In such
suspensions,

interactions

were

classified

into

two

main

groups:

hydrodynamic interactions (between solid particles and surrounding
fluid),

represented

by

Bingham

viscosity

and

non-hydrodynamic

interactions (between solid particles) represented by the yield stress.
However, the presence of yield stress could be partially a result of the
protocol, geometry and rheometer type chosen. In Baudez (2006) it is
evidenced

the

interference

sampling\collection

on

of

shear

interpretation

rate
of

cycles

sludge

and

data

behaviour

is

demonstrated. The initial stress overshoot is time-dependent but always
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appears, for a given material, at the same critical angle. The initial stress
overshoot is highly dependent on the increment profile of shear and on
the data sampling used during flow curve measurements. It seems that it
is both linked to the time of the measurement and the angular velocity
reached at this time. An example of this behaviour also denominated as
“transient viscosity peaks” is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12- Viscosity functions of a dispersion, occurrence of time-dependent effects
(“transient viscosity peak”) in the low shear range when presetting different sampling
durations: 1) clearly too short; 2) longer but still too short; 3) sufficiently long (Mezger,
2011)

As stated in Seyssiecq et al. (2003), Eshtiaghi et al. (2013) and Ratkovich
et al. (2013) the development towards a standardization of a protocol
when using sludges has been limited. Nevertheless, several researchers
have chosen to characterize sludge rheology based on limiting viscosity
(Tixier et al., 2003a and Pevere et al., 2006). Due to non-Newtonian
behaviour of sludge, the rheological property of sludge can be better
described by a single parameter of limiting viscosity (Seyssiecq et al.,
2003), which allows proper comparison of shear viscosity for different
sludge samples. Here, limit viscosity (Figure 13) corresponds to an
asymptote value of the viscosity–time curve at high shear rate when the
apparent viscosity becomes almost constant. For the example in Figure
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13 shear viscosity between 0.05 and 0.06 Pa∙s is achieved at shear rate of
100 s-1.
0.1
Shear viscosity (Pa∙s)

0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0
0

500 Time (s) 1000

1500

Sludge sample (example)

Figure 13- Viscosity-time curve at a 100 s-1 for a digestate sludge sample

This result can be interpreted as being the viscosity of sludge
corresponding to the maximum dispersion of floc under the influence of
shear rate (Tixier et al., 2003b). This parameter has been employed to
characterize a wide range of sewage sludges and organic fraction of
digested solid wastes (Battistoni, 1997; Tixier et al., 2003a and 2003b;
Pevere et al., 2006 and 2009; Li and Yu, 2011). Limit shear viscosity seems
to be a good indicator of internal resistance of different origins for the
same treatment process and seems to be a good parameter to use
towards sludge conditioning control, however such methodology and its
relation to conditioning and dewatering is not fully documented or
clearly evidenced.
2.6.2. Overview of the rheometric tests for the characterization of
waste water sludges
As stated previously, it is believed that analytical parameters used to
characterize digestates and sludges such as COD or TS/VS can influence
the general rheological behaviour of the sludge. There are two types of
measurements useful to characterize the structure of the sample under
consideration: the flow or the shear measurements (rotational tests)
allows characterizing the structure of the suspension under laminar flow,
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i.e., its viscous and plastic properties (For Reynolds number < 2000); and
the oscillatory measurements which characterize viscoelastic properties
and determine the limit between viscoelastic region of the material (the
limit between viscoelastic and plastic behaviour, i.e., the value of yield
stress), submitting this latter to sinusoidal deformations.
Rotational tests can be used in two different ways: to determine the flow
curve and the shear viscosity at given shear rate. This last measurement is
used in food industry according to Rao (1999) for the determination of
yield stress. Due to the inherent settling and particle size of sludges the
vane geometry is usually chosen.
Flow curves are usually measured at a constant measuring temperature,
i.e., at isothermal conditions. Usually the flow curves are plotted showing
shear rate on the x-axis and shear stress on the y-axis. Also, viscosity
curves are presented in the similar way and shear stress is rarely
presented. These measurements are the simplest to carry out and thus
have

been

widely

used

in

previous

studies

devoted

to

the

characterization of rheological suspensions. The Couette experiment is
used in order to determine the laminar stationary flow curve of the
samples (Mezger, 2011). A constant step-like function shear rate is
applied by the instrument and the shear stress is then deduced from the
value of the torque measured on the axis of the cylinder at rest. Since
the ratio of shear stress to shear rate varies, the corresponding values are
often called the apparent shear viscosity. Each one of these viscosity
values obtained represents a single point of the viscosity function only.
Therefore, these viscosity values can only be evaluated in the
appropriate form if information is also given about shear conditions such
as η (ẏ= 100 s-1). Different preset conditions and resting times can be
applied according to the time dependence behaviour of the samples as
mentioned in Baudez (2006). As a rule of thumb, when measuring shear
rates below 1s-1, to avoid transient effects the measuring point duration
should be selected to be at least as long as the value of the reciprocal
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shear rate (1/𝛾̇ ) (Mezger, 2011). In addition, the test can be conducted
as a linear or logarithmic function; the advantage of using logarithmic
function is that longer measuring point durations can be adjusted to only
occur at lower shear rates and shorter durations at the higher shear rates
(Mezger, 2011). These factors were therefore carefully taken into
consideration during method development.
In regards to rotational measurements at constant shear rates, the
resulting torque is measured as function of time. The torque can be
converted into shear stress from the vane dimensions by making several
assumptions. Firstly, it is assumed that the material is sheared along a
localized cylindrical surface circumscribed by the vane. This assumption
has been shown to be slightly incorrect, and that in fact the diameter of
the sheared surface may be up to 5% larger than the vane dimensions.
Secondly, it is assumed that the stress actually peaks sharply at the vane
tips, it has been demonstrated that the error associated with this
assumption is minimal (Liddel and Boger, 1996; Rao, 1999). Hence a good
approximation of the stress can be calculated from following equations:

 

K

T
(17)
K

D3  L

1
   (18)
2  D 3

where, τ is the stress, T is the measured torque and K is the vane constant
which is defined by L (Length) and D (Diameter) of the vane. In addition,
at low shear rates it is often possible to determine the yield stress from the
maximum torque (Tm) reading (Rao, 1999) as a monitoring quality
control tool in food stuffs (Figure 14)
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Figure 14- Torque versus time plot for a vane in controlled shear rate operation. The
maximum Torque is used to calculate the yield stress (Cγ) (Rao, 1999)

Oscillatory measurements are used to complete information drawn from
flow measurements in regard to their viscoelastic behaviour. Small
amplitude oscillatory shear tests (SAOS) can be used. In SAOS
experiments a sinusoidal oscillating strain or stress with a frequency (ω) is
applied to the material, and the phase difference between the
oscillating stress or strain as well as the amplitude ratio is measured. The
response of the suspensions will first be translated in terms of the phase
angle difference (δ) between complex deformation and stress (with δ
being 0º for the perfect elastic solid and 90º for the ideal liquid) and then
in terms of complex modulus (G∗ =

∗
∗

), from which a viscous modulus

component (G’) and a elastic component (G”) can be determined
(Mezger, 2011). To illustrate rheometric oscillatory measurements,
variations of G’ and G” as a function of ω for different concentrations of
a viscoelastic fluid are shown in Figure 15.
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G’
G”

Figure 15- Frequency sweep measurements for different concentrations of same sample
(adapted from Seyssiecq et al., 2003). The cross over between G’ and G” indicating the
transition of behaviour between viscous and elastic

There are three types of SAOS measurements that can be conducted in
order to assess structural changes (Rao, 1999; Mezger, 2011): frequency
sweeps in which G’ and G”’ are determined as a function of frequency
(ω) at a fixed temperature; temperature sweep studies in which G’ and
G”’ are determined as a function of temperature at fixed ω; or time
sweep study in which G’ and G’’ are determined as function of time at
fixed ω and temperature.
Oscillatory measurements also allow provision of a value of the yield
stress of a given plastic material. This is done by performing oscillatory
measurements at an average frequency (generally about 1 Hz) to
determine the critical strain (γc) above which the linear domain takes
end. Above this deformation, the complex modulus G∗ is no more a
constant and begins to decrease. The product between the complex
modulus on the plateau and the critical deformation gives directly the
value of the yield stress (Figure 16).
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Figure 16- Determination of LVR (Linear Viscoelastic Region) defined by a limit of critical
stress or yield stress (τy) as the product of critical strain (ϒc) and shear complex Modulus
(G*)

2.6.3. Applied Rheology as a tool for the improvement of sludge
conditioning and dewatering
Several authors have attempted to determine sludge properties for
conditioning and dewatering control by characterizing unconditioned
and conditioned sludges through different rheometric measurements.
Measurements such as rotational and oscillatory measurements were
applied and these determinations were accompanied by innovative
approaches and laboratory method developments.
Some studies focused on conditioning sludge dewatering before and
after polymer doses using torque rheometers (Abu-Orf and Dentel, 1999;
Abu-Orf and Örmeci, 2004, 2005; Örmeci et al., 2004; Örmeci and AbuOrf, 2005 and 2006; Chen et al., 2006; Örmeci, 2007; Murray and Örmeci,
2008; Wang and Dentel, 2010, 2011a, 2011b). In these studies torque
rheometers were used due to several advantages in comparison with
other types of rheometers. Torque rheometers have much larger volume
of sample (200-500 ml) and gap compared to concentric rheometers
(20-40 ml). In addition, they have the advantage of adding and mixing
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the conditioner and conducting the rheological measurements using the
whole sample volume. The area under a torque time or shear stress –
shear rate rheogram represents the total energy dissipation rate in a
suspension and can be used to estimate the network strength of sludges.
Network strength (Wu J/kg TS) is determined according to the following
equation:

t2
T
2 N  TTQ
Wu  2 N 
d ( t ) 
(19)
X
t1 r
where N is rotational speed (rpm), TTQ (totalized torque, i.e., area under
the rheogram and has units J/min) and X (kg TS in the sample). The use of
network strength allows identification of the sludge flocs strength
necessary for achieving good dewatering with a particular dewatering
device. In this case polymers at different shears can be tested and final
output can be further assessed in terms of cake and liquors solids
concentration.
In Abu-Orf and Örmeci (2005) results showed that the drop on torque
rheogram or network strength after polymer dosing was related to the
release of incorporated water. As the system approached optimum
polymer conditioning more water became free for removal as evident
from the filtration tests and thus the network strength exhibited a slight
decrease. At the optimum polymer dose the overall decrease in the
energy due to water conversion seemed to be larger than the increase
due to the polymer addition resulting in the dip or the drop observed in
the network strength rheogram. Abu-Orf and Örmeci (2005) stated that
in the overdosing region there is extra polymer which will bind to smaller
flocs increasing network strength but the suspension reached its capacity
for releasing tightly incorporated water, resulting in an overall increase in
the network strength. The release of water is likely to lead to good
suspension dewaterability without complete floc deterioration while
maintaining some type of shear resistance. However, the trend observed
on network strength was not completely proven for a variety of polymers
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and sludges. As stated by Abu-Orf and Örmeci (2005) further research
was needed to investigate the use of different sludges and polymers with
different structures leading to different network strengths. More recent
studies have focused on not only looking into the shear resilience but into
the fractal dimensions of the flocs formed (Wang and Dentel, 2010,
2011a, 2011b). Findings were that during flocculation the strongest
network formed in conditioned anaerobic digested sludge suspensions
coincide with suspensions where large aggregates were generated.
However, the anaerobic digestate suspensions with the largest single
aggregate or the highest average size of aggregates/flocs did not
assure

the

strongest

network.

Overall

it

seemed

that

better

dewaterability is reached for the strongest network strength conditioned
sample. These results however, were not in agreement with the findings
reported in Abu-Orf and Örmeci (2005).
Similar approaches were also used, using a concentric rheometer. In Yen
et al. (2002) network strength was calculated from the difference
between the energy input required for the shear rate increasing and
decreasing phases of the hysteresis loop. The method consisted of
applying an increasing shear rate ramp as a linear progression from 0 to
100 rpm in 3.8 min; (2) decreasing linearly the rotational speed from 100
rpm down to 1 rpm in 1.9 min; (3) increasing linearly the rotational speed
from 1 to 100 rpm in 0.8 min; and (4) decreasing linearly the rotational
speed down to 0 rpm in 0.8 min. The steps 1 and 2 are referred as Loop I
and steps 3 and 4 as Loop II. In this method specific energy input (Eenergy input to overcome the internal friction and to breakdown the
flocculated matrix that contains 1 kg of TS) is used to determine network
strength of conditioned samples from Loop I and Loop II from shear
stress(𝜏)-shear rate rheogram(𝛾̇ ) according to the following equation:

E

R
H   C

t2

     d (t ) (20)
t1
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where, energy input (E J∙kg-1), H (m) the gap between geometries
(impeller and cup), ρ (kg∙m-3) water density, and C (kg TS of sample
volume). This method was further evaluated by Marinetti et al. (2010) in
order to find any correlation with dewaterability, but no correlation with
dewaterability of sludge measured as Time to Filter (TTF) and CST was
found. Marinetti et al. (2010) results showed that as polymer dose
increased floc strength increased up to a threshold of network strength
beyond which, further strength conferred no further improvement in
filterability. It should be noted that the magnitude of parameters such as
yield stress and energy input may depend on instrumental variables such
as the ramping procedure, the data sampling frequency and geometry
used (Baudez, 2006). Moreover, as pointed out in Abu-Orf and Dentel
(1999) concentric rheometers are not adequate to conduct such tests
due to the high sensibility and variation. This factor is not vastly discussed
in the literature for the determination of network strength using
concentric rheometer. Also, it is known that the use of vane geometry for
instance is essential to measure yield stress and is considered to be part
of a standard geometry for monitoring and control in the food industry
where high solids and particulate material exist (Mezger, 2011; Rao,
1999).
Several researchers assessed network strength by measuring the
viscoelastic response of conditioned sludge using creep and oscillatory
tests with the goal of using it as a predictive methodology for sludge
dewatering and polymer dose (Dentel et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2005 and
2006; Ayol et al., 2006). Creep tests as well as oscillatory tests can be
quite time consuming and sensitive, however, they appeared to be
promising methodologies (Dentel et al., 2005). The advantage of these
measurements seem to be related to the determination of the yield
response, which could be determined without applying any model as it
happens when using shear rate or shear stress controlled measurements,
and this response is related to network strength. During an amplitude
strain sweep the instrument software determines the storage, the loss and
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the complex modulus (G′, G″ and G*) as well as the phase angle (δ) in
order to determine the LVR. The LVR of the sample is determined to end
once G* deviates from constant values. Once the end of the LVR is
reached (where the G* value decrease more than 1% with respect to
the previous average value) the yield stress has been reached and is
calculated using the equation:

 0  G *   c (21)
where Уc is the critical value of strain at which the LVR is exceeded,
Figure 16 shows graphically how to determine the plateau value for G*
and the critical strain Уc. Despite the characterization of sludge
suspensions before and after polymer conditioning described in Dentel
et al. (2005), Chen et al. (2005 and 2006) and Ayol et al. (2006) further
results of their application to full scale processes has not been pursued or
reported.
Attempts were made of introducing oscillatory rheology to predict
flocculation conditions and assess final cake solids through strain sweep
tests, for the determination of the sludge yield stress, using conditioned
samples (Dentel and Dursun, 2009). The yield stress of conditioned sludge
suspension seemed to be well correlated with final cake and liquor solids
achieved after dewatering as well as it appears to indicate floc
resistance to shear. However, initial yield stress of a conditioned sludge
suspension did not necessarily predict the best dewatering performances
as it was shown when comparing enzymatic pre-treated sludge with
untreated sludge (Dentel and Dursun, 2009). These results were similar to
the ones previously reported in Dentel et al. (1995) using rotational tests,
that yield stress as a controlling parameter did not work properly.
Enzymatic treatment weakens the gel structure, characteristic of the
sludge flocs, through the hydrolysis of EPS; this allows improved
dewatering by filtration processes, but leads to floc deterioration when
subjected to high shear during centrifugation (Dursun et al., 2006).
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An attempt to perform rheometric measurements during vacuum
filtration was conducted by Ayol et al. (2010) as a way of understanding
dewatering during BFP. In this study an immobilization cell (IMC) was
used as an accessory to a stress controlled rotational rheometer. This IMC
provided a horizontal porous surface through which a suspension was
filtered. Using plate-plate geometry, a constant normal force was
applied on to the suspension while filtration progressed, during this
process normal force was continuously adjusted to compensate the
movement of solids. Therefore, the rheological properties of the
accumulating solids layer were determined as filtration occurred. It is
referred that with this procedure by using the IMC and a rheometer it is
possible to study the influence of shear rate and normal force while
filtration occurs during gravity drainage and press rolls. Therefore,
allowing simulating the process of dewatering in a BFP. Both gravity
drainage solids were used as well as conditioned samples, however, the
authors were not very detailed in their descriptions, e.g. solids content of
samples were not described, sampling procedure used when measuring
conditioned samples was not detailed enough since the IMC used only
required small amounts compared to the whole 300 ml conditioned
samples. Results showed that with increasing shear rate from 1 to 10 s-1
during filtration, the viscosity of conditioned sample was reduced
leading to better dewaterability (indicated by the correlation between
CST and immobilization time). This was in agreement with the benefits of
using chicanes or plows at the gravity drainage zone in the BFPs. In
addition, Ayol et al. (2010) also concluded that other properties besides
solids content affected the

relationship

between

rheology

and

dewaterability.
In Örmeci and Ahmad (2009), an attempt was made towards measuring
or quantifying the additional shear during sludge conditioning and
dewatering that can contribute to floc break and increase of polymer
demand. However, measuring floc strength of conditioned samples
based on a correlation between additional shear rate or gradient
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velocity and torque for different polymer doses revealed to be
somewhat inaccurate as depicted from published cross communications
between Dentel (2010b) and Örmeci and Ahmad (2010).
Currently, despite the relatively new concept of network strength three
different methods which use different instruments and protocols exist
(Yen et al., 2002, Örmeci and Abu-Orf, 2005 and Ayol et al., 2006). It
should be noted that these methods do not measure the same property
but measure different parameters that are related to sludge flocs
strength. These studies revealed innovative approaches on optimizing
sludge conditioning but the correlations found were not consistent.
Nevertheless, it seems that some techniques, despite having shown more
success than others, have not yet been widely used as a standard
procedure to control conditioning and dewatering and/or to optimize
specific process conditions. Therefore acceptance of this is still limited
and for the same reason the number of research publications on this
field is still scarce.
For practical reasons, the present work aims to use the protocol
developed by Örmeci and Abu-Orf (2005) to assess conditioning
requirements of different sludges and/or digestates due to the larger
sample size and short time to conduct the test. In addition, it seems
attainable

to

correlate

previously

stated

(section

2.2)

sludge

characteristics (soluble and solid fractions) with rheological behaviour.
For this reasons it is intended in this work to develop a protocol using
rotational and oscillatory rheological measurements which could
potentially be used as a predictive measure once sludge characteristics
have changed during a process.
2.6.4.

Sludge properties and relation with rheology

While type of rheometer, geometry and protocol are critical in
understanding rheological properties, quantification of physical and
chemical characteristics of sludges towards specific process conditions
expressed by rheological parameters are of great importance and still
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require

further

understanding.

Conditioning

and

dewatering

of

wastewater sludges and digestates have received particular attention
during the past years leading to the development of processes at
industrial level, and analytical protocols at research level that are
contributing to understanding sludge characteristics.
Some studies have reported the influence of sludge characteristics on
rheological parameters. Forster (1983 and 2002) has showed the
importance

of

surface

components

or

polymers

(protein,

polysaccharides and lipopolysaccharides) and bound water with
rheology, this association could be modified by metal ions with
implications to sludge dewatering. Results in Forster (1983 and 2002)
showed that for activated sludges the yield stress seemed to be related
to both bound water and sludge particles’ charge but only the content
of bound water influenced dewatering. For digested sludges it seemed
that particle size was governing these factors (Forster, 1983 and 2002).
Several authors have focused on assessing the effects of water and
solution chemistry on rheological parameters (Sanin and Vesilind, 1996;
Sanin, 2002), lower pHs or increasing conductivity leads to the reduction
of viscosity, which was assumed to be related to the amount of polymer
solution present in the samples.
Seviour et al. (2009a and 2009b, 2012) showed a relation between
aerobic flocs structure (hydrogels) where environmental factors such as
pH, temperature and ionic strength contributed to weakening of EPS
matrix, and this could be assessed by analyzing rheological parameters
such as the extent of LVR. EPS of granules seemed to be composed
largely by protein-polysaccharides composites which influenced LVR.
In Li et al., (2012) results showed that the yield stress and the cohesion
energy (or LVR) of the sludge flocs were improved with increased total
suspended solids (TSS) content, indicating that rheological properties
(viscoelastic and yield stress) are both related with type of solids and
water fractions of the sludge. Also, the differentiation between tightly
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bound EPS (TB-EPS) and loosely bound EPS (LB-EPS) seems to be
detected through rheological parameters (Yuan and Wang, 2013) where
TB-EPS showed to increase the network strength of activated sludge
samples.
The importance of structural and gel fractions in determining shear
sensitivity and viscoelastic response of sludges have been pointed out
previously in Mikkelsen et al. (1996), Mikkelsen and Keiding (2002),
Mikkelsen (2001) and Dursun and Dentel (2007). Therefore, there is a
strong belief that the viscoelastic behaviour of sludges is related to EPS
content and composition (More et al., 2012 and 2014; Mori et al., 2008),
however,

the

characterization

of

sludge

organic

composition

simultaneously with the determination of rheological parameters is not
fully documented for a variety of sludges in particular anaerobic
digested sludges.
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3. Methods and Materials
This section describes the methods used throughout the experimental
work. The experimental work was divided in three phases:


Phase I: Semi-continuous AD runs to assess the impact of OLR and
post digestion/storage of digestate on dewatering of digestates.



Phase II: Assessment of polymer conditioning and dewatering of
digestates from AAD and CMAD treating secondary sewage
sludges. In this phase, rheometric measurements and polymer
preparation were also evaluated.



Phase III: AAD digestate full scale storage and impact on
conditioning and dewatering.

3.1. Types of sludges used
3.1.1.

Digested sludges used

This work used digested sludges collected from digesters in operation at
full scale in three WwTW which have specific conditions of operation.
Hence, the interest in comparing these digested sludges. Samples were
collected from two AAD and one Conventional Mesophilic AD (CMAD)
plants.
Conventional Mesophilic AD
CMAD samples were collected from Cog Moors WwTW AD plant which
operated within a lower range closer to mesophilic temperatures 26 30°C (due to a heat exchanger issue) with an OLR and HRT that varied
from 1.3 - 2.6 kg VS/m3·d and between 15 and 30 days respectively. The
AD plant was fed with a mixture of thickened primary and thickened
WAS (with TS content of 5 %), but over 90 % was WAS. The resulting
digestate was then pumped to post-digesters before being dewatering
through centrifuges.
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Advanced Mesophilic AD
AAD samples were collected from Afan and Cardiff WwTW anaerobic
digesters, which operate within a range of mesophilic temperatures of 38
– 42°C with an OLR and HRT of approximately 4 kg VS/m3∙d and 15 days,
respectively. However, this could also vary between 1.7 and 4 kg
VS/m3∙d of OLR, and 14 to 40 days of HRT depending on the quantity of
imported sewage sludge (with TS content of 8-9 %). For instance in Afan
WwTW 70 % of the sewage sludge utilized in the AAD was sourced from
surrounding

WwTWs

as

imported

thickened

sludge.

In

Cardiff

approximately 90 % of the treated sludges were secondary sludges either
produced on site or imported, whilst Afan WwTW imported a greater
proportion of primary thickened sludges. Sludges were pre-treated prior
to digestion by thermal hydrolysis process in both plants. After digestion,
digestate was pumped continuously to an aerated holding tank (HT)
before being dewatered. Digestate was kept in the HT for around 5 hours
(but this could vary depending on the digesters OLR and HRT) before
being polymer conditioned and dewatered through belt filter presses
(BFP).
3.1.2.

Thermally hydrolyzed pre-treated sludge (THPS)

THPS was used in order to simulate conditions in Cardiff WwTW during
Phase I. THP sludge was collected directly after THP and before AD.
Cardiff WwTW THP used a process technology from Cambi that operated
at 165°C (6 bar) for 30 mins.
3.2. Analytical characterization of samples
Analytical characterization and quantification of several parameters
were conducted, but not all of the parameters described in the following
subsections were performed for every sample. However, this is specified
when describing the experiment design for each of the experimental
phases. In this work soluble content was defined as the supernatant of a
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sample after centrifugation at 4000 G for 30 minutes followed by filtration
through a 0.45 μm membrane pore size as described in Novak et al.
(2004).
3.2.1.

Solids content

The TS of the sludge samples was determined by drying samples to a
constant mass at 105 ± 2°C according to Method 2540 from Standard
methods for the examination of water and wastewater (Eaton et al.,
1995). Pyrex beakers (100 ml) were first placed into a furnace (Carbolite,
Sheffield, UK) at 550 ±25°C for 60 minutes to burn off any residual organic
matter. The beakers were then left to cool at room temperature in
desiccators (Fisher Scientific, Loughbourgh, UK). Once cool, the beakers
were placed on a 4 decimal place balance (Fisherbrand) and their mass
recorded, then between 5 and 15 g of sample was added and the mass
recorded. The beakers were then placed into a fan assisted convection
oven (Gallenkamp, Leicester, UK) at 105 ± 2°C until a constant mass was
achieved. The TS of the sample was then calculated using the following
equation:

TS(%) 

S2  B
100 (22)
S1  B

where, S1 and S2 are the weight of the sample with beaker before and
after drying respectively and B is the weight of the beaker.
Once TS was determined and according to Eaton et al. (1995), VS was
determined by placing the dried sample into a furnace (Carbolite,
Sheffield, UK) at 550 ± 2°C until constant mass was achieved. The
samples were then weighed on a 4 decimal place balance and the
mass recorded. The VS content of the samples was calculated
according to the following equation:

VS (%TS ) 

S 2  S3
100 (23)
S2  B

where S2 and S3 were the weight of the sample with beaker before and
after incineration and B was the weight of the beaker. Additionally, the
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ash content (AC) was determined from the difference between VS (% TS)
and TS (%).
The TSS was determined using the standard method outlined in Eaton et
al. (1995). The procedure involved filtration of the sample through a preweighed fibreglass filter paper and by measuring the dried weight of the
residue. The filtration process was carried out using a fibreglass filter
paper mounted on a three-piece filter funnel and Buchner flask,
connected to a vacuum pump (Whatman). The residue of the mixed
samples after the vacuum filtration process was dried to a constant
weight at 105 ± 0.5°C. TSS (mg/l) was determined by subtracting the
weight of the filter paper from the total weight of the dried residue and
the filter paper.

TSS 

F2  F2
(24)
Vs

where F1 and F2 were the dry weight of the filter paper before and after
filtration respectively and Vs was the volume of the sample used.
3.2.2.

Chemical Oxygen Demand

Chemical oxygen demand (COD) is defined as the amount of a
specified oxidant that reacts with the sample under controlled
conditions. The quantity of oxidant consumed is expressed in terms of its
oxygen equivalence, because of its unique chemical properties, the
dichromate ion (Cr2O72-) was the specified oxidant, and was reduced to
the chromic ion (Cr +3) producing a colour. Both organic and inorganic
components of a sample were subject to oxidation, but in most cases
the organic component predominated and was of a greater interest.
The method chosen from Eaton et al. (1995) was the closed reflux
colorimetric 5220D. However, the range of the method was increased by
increasing the concentration (N) of solution A. The method consisted of
pippeting an aliquot (2.5 ml) of the sludge sample into a borosilicate
culture tubes (16×100-mm) with TFE-lined screw caps followed by the
addition of 1.5 ml of a digestion solution (A) and 3 ml of a sulphuric acid
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reagent (B). The tubes were closed, mixed and heated at 150°C for 2 h in
a heating bloc. After allowing the tubes to cool at room temperature,
COD was determined by measuring the absorbance of the digested
assay solution at 600 nm on a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer
Lamda 25), and interpolating in a standard curve (100–3000 mg/l), with
KHP as the chemical standard reference and correlated to the COD
level taking into account that the theoretical oxygen demand of
substrate is 1.176 mg O2 mg−1. Due to the range of the test samples they
were diluted in order to comply with the limits of detection. Solution A
(0.62 N) of 1L was prepared by dissolving 30.648 g K 2Cr2O7 previously
dried at 150°C for 2 h, in deionised water (DI) and adding 501 ml of H2SO4
(95-98 % grade). Solution B was prepared by adding Ag2SO4, reagent or
technical grade, crystals or powder, to H2SO4 (95-98 % grade) at the rate
of 5.5 g Ag2SO4/kg H2SO4. All analyses were carried out for the soluble
(sCOD) and total (tCOD) fraction of samples in triplicate. In addition,
undefined COD of digestates was also quantified from the difference
between COD and the equivalent COD from protein (1.5 x [protein]) and
carbohydrate (1 x [carbohydrate]) according to Grady et al. (2011).
3.2.3.

Protein content

Protein content was quantified using the Hartree colorimetric method
(Hartree, 1972) which is a modified version of Lowry assay (Lowry et al.,
1951) using bovine serum albumin as the standard (range between 20 to
200 mg/l). In order to comply with the limits of detection samples were
diluted accordingly. The method consisted of pipetting an aliquot of 1 ml
of sludge sample into borosilicate culture tubes (16×100-mm) with TFElined screw caps followed by a sequence of three steps: incubation
period at high temperature in alkaline conditions to allow the
breakdown of protein structure; reaction of peptide bonds with Cu 2+ and
reduction of the Folin reagent which produced a blue colour. In
summary, in the first step 0.9 ml of Reagent A (2 g potassium sodium
tartrate or KNaC4H4O6, 100 g of sodium carbonate or Na2CO3, dissolved
in 500 ml of 1N NaOH and diluted with DI to 1litre) was added after which
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each tube was vortexed for 10 seconds and placed in a heating block
at 50°C for 10 min. Second step, 0.1 ml of reagent B (2 g of KNaC4H4O6
and 1 g of Copper (II) sulphate pentahydrate or CuSO4∙5∙H2O dissolved in
10 ml 1 N NaOH up to 100 ml of DI) was added after which each tube
was vortexed for 10 seconds and left at room temperature for 10min.
Third step 3ml of reagent C (1:15 diltuion of Folin-Ciocalteu reagent) was
added after which each tube was vortexed for 10 seconds and placed
in a heating block at 50°C for 10 min. Finally, the absorbance was read
at 650 nm using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer Lamda 25). All
analyses were carried out for the soluble and total fraction of a sample
in triplicate.
3.2.4.

Carbohydrate content

Carbohydrate content determination was carried out according to
Dubois et al. (1956) using a colorimetric method based on the reaction
of phenol with sugars in the presence of sulphuric acid also
denominated as the phenol-sulphuric acid method. The range of the test
is between 20 and 200 mg/l so prior to analysis, samples were diluted in
order to comply with the limits of detection. In summary, 400 µl of sample
or standard, 400 µl of 5 % phenol and 2 ml of concentrated sulphuric
acid were added to a test tube which was then capped and left to cool
for 10 minutes after which each tube was vortexed for 10 seconds and
incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes. After the incubation
period, the samples were vortexed again and their absorbance read at
490 nm using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer Lamda 25). All
analyses were carried out for the soluble and total fraction of a sample
in triplicate.
3.2.5.

Total Kjheldal Nitrogen (TKN)

TKN content was carried out according to DIN 38409 (1992). The method
consisted of three steps: digestion; distillation and titration. In order to
comply with the limits of detection (0.5 mg N) different volume/weight of
samples were added (7 to 10 ml of digested samples, 2 to 3 g of cake
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solids and 20 ml of liquors) to the 250 ml borosilicate digestion tubes. In
addition, 20 ml of H2SO4 (95-98 % grade) and 2 catalyst tablets (each
containing 0.5g of K2SO4 and 0.1g Cu2SO4) were added to each of the
tubes. Digestion was performed using a special infrared heating block
(Turbotherm,

Gerhardt)

and

heating

was

performed

using

an

appropriate temperature ramp up due to the foam produced until a
temperature of 400°C was reached. Samples were digested for at least
90 min or until digestion solution became translucent. Distillation was
performed using a distillation unit (Vapodest 40S, Gerhardt) and in each
distillation 30ml of H2BO3 (2 %), 80 ml NaOH (8M) and 90ml of DI water
were added before maximum steam power was applied for 4 min.
During distillation due to the high pH and heat (NH4)2SO4 was converted
to NH3 and this is distilled and collected in the Boric acid solution.
Following the distillation titration was then performed adding 0.1 N of
H2SO4 using an autotitrator (Metler Toledo). Based on the consumption of
titration solution the following equation was used to calculate the % of N:

%N 

1.4007  c  V  Vb
(25)
S

where c was the H+ ion concentration of the titration solution (0.1 mol/l, V
was the consumption of titration solution for the sample (l), Vb was the
consumption of titration solution for blank (l) and E was the initial sample
weight (g). The following equation was then used to determine
organically bounded nitrogen (Norg) if ammonium and Nitrate/Nitrite
content is known:

N org  TKN  NH4  NO3  NO2 (26)
Due to the nature of the samples the content of nitrate and nitrite was
negligible. In addition, the protein content is usually calculated from Norg
content by multiplying it by a factor of 6.25. However, it was found that
using BSA as the reference the factor was 5.3 instead. As pointed out in
Greenfield and Southgate (2003) this factor can vary depending on the
substrates used.
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3.2.6.

Ion analysis (soluble cations and anions)

Ion chromatography was used to determine the concentration of
cations (Na+, NH4+, K+, Ca2+ and Mg2+) and anions (F-, Cl-, NO2-, NO3-,SO42, PO43-) in samples according to the Dionex application notes 141 and
133 (Sunnyvale, California) respectively using a Dionex ICS 3000 with
autosampler and the following separation columns: IonPac CS12A for
cations and Ionpac ICE-AS6 for anions. In addition, an electrical
conductivity

detector

CD20

and

a

cationic

and

anionic

self

regenerating suppressor were used (Dionex, Camberley, UK). The
method used an eluent flow rate of 1 ml/min and a sample injection
volume of 10 µl with a run time of 16 min. The eluent methanosulphonic
acid (CH3SO3H) at a concentration of 20 mM was used for the analysis of
cations whilst for the analysis of anions the eluent was a mixture
containing 1.8 mM sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) and 1.7 mM sodium
bicarbonate (NaHCO3). Samples were centrifuged and filtrated through
a 0.45 µm filter membrane and due to the limitations of detection (up to
100 mg/l) samples were further diluted. All the analyses were carried out
in duplicate.
3.2.7.

Volatile Fatty Acids

Volatile fatty acids (VFAs) were measured according to Cruwys et al.
(2002) using a GC (Perkin Elmer, AutosystemXL) fitted with a headspace
sampling unit (Perkin Elmer, HS40XL, Beaconsfield, UK), using a flame
ionisation detector (FID) and the column was a “Nukol” free fatty acid
phase (FFAP) (30 m x 0.32 mm) (Supelco Ltd, Poole, UK). Oven conditions
were optimised with the result being 190°C and 14 psi. The carrier gas
was nitrogen with a split flow of 5ml/min. The GC was calibrated using
various concentrations (0 – 1000 mg/l) of acetic, propionic, isobutyric, nbutyric, isovaleric and n-valeric acids. The internal standard was 2- ethyl
butyric acid and was made to a concentration of 1,800 mg/l.
Preparation of samples was done in the same manner as Cruwys et al.
(2002) apart from a 50 % dilution, which was carried out to ensure
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samples were in the correct range of the instrument. Reagents were 1 ml
of sample, 1 ml of DI water, 1 ml of NaHSO4 and 0.1 ml of internal
standard was pippetted into a 22.3 ml headspace vial. The vial was then
capped with HS PTFE/Butyl septa (Perkin Elmer) and the vial was crimped
closed. All the analyses were carried out in duplicate.
3.2.8.

pH and conductivity

The pH of sewage sludge samples was measured using a benchtop
electronic pH meter (Fisherbrand Hydrus 300, Fisher Scientific). The pH
meter was calibrated daily using fresh pH 4.02 and 7.01 buffers (Hanna).
Conductivity was measured using a portable conductivity meter
(Fisherbrand FG3, Fisher Scientific). Both of the probes were simply
placed into the sample and the values were given after a few seconds.
3.2.9.

Alkalinity and Ripley ratio

Bicarbonate alkalinity and Ripley ratio analyses were carried out using
the titration method according to Jenkins et al. (1983) and Ripley (1986)
respectively, in a two point titration to pH 5.75 and to pH 4.3 using
sulphuric acid (0.1N). Bicarbonate alkalinity (BA) and Ripley ratio were
calculated using the following equations:

BA 

V5.75  N 1.25  5000
(27)
VS

V4.3  N  5000
Vs
Ripley Ratio 
(28)
V5.75  N  5000
VS
where V5.75 and V4.3 were the volume of titrant consumed to pH 5.75 and
pH 4.3, respectively. N was the normality of H2SO4, 1.25 was a factor
according to Jenkins et al. (1983) to compensate for alkalinity due to
VFAs, and 5000 was to express the result in terms of mg CaCO 3/l
(Alkalinity was denominated instead if this factor is not used). The
numerator and denominator of equation 28 are referred as intermediate
alkalinity (IA) and partial alkalinity (PA) according to Ripley (1986).
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3.2.10. Zeta Potential
Usually if a particle was placed in an electrolyte solution, and an electric
current was passed through the solution, the particle depending on its
surface charge would be attracted to one or the other of the
electrodes, dragging with it a cloud of ions. The potential at the surface
of the cloud or stern layer (called the surface of shear) is often called the
Zeta potential (ζ). This determination is difficult and methods are usually
based on electrophoretic mobility. As described in Hendricks (2005),
there are two equations that relate zeta potential with electrophoretic
mobility Helmholtz-Smoluchowski and the Debye equation, and Hunter
equation. Electrophoretic mobility is done in a cell that contains two
plates to which a voltage is applied and which permits the measurement
of the particle velocity (by microscopic technique or dynamic light
scattering). These techniques can be quite useful for water treatment
where suspended particles are reduced, however, in the case of
digestates this is exactly the opposite implying more sample treatment
centrifuging and filtration. A variation of zeta potential determination is
the streaming current. A streaming current and streaming potential are
two interrelated electrokinetic phenomena studied in the areas of
surface chemistry and electrochemistry (Hendricks, 2005). They are a
electric current which originates when a water sample driven by a
pressure gradient through a channel or porous plug with charged walls.
Adjacent to the channel walls, the charge-neutrality of the liquid is
violated due to the presence of the electrical double layer, a thin layer
of counter ions attracted by the charged surface. The transport of
counter ions along with the pressure-driven fluid flow gives rise to a net
charge transport: the streaming current. The basis of the instrument is that
the charged colloidal particles are presumed immobilized or adsorbed
on the surfaces of the walls. As the sample is passed through the channel
it will shear the counter ions from the stationary charged colloidal
particles, which will generate a streaming current. A typical setup to
measure streaming current consists of two reversible electrodes placed
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on either side of a fluidic geometry across which a known pressure
difference is applied. When both electrodes are held at the same
potential, the streaming current is measured directly as the electric
current flowing through the electrodes.

The instrument used was the

Mütek SZP-10 System (BTG, Germany) and the streaming current was
measured for particles larger than the openings (308 μm or 40 μm) of the
screen electrode used. The device is widely used in the paper industry
and in pigment applications as well as for coating evaluations and
waste water sludges. A conversion between zeta potential and
streaming current potential was given by Hazel in (Hendricks, 2005):

 

4    k  Estreaming
P  D

(29)

In which, k is the specific conductivity of water (Siemens∙m -1), Estreaming is
the streaming potential (volts), ∆P is the pressure drop across cell (Pa), D
and L is the length and diameter of diaphragm respectively (m) and µ is
the viscosity of water medium at 25°C (Ns/m 2).
3.2.11. Biofloc size
The sludge biofloc size was assessed by measuring the particle size
according to equipment specifications using an Occhio Flow Cell 200
M/P (Occhio, France). The instrument has been designed for fast and
accurate characterization of particles in liquids such as crystals, ceramic
particles, and polymers. This instrument works with a peristaltic pump with
a maximum flow of 500 ml/min for analysis of liquid in order to have
homogenous samples. The sample was pumped through the flow cell
with a variable thickness (up to 3000 µm) that was placed in between a
light source and a charge coupled device (CCD) camera. The camera
has a variable gain (from 5 to 30), and allowed the adjusting
magnification (down to 0.83 µm per pixel) and a light source according
to sample characteristics. A maximum particle count of 100 000 particles
per shot was possible, and ample shots were taken during measurement.
The sample size during each measurement was defined in order to
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achieve a low standard deviation, and only a 50 ml of 1:100 diluted
samples were used for this purpose. Results were then statistically
expressed

and

represented

according

to

defined

settings

of

granulomorphometric variables, such as particle count, bluntness,
solidity, luminance, elongation, ISO area diameter, size distribution. The
equipment can be limited to the application of samples that are dark by
nature such as waste water digestates and this was countered by
increased dilution (1:100) of the raw sample for a flow cell of 2000 µm
and 1000 µm. The software developed by Occhio allowed statistical
analysis of all the parameters. This measurement was used to
characterize sludge biofloc.
3.2.12. Rheological characterization
Floc strength quantification:
A torque rheometer was used to measure the floc strength of
conditioned sludge samples during coagulant and flocculant addition
as well as the floc strength of jar test produced conditioned sludge
samples. Torque rheometers measure the viscosity-related torque caused
by the resistance of the material to the applied shear. The area under a
torque-time rheogram is termed “totalized torque” (see section 2.6.3)
which is defined as the energy required to process a certain material for
that period of time. A torque rheometer, the Floccky Tester (Figure 17)
manufactured by Koei Industry Co., Ltd (Japan), was used in this work.
The instrument was developed to study flocculants and flocculation
characteristics of municipal and industrial sludges. The rheometer
allowed the use of samples between 200 to 500 ml, and the impeller
speed could be varied from 30 to 420 rpm. The rotating impeller was
equipped with a load cell that measures the resistance of sludge to
shear created by the impeller. The resistance to shear was reported in
terms of torque (mNm). The software included with the rheometer
reported the area under the rheograms (totalized torque) in addition to
the peak torque values. The reservoir of the rheometer contained two
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ports, which allowed direct coagulant and flocculant injection into the
samples.

This

feature

enabled

studying

both

flocculation

and

deflocculation phases of sludge. The protocol developed by Abu-Orf
and Örmeci (2004) denominated as network strength (Wu kJ/g TS) was
used to calculate the flocs strength according to equation 19 (described
in section 2.6.3).

Figure 17- Torque rheometer (flocky tester) used to determine Wu

Biofloc strength and digestate matrix:
The sludge biofloc was characterized using two rotational rheometric
tests and one oscillatory test. These tests were used to assess biofloc
strength as well as variations of digestate whole matrix organic matter
composition (total and soluble fractions of organic matter).
Rotational tests
Limit shear viscosity at very low shear rates was used as an adaptation of
two methods: one used in quality control in food stuffs in Rao (1999) and
the method to measure limit shear viscosity described in Pevere et al.
(2009). Due to non-Newtonian behaviour, the rheological property of
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sludge can be better described by a single parameter of limiting
viscosity (see section 2.6.1), which allows an adequate comparison of
shear viscosity for different sludge samples. Using concentric rheometers,
limit viscosity corresponds to an asymptote value of the viscosity–time
curve at given shear rate when the apparent viscosity becomes almost
constant. The choice of the shear rate is then critical to understand the
results. A high shear rate allows understanding the viscosity at maximum
dispersion while at lower shear rates allow understanding the viscosity at
storage conditions. When using different collections of the same sludge
for the same treatment process, the higher shear rate did not allow
distinguishing small variations in the process that could potentially be
used towards sludge conditioning control. Such methodologies and its
relation to conditioning and dewatering are not fully documented or
clearly studied. In this work, shear viscosity recorded at very low shear
rates (0.1 s-1) was used to detect small variations within different
collections of the same digestate sludge. η [0.1s-1] was used as an
approximation of zero shear viscosity recorded at the end of 600 s when
its values have stabilized by taking the asymptote value of the viscosity–
time curve. The whole unconditioned samples were mixed at 200 rpm
and 68 ml of sludge sample was poured into the rheometer cup. The
sequence then started by allowing the sample to rest as well as reaching
a constant temperature of 25°C for a period of 4 min after which η[0.1s-1]
measurement started at a defined shear rate of 0.1 s-1 for 600 s using an
air bearing rheometer Kinexus Pro+ (Malvern, UK) equipped with a cup
(37 mm) and vane of 4 blades (25 mm). In addition, a flow curve
measurement was performed immediately after the η[0.1s-1] sequence
was finished. The flow curve measurement (see section 2.6.2) allowed
the characterization of shear viscosity as a function of shear rate
increase (flow curve measurements) using a logarithmic progression
between 10-3 s-1 up to 100 s-1 with maximum sampling measuring point of
120 seconds or less if equilibrium was reached. The above sequence and
procedure was adopted in order to minimize sampling shear history
(Baudez, 2006). All measurements were conducted in triplicate.
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Figure 18- Air bearing rheometer used during rotational and oscillatory tests (a- air
bearing; b- vane geometry)

Different models were fit to the experimental data collected from the
flow curve measurements. The software rSpace (Malvern, UK) allowed to
automatically fitting a specific model equation to the experimental
data. Three replicates of the flow curve measurement were conducted
for each sample and the resulting shear stress (τ) was averaged for each
shear rate (γ̇ ). The resulting experimental data were evaluated and fitted
iteratively according to specific models (Table 5) using the rSpace
software in order to obtain the rheological parameters specific to the
model equation and statistical parameters (R2 and χ2).
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Table 5- Fitting functions for flow and viscosity curves used to characterized digestate
samples
Model functions

Equations

Carreau

   

 0    
1  c 2 n

(30)

Flow behaviour
with zero-shear
viscosity and
infinite-shear
viscosity

Cross

   

 0    
n
1  c 

(31)

1
     k  
  

Sisko

n

Flow behaviour
with a yield point

Bingham
Herschel-Bulkley

   0  k  n

Casson
Generalized
shear-thinning
flow behaviour

(34)



Power law

2

0

1

2

 k 

(35)

  k n

η0 - zero-shear
viscosity

k – flow
coefficient or
consistency index
(Pa∙s)

(33)

1

η∞ - infinite-shear
viscosity

τ0 – yield stress
point (Pa)

(32)

   0  k

Rheological
parameters

1

n – flow index
2

c – Model
constant (s)

(36)

Oscillatory tests
Oscillatory tests were used at earlier stages of the experimental Phase II
and III in order to select the most appropriate type of measurement
according to the geometry used. Small Amplitude Oscillation Shear
measurements (SAOS) using strain control mode from 0.1 to 160 % at
constant frequency

of

1 Hz or

6.282 rad/s were

used. SAOS

measurements were conducted in order to assess LVR of samples. After
LVR determination a frequency sweep was conducted at a constant
strain with decreasing frequency from 10 to 0.1 Hz. The shear strain used
on frequency sweeps was determined from SAOS measurements as the
tenth of the strain when elastic, viscous and/or complex modulus
showed deviation of 5 %. All measurements were conducted in triplicate.
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3.2.13. Chemical conditioning
Chemical conditioning of digestate samples was performed using a Jar
Tester by dosing a certain amount of polyelectrolyte for a given mixing
condition.
Polyelectrolyte or flocculant
The polyelectrolyte used in this work was collected from Cardiff WwTWs.
This was a Flopam 4490 (SNF, UK) medium molecular weight (8x106 Da)
with 40 % in mole of cationicity collected as a powder from Cardiff
WwTWs. Below is the chemical formula for the family of polymers (FO
4000 series) which FO 4490 makes part where n and m numbers are not
known. The polymer was prepared to an appropriate concentration
using a homogenizer or a blender 24 h before its use.

Figure 19- Chemical formula for the Flopam 4000 series polyelectrolyte

Mixing conditions
The Jar test is a means to estimate the polyelectrolyte dosage and the
effective pH regions and to a certain extent the mixing conditions. The
jar tester apparatus (Phipps & Bird) consists of a set of six beakers (sample
size 200 ml) with circular shape which is used in conjunction with a gang
stirrer.

The

apparatus

allows

all

six

beakers

to

be

controlled

simultaneously according to specific mixing conditions (rotational speed
vs. time). The jar test allows 4 different steps for conditioning from 5 to 300
rpm and from 1 second to 59 minutes. Also, for optimum polyelectrolyte
dose a syringe holder and doser (Figure 20) were designed to enable
dosing the polyelectrolyte solution into the 6 beakers at the same time.
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The Jar tester mixing procedure comprised three step mixing regime: 1st
step high speed mixing, 2nd step polyelectrolyte was added and a 3rd
step at lower speed mixing. According to Hogg (2013) flocculation by
polymer bridging is primarily controlled by mixing. Therefore, mixing was
usually high and vigorous when the polyelectrolyte was added to allow it
to mix properly with the sludge as well as to be adsorbed on to the
sludge particle surfaces, after this step the mixing was usually less to allow
flocs growth.

Figure 20- Syringe holder and doser for multiple polymer dosing

3.2.14. Assessing dewatering of samples
Dewatering of sludges can be assessed through different methodologies
such as CST, SRF and TTF discussed in Eaton et al. (1995). However, as
reported by Dentel (1991), Hubbe (2003), Dentel and Dursun (2009),
Scholz (2005) and Sawalha and Scholz, (2012), such methodologies
might not be enough to fully characterize dewatering characteristics of
different sludges. They are not practical and accurate due to the
interference of sampling and sample size, and also they might not be
comparable with actual full scale processes and between different
researchers due to the different procedures used.
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The dewatering of conditioned samples was assessed using two different
methods. In addition, after filtration of the conditioned samples, the
remaining solids were further dewatered simulating the consolidation
stage that occurs in BFP.
Filtration stage
CST is a relatively easy measured property of sludge and is expressed by
the time (in seconds) that water in sludge requires to travel a given
distance when it is exposed to a standard capillary suction. The original
setup for CST measurement consists of a cylindrical container in which a
column of sludge is placed. The sludge column is centred in the middle
of two concentric electrodes located at diameters d1 and d2 resting on
a Whatman-17 filter paper. The time required for the waterfront to move
from electrode 1 to electrode 2 was measured by the automatic timing
device Triton type 319 (Triton Electronics, UK) and reported as CST. When
using different sludge samples the CST values were normalized by
dividing CST value with solids content of the sludge. The CST method was
used to assess polymer dose and to compare the dewatering rate
between samples. The dewatering rate is the inverse of CST and was
expressed as 1/CST (s-1).
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Figure 21- Capillary suction time test setup

Gravity drainage according to Severin et al. (1999) and Severin and
Grethlein (1996) was used to describe resistance to filtration as it
happens at a first stage of a BFP. This method evaluates the sludge
dewatering performance by measuring the filtration rate when exposed
to a constant pressure difference (gravity plus head pressure). In order to
correlate laboratory data with full scale results, an appropriate sample
size was chosen. To do this, the proper range of test sample volumes was
targeted, matching the sample size to a projected loading on a
dynamic system. The batch sample size, V0, is a function of Belt speed,
Sb, belt press width, W, sludge flow, Qs, polymer flow Qp, and test filter
area, A. The target sample was given by the following equation:
 Q p  Qs  A 
 (37)
V0  
 W  Sb


During laboratory tests it was assumed averaged similar conditions of
throughput occurring in Cardiff WwTW (Qs = 11 to 17 m3/h, Qp

=

1.1-1.7
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m3/h) similar belt presses dimensions and operation conditions (Sb=10 to
14 cm/s, W =2 to 2.5 m), as well the laboratory kit characteristics (A = 78.5
cm2). The value for V0 determined was around 218 g, however, for the
purpose of this work a sample size of 200 g was chosen in order to not
interfere with other measurements conducted at the same time. The
procedure comprised of loading the sample to filter cloth set at 30 cm in
height (h0, head pressure). The weight of discharged liquors into a scale
was recorded continuously every 0.5 s. After 100 s using plow simulator
rotating for 10 s the remaining water was released. The test ran until a
constant weight of liquors was achieved at 180 s. Data was then further
analyzed and the time required for 50 % of the suspension volume to
pass through the filter medium was taken as an approximation of TTF. The
dewatering rate was expressed as the inverse of TTF (s-1).

Figure 22- Gravity drainage setup (a) used to evaluate TTF of conditioned samples and
to separate conditioned biosolids from liquors before conducting final consolidation
stage. Composed with rotational plow (b) fitted to a sample receiving funnel where the
belt disk (c) stands
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Consolidation stage
Using the principles behind specific resistance to filtration, a sample of
solids was collected after the gravity drainage test and put into a filter
piston press (FPP). Sample sizes between 70-90 g of sample were put in
the FPP and with the help of a plastic cylinder the solids were
accommodated in order to occupy a constant volume and area along
the filter plate. This step allowed reducing differences between samples
and measurements, where the area and volume occupied by the solids
were the same between samples at the start of the test. During FPP 100
psi (6.89 bar) of pressure was used which compressed the cake reducing
its permeability until it reached an equilibrium stage where the
compression force was balanced by the reactive force of the filter cake.
During consolidation phase free water was being squeezed out at
constant pressure during 30 min. This rate of filtration was measured in
order to evaluate mechanical dewatering performance and was used
as a measure of compressibility of the cake formed.
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Figure 23- Filter Piston Press equipment setup used to assess final consolidation stage of
biosolids (a- piston disc; b- pressure regulator)

The common expression from Darcy’s law was used as described in 2.4.1
in equations 6, 7 and 8. As indicated in section 2.4.1, Darcy’s law is not
obeyed and instead of a linear curve the result is a hyperbolic curve due
to the higher compactability of sludge particles. As indicated in
Ripperger et al. (2009), for the cases where constant pressure cannot be
attained instantaneously it is proposed to apply the equation starting
from a point (ts,Vs) in this situation parameters are determined by plotting
(t-ts)/(V-Vs) vs. V according to graph below Figure 24.
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Figure 24- Graphic example of data output from specific resistance to filtration test
and/or compression test where m = 4E12 and b = 1E8 starting from a point (ts,Vs) where
linearity was established

Solids recovery
Samples collected from gravity drainage and compressibility were
analysed in terms of TS and the following expression was used to estimate
the solids recovery (% SR) in the final cake after TTF and FPP tests:

%SR 

C k  C 0  C f 
C 0  C 0  C f 

(38)

In this case, Ck, C0 and Cf correspond to total solids in the cake, in the
sludge and in the filtrate, respectively. It was assumed that maximum
solids recovery achieved after dewatering should correspond to
optimum conditioning as well with best dewaterability and this should
relate to the lowest CST and SRF (Dentel et al., 1995; Abu-Orf and
Örmeci, 2005).
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3.3. Semi-continuous AD runs: impact of OLR and post digestion of digestate
on dewatering of digestates (Phase I)
3.3.1.

Objectives

Experiments in Phase I were designed in order to assess the impact of
OLR of THPS on biogas yields and dewatering of digestate, as well as the
impact of further digestion or storage of the digestate from an AAD plant
and from a CMAD plant. A characterization of the organic matter,
microbiological profile and a dewatering test (Capillary Suction Time)
was performed.
Figure 25 outlines the schematic of Phase I experiments.

Figure 25- Summary diagram of Phase I experimental work

3.3.2.

Experimental procedure

Two semi-continuous mesophilic anaerobic digestion runs were carried
out for the evaluation of microflora and digestion performance and
influence on dewaterability of digestate. The semi-continuous rig
comprised of an incubator containing 18 bottles of 1 l size (digesters)
connected to the same number of 250 ml size bottles containing a
solution of NaOH 6 M (gas scrubbers) and gas tip meters. The digesters’
working volume was established as 800 ml (with a headspace of 200 ml)
and mixing was provided continuously through a magnetic stirrer. The
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gas tip meters placed in a water bath at room temperature (20-25°C)
were wired to a digital acquisition device (DAQ) from National
Instruments and this was connected to a PC. Each tip meter was
calibrated at the beginning of each run and LabVIEW (National
InstrumentsTM) was used to record the daily volume of methane
produced. Both runs were conducted for a period of 60 days in
duplicate, this duration was defined in order to reach at least the
equivalent of three times the HRT according to DIN 38414 (1985) until
steady state operation has been achieved. The digesters were manually
fed daily during this period and mesophilic digestion (37-38°C) was
carried out on both runs controlled by the incubator temperature setting.
In order to keep sludges as fresh as possible throughout the experiment
these were collected every 14-15 days and stored at 4°C. The
appropriate feed mixture was prepared according to the established
OLR and digestate mixture after TS and VS measurements have been
conducted.

Despite any variation in solids content between each

sludge collection the digesters were operated at stable conditions of
feed during every HRT.

The conditions utilised for the two runs are

outlined in Table 6. Cardiff (AAD) and Cog Moors (CMAD) WwTW
digested sludges were used as seed sludges, and as feed sludges
thermal hydrolysed pre-treated sludge (THPS) as well as a combination of
both Cardiff and Cog Moors digestates were used. Due to the low solids
content of the digestates it was only possible to control the parameter
OLR, allowing HRT to vary as shown in Table 6.
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Table 6- Conditions for Run I and Run II

Run I

Run II

Seed sludge

Substratew

OLR (kg VS/ m3digester∙d)

HRT (d)

Labels

AAD

THPS

4

14

AAD1

CMAD

THPS

4

14

CAAD1

AAD

AAD

2

16

AD1

CMAD

CMAD

2

10

CMAD1

AAD

Mix X (50% AAD + 50% CMAD)

2

13

AD1X

AAD

Mix Y (20% AAD + 80% CMAD)

2

11

AD1Y

AAD

Mix Z (80% of AAD + 20% of CMAD)

2

15

AD1Z

AAD

THPS

4

14

AAD2

CMAD

THPS

4

14

CAAD2

AAD

THPS

2.5

14

AAD3

CMAD

THPS

2.5

14

CAAD3

AAD

AAD

3

12

AD2

CMAD

CMAD

3

7

CMAD2

AD1Yx

Mix Y

3

8

AD2Y

(x) the digester AD1Z from run I was used as the starting point for AD2Y; (w) Mix X, Mix Y and Mix Z was prepared
using % of digestates in OLR calculated on wet weight g of VS basis

3.3.3.

Gas composition and monitoring

Gas volumes were recorded at ambient temperature (25°C, controlled
by air conditioning) and pressure. For comparison to other yields and
conversion to energy values it was important that the temperature and
pressure of the gas was considered. Equation from the VDI (2006) was
used to convert the volume of gas measured to standard temperature
and pressure (STP) conditions.

VSTP  Vm 

( Pm  PW )  TSTP
(39)
PSTP  Tm

where VSTP is the volume of dry gas at STP (ml), Vm is the volume of gas as
measured (ml), Pm is the pressure of the gas phase at the time of reading
(hPa) or ambient pressure, Pw is the vapour pressure of the water in the
gas as a function of the temperature (hPa), TSTP is the normal or standard
temperature equal to 273 K, PSTP is the normal pressure equal to 1013 hPa,
Tm is the temperature of the gas in K. The vapour pressure of the water
(Pw) at 25°C is equal to 31.68 hPa and the pressure of the gas phase (P m)
was considered equal to the barometric pressure, which was manually
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recorded once every day. The gas data captured using LabVIEW was
then processed and corrected to STP.
3.3.4.

Archaeal and Bacterial profiling

Microbial analyses using DNA sequencing were conducted by FERA
(Food and Environment Research Agency).
A total of 4 ml of each sample was centrifuged at 5000 x g for 10 min
and the supernatant was removed. The remaining pellet was mixed and
used for further processing. DNA was extracted from 250 mg of the
sludge pellet using the Power Soil extraction kit (MO BIO Laboratories,
Carlsbad, USA) according to the instructions of the manufacturer. This
method included a bead-beating step, which was performed for 10 min.
Further steps were carried out according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. All DNA extracts were eluted with 60 ml of Tris buffer (10mM)
and stored at -30°C until further analysis.
Microbial community analyses were performed using two different
taxonomically

informative

DNA

sequence

targets

according

to

Klindworth et al. (2013) using GS FLX titanium chemistry on a 454 GS-FLX+
sequencer.
For Bacteria phyla community structure this was assessed based on the
V3-V5 region of the 16S rRNA gene, and the target primers used were
(341f-805r):



Bacteria primers:

341f
(5’CCATCTCATCCCTGCGTGTCTCCGACTCAGNNNNCCTACGGGNGGCWGCAG-3’)
805r
(5’-CTATCCCCTGTGTGCCTTGGCAGTCTCAGGACTACHVGGGTATCTAATCC-3’)

For methanogenic archaea phyla community a fragment of the methylcoenzyme M reductase A (mcrA) common to all known methanogens
was used using the target primers (mcrAf-mcrAr).
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Archaea primers:

mcrAf
(5’CCATCTCATCCCTGCGTGTCTCCGACTCAGNNNNGGTGGTGTMGGATTCACACARTAYG
CWACAGC-3’)
mcrAr
(5’-CCTATCCCCTGTGTGCCTTGGCAGTCTCAGTTCATTGCRTAGTTWGGRTAGTT-3’)

3.3.5.

Data analysis using PCA

Principal component analysis (PCA) of the data obtained was
performed using the software SOLO 4.1 (Eigenvector Research Inc.). A
set of data of 28 samples referring to digester samples collected on 1st
HRT and 3rd HRT was used to perform PCA using the 19 variables
described below:


Variables

referring

Methanosaeta;
Bacteroidetes;

to

sequencing

Methanosarcina;
Planctomycetes;

results

(in

OTUs/g

Actinobacteria;
Proteobacteria;

VS):

Firmicutes;

Spirochaetes;

Synergistetes; Tenericutes; Verrucomicrobia; Chloroflexi; Unknown
gene copies;


Variables referring to anaerobic digestion performance: NH 4+
(mg/l); TS removed (%), VS removed (%), VSww removed (%), CH4
yield (ml /g VS added) and VFA removed (%).

No pre-processing of the data was used other than autoscale and
normalization to comply with the needs of the PCA method. The number
of principal components (PCs) was chosen by applying to the matrix a
cross validation of random subsets where the number of PCs was
selected by minimizing the root mean square error of cross validation
(RMSECV) and a PC 3 model was produced with 82.96 % of variance
captured. The model produced was used to investigate the relationship
between the variables and the microflora results.
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3.4. Assessment of the polymer conditioning and dewatering of digestates
from AAD and CMAD treating secondary sewage sludges (Phase II)
3.4.1.

Objectives

Experiments

during

Phase

II

were

designed

to

assess

polymer

conditioning and dewatering of digestates from AAD and CMAD
treating

secondary

sewage

sludges.

In

this

phase,

rheometric

measurements and polymer preparation were also evaluated. The
following diagram outlines the experimental methodology used:

Figure 26- Summary diagram of Phase II experimental work as well as Phase III
(procedure A)

3.4.2.

Experimental procedure

Digestates were collected directly after the anaerobic digesters from
Cardiff WwTW (AAD) and from Cog moors WwTW (CMAD) in two
separate occasions (A and B). A total of 100 L was collected in each of
the collections and samples were characterized. Polymer dose and
dewatering assessment was conducted 24 h after samples were
collected using FO 4490 (SNF, UK). The polymer was prepared to a
concentration of 0.6 % using a homogeniser 24 h before its use. Samples
were conditioned at different polymer doses between 4 and 27 g
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polymer/kg TS and Wu, CST (collection A) and TTF (collection B) were
measured for each replicate. For collection B mechanical dewatering
was applied using FPP after TTF test. In addition, conditioning and
dewatering full scale processes from CMAD and AAD were compared in
terms of polymer dose, cake and liquors solids. Polymer dose (g
polymer/kg TS) at full scale was calculated based on plants’ sludge and
polymer flows as well as polymer concentration used at the time.
In addition, preparation of polymer solution was assessed in order to
compare with full scale conditions. At Cardiff WwtWs the effluent
discharged to the sea is used to prepare the polymer solution used
during AAD digestate conditioning. During laboratory work DI water was
used due to the subsequent analyses, therefore there was a need to
understand if this difference would affect conditioning and dewatering
results. The polymer (FO4490) solution was prepared using DI water (Lab
A) and the process water (Lab B) used at the plant. Two types of mixing
systems were used to disperse the polymer powder in DI water and
process water: kitchen blender (Lab C) and homogenizer (Lab A and Lab
B). These solutions were then compared with the one produced at the
plant (Plant).
3.4.3.

Samples characterization

Samples were analyzed in terms of TS and VS, tCOD and sCOD, TSS and
VSS, total (Tp) and soluble (Sp) proteins, total (Tc) and soluble (Sc)
carbohydrates, zeta potential (ζ), particle size, η[0.1s-1], flow curve and
Wu. All measurements were performed in triplicate
3.5. AAD digestate full scale storage and impact on conditioning and
dewatering (Phase III)
In order to understand the effect of storage on digestate characteristics
two experiments (A and B) were conducted. Experiment A was used to
assess the digestate before and after being stored in an aerated tank
and its implications on conditioning and dewatering as outlined in Figure
27 and Figure 26 Experiment B was used to assess a variety of storage
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conditions performed at lab scale and its implications on conditioning
and dewatering as outlined in Figure 28. In addition, both experiments
evaluated also the relationship of digestate sludge matrix (biofloc and
organic composition) characteristics with conditioning and dewatering
results. Rheological methods such as rotational and oscillatory methods
were evaluated prior to starting experimental procedure A in order to
choose the most practical method. Digestates were collected twice
named as X and Z for this purpose.

Figure 27-Outline of experimental procedure A (see also Figure 26)

In addition, conditioning and dewatering full scale processes from AAD
(Cardiff and Afan) were compared in terms of polymer dose and solids
content in the cake and liquors. Polymer dose (g polymer/kg TS) at full
scale was calculated based on plants’ sludge and polymer flows as well
as polymer concentration used at the time.
3.5.1.

Objectives

Experimentss during Phase III were designed to further assess AAD
digestate storage and impact on conditioning and dewatering as well
as to evaluate relationships between rheology and polymer conditioning
and dewatering. In this work, a characterization of the changes in
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organic

matter,

rheology,

polymer

conditioning

demand

and

dewatering before and after storage was conducted.
The following diagram outlines the methodology used:

Figure 28- Summary diagram of Phase III procedure B

3.5.2.

Experimental Procedure A

Digestates were collected in four separate occasions named as
collections A, B, C and D for conditioning and dewatering related
evaluations. Samples were collected at two points, directly after the
anaerobic digester and before the holding tank (HT) designated as AD
point, as well as directly after the HT prior to dewatering designated as
HT point. A total of 100 L was collected from each sampling point in each
of the five collections and samples were characterized. Polymer dose
and dewatering assessment was conducted 24 h after samples were
collected using a polymer concentration of 0.6 % using a homogeniser
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24 h before its use. Variations were made for each collection in regards
to the mixing during conditioning, polymer dose range and dewatering
procedure. For collection A, mixing during conditioning was adjusted by
changing Jar tester’s speed and time. Polymer dose used was kept
constant at 25 g polymer/kg TS and for each mixing adjustment made
Wu of the conditioned samples (AD point and HT point) was measured.
Once a maximum in Wu was achieved the mixing conditions were
established according to Table 7. Samples were then conditioned at
different polymer doses between 15 and 41 g polymer/kg TS and for
each polymer dose Wu and CST were measured for each replicate. For
collection B, the same mixing conditions were established for both
samples, which were conditioned at different polymer doses between 15
and 33 g polymer/kg TS and Wu and TTF were measured for each
individual replicate. Conditioned solids from TTF were then mechanically
dewatered using the FPP. Liquors and solids were collected for further
analysis. For collection C, the same mixing conditions were established
for both samples, which were conditioned at different polymer doses
between 13 and 37 g polymer/kg TS and Wu and CST were measured for
each replicate. For collection D, two different mixing conditions (high
mixing and low mixing) were established as shown in Table 7 to
understand the impact on polymer dose. Samples were conditioned at
different polymer doses between 11.6 – 38.8 g polymer/kg TS, Wu and
CST were measured for each replicate.
Table 7- Jar test procedure for both digestates for Collection A and Collection D
Digestate Sample

1st Step
Time
(rpm)
(s)
300
20
300
20
300
20
N*

HT point
AD point
AD point and HT point (high
mixing)
AD point and HT point (low
mixing)

300

20

2nd Step
N
Time
(rpm)
(s)
300
30
300
20
300
20
300

7

3rd Step
N
Time
(rpm)
(s)
200
120
100
60
200
120
100

45

*N- Gradient velocity in revolutions per minute

In addition, during collection A, the polymer interaction between
polymer and digestates was studied by using the torque rheometer
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(Flocky tester). Mixing conditions are usually defined using Gt values
(dimensionless unit), G corresponds to the mean or average gradient
velocity (s-1) and t (s) is the time during mixing. G is usually calculated
using the following expression taken from Tchobanoglous et al., (2014):

G

P
(40)
V

where, P is the power input (W), η is the dynamic or shear viscosity (Pa∙s
or N∙s/m2) and V is the flocculator volume (m3).
In order to estimate Gt values required for conditioning, power input was
calculated from averaged registered torque (Tav) values for a given N (P
= 2πNTav) using the torque rheometer (Flocky tester). Shear viscosity was
however more difficult to determine, because it changed during the test
for a given N as well as when polymer was added and after flocs were
formed. Nonetheless, shear viscosity (ηav) was estimated using MetznerOtto relation (ẏav = a∙N, τav = b∙N and τav = ηav∙ẏav) where a and b were
the calibration constants, which depend exclusively on system geometry
(impeller and cup). These constants were calculated according to
Badino et al. (1997) and Vendruscolo et al. (2010) using standard nonNewtonian and Newtonian fluids such as: xantham gum, acacia gum,
vegetable oil, DI water and polyelectrolyte (FO4490) at different
concentrations. The constant a was estimated using the slope curve
method by plotting (1-n) vs. log10(P/k∙Ω(n+1)∙D3) resulting in a straight line
of slope – a, where k and n were the rheological parameters from the
fitting functions, Ω is the angular velocity (rad/s) and D is the diameter of
the impeller (m). The rheological parameters for a given fluid (k and n)
were determined from flow curve measurements using the concentric
rheometer. In addition, b was estimated using the following equation:
b

2
a (41)
cD3

Where, c is the impeller constant (shape factor), which depends on the
specific geometry of the mixing system. Constant c was calculated using
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the following relationship between impeller power number (Np) and the
Reynolds number (Re) where c is the slope of the curve:
Np 

c
(42)
Re

ND2
Re 
(43)
 av
Np 

P

N 3 D 5

(44)

After calculating coefficients a (1.7), c (4.6) and b (11689) shear viscosity
was then estimated for a given N and Tav using the Metzner-Otto relation.
3.5.3.

Experimental procedure B

Digestate samples of 160 l were collected at different times from site
digesters throughout a two months period and different storage
conditions were applied (
Table 8). Digestate samples were stored at room temperature for a
period of time, while different storage conditions and polymer
conditioning were being conducted. High temperature storage at
varying duration was applied to 10 l of digestate as shown in
Table 8. Aeration storage was applied to 10 l using a custom built
stainless steel Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR). A stainless steel
sparger connected to a stainless steel downpipe was used to provide
aeration using compressed air at 1 bar with a flow rate of 10 l/min. Two
CSTRs were used, one as a control (without aeration) and the other with
aeration according to
Table 8. Conditioning and dewatering assessment was conducted 24 h
after a given period of storage was applied to allow samples to reach
the same temperature and remove temperature differences between
samples.
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Table 8- Samples used and storage conditions applied
Digestate
samples

Cardiff digester
digestate

Cardiff digester
digestate

Date of
collection

Day 1

Day 7

Cardiff digester
digestate
Day 30
Cog Moors
digestate
Cardiff digester
digestate
Cardiff Holding
Tank digestate
Afan digester
digestate
Afan Holding
Tank digestate

Day 40

Cardiff digester
digestate
Day 60
Cardiff Holding
Tank digestate
Cardiff digester
digestate
Cardiff Holding
Tank digestate

Day 90

Storage conditions
NAw
Thermal at 80°C for 1 h
NA
Thermal at 100°C for 1 h
NA
Thermal at 120°C for 1 h
NA
Thermal at 80°C for 1 h
NA
Thermal at 80°C for 3 h
NA
Thermal at 80°C for 5 h
NA
Aeration at 35°C for 1 h
NA
Aeration at 35°C for 3 h
No storage
Thermal treatment at
165°C and 7 bar for 30
min
No storage
Thermal treatment at
165°C and 7 bar for 30
mins

Total storage
timex ( day)
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3
8
8
9
9
1

Labels*
AD3
AD3.1
AD4
AD4.1
AD5
AD5.1
AD6
AD6.1
AD7
AD7.1
AD8
AD8.1
AD9
AD9.1
AD10
AD10.1
AD11

1

AD11.1

1

CMAD11

1

CMAD
11.1

No storage

1

AD12

Aeration provided at
plant

1

HT12

No storage

1

AD13

Aeration provided at
plant
No storage
Storage at 25°C
Storage at 5°C
No storage
Storage at 25°C
Storage at 5°C

1

HT13

NA
20
20
NA
20
20

AD14
AD14.1
AD14.2
HT14
HT14.1
HT14.2

No storage

1

AD15

Aeration provided at
plant

1

HT15

w- NA (Not Applicable) i.e. storage condition was not applied other than storage at room temperature; x- Time between digester collection
and polymer conditioning; *the samples used as controls during conditioning and dewatering assessment are labelled with the same one level
numbering i.e. AD3.1 has the control AD3
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3.5.4.

Samples characterization

During both experiments samples were analyzed in terms of TS and VS,
tCOD and sCOD, tTKN and sTKN, TSS and VSS, Tp and Sp, Tc and Sc, pH
and conductivity, particle size, η[0.1s-1], flow curve, Wu and CST. All
measurements were performed in triplicate.
3.5.5.

Data Analysis

In each conditioning and dewatering assessment, the results for PDmin
(polymer dose required to achieve the minimum CST or maximum
dewatering rate), CSTmin (minimum capillary suction time), PDmax (polymer
dose required to achieve the maximum network strength) and Wu max
(maximum network strength) were used as conditioning and dewatering
indicators. The percentage of variation before and after storage was
calculated for each of the variables shown in Table 9.
Table 9- Variables used for linear regression analysis
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Variable
NH4+
tTKN
sTKN
sTKN/tTKN
Norg
sNorg
Tp
Sp
Sp/Tp
Tc
Sc
Sc/Tc
Tp/Tc
Sp/Sc
tCOD
sCOD
sCOD/tCOD
tuCOD
suCOD
suCOD/tuCOD
tTKN/tCOD
sTKN/sCOD
tTKN/tuCOD
sTKN/suCOD
PDmin
PDmax
η[0.1 s-1]
Wumax
CSTmin
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Each variable was normalized per g of TS in order to minimize any
variation that could exist between samples. Linear regression and
correlation

analysis

was

applied

to

three

sets

of

data,

each

corresponding to different storage conditions for the Cardiff WwTW
digestate: dataset A considering only the samples without storage (AD3,
AD6, AD11, AD12) i.e. digestate samples from a single plant; dataset B
considering only the samples where storage with and without aeration
was provided (AD3, AD4, AD5, AD6, AD7, AD8, AD9, AD10, AD 9.1,
AD10.1, AD11, AD12, HT12); and dataset C considering only the samples
where storage at high temperatures was applied (AD3, AD4, AD5, AD6,
AD7, AD8, AD11, AD3.1, AD4.1, AD5.1, AD6.1, AD7.1, AD8.1, AD11.1). For
each dataset the linear regression and correlation analysis was applied
to the variables shown in Table 9. However, for the purpose of discussion
only Pearson’s product momentum correlation coefficient (r) is shown for
each of the Dataset A, B and C. Additionally, regression analysis was
performed considering the whole dataset (Dataset A, B and C) in order
to evidence the significance of the findings.
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4. Phase I – Semi-continuous AD runs: impact of OLR and post
digestion of digestate on AD performance, microflora and
dewatering of digestates
The results from two semi-continuous mesophilic AD runs are presented in
the following sections. An assessment of the AD performance is
conducted initially, in regards to the solids content, solids destruction and
methane yield for each condition evauated. This is then followed by a
comparison and evaluation of the microflora existent for each condition
where PCA anlalysis is conducted. Finally, results from the CST test are
used to assess and compare the dewaterability of each digestate
produced. Only the processed data is shown in the following sections,
however, the raw data is provided in the compact disks provided in the
Appendix section.
4.1. Anaerobic Digestion performance
Throughout the duration of the experiment (approximately 6 months) it
was possible to see that the variation of solids content for the different
sludges between collections was not very significant (Figure 29).
10
9

% TS or VSww

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
Month 6

Month 5

Month 4

Month 3

Month 2

Month 1

0

CMAD (TS)

AAD (TS)

THPS (TS)

CMAD (VSww)

AAD (VSww)

THPS (VSww)

Figure 29- Variation in solids content for the different sludges throughout Phase I
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For CMAD samples TS (%) and VSww (% of VS wet weight) varied between
2.7 and 4.8 %, and between 1.9 and 2.6 % VSww, respectively. For AAD
samples TS (%) and VSww (%) varied between 4.9 and 5.2 % TS and
between 3.2 and 3.5 % VSww, respectively. These results indicated that
solids content varied the most for CMAD digestate between collections
(up to 40 %), while AAD digestate the solids content varied between 4
and 6 %. For the THPS samples TS (%) and VSww (%) varied between 7.5
and 9.0 % TS and between 5.7 and 6.6 % VSww, respectively.
450

12000
10000

350
300

8000

250

6000

200
150

4000

100

VFA in THPS (mg/l)

VFA in digestates (mg/l)

400

2000

50
0

0
Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6
CMAD (VFA)

AAD (VFA)

THPS (VFA)

Figure 30- VFA concentration in the sludges used

VFA content for the THPS was on average 6.9 g/l (±2.2) achieving VFA
levels of up to 10 g/l evidencing a variation of 32 %, higher in comparison
with solids content which was only 6.3 %. The VFA content for the
digestates at AAD and CMAD varied between 300 and 400 mg/l and
between 190 and 260 mg/l, respectively.
Two semi-continuous AD runs were conducted in order to understand the
ability of CMAD digestate to be used as a seed for the treatment of
THPS.

For

this

purpose

AD

performance

(methane

yield,

solids

destruction, alkalinity, etc) throughout the experiment as well as
microflora characterization was important to evaluate. In addition,
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characterization of the digestates produced for dewatering was also
conducted. Tables 10 and 11 show the results for the anaerobic digestion
in both Run I and Run II, discussion of the results is presented in the next
paragraphs.

Samples*

CH4 yield (ml
/g VSadded)

TS removed
(%)

VS removed
(% TS)

VSww
removed (%)

VFA (mg/l)

Ripley Ratio

Bicarbonate
Alkalinity (mg
CaCO3/l)

NH4+ (mg/l)

Run I (3rd HRT)

Run I (1st HRT)

Table 10- Characterization 1st and 3rd HRT of Run I

AAD1i
CAAD1i
AD1i
CMAD1i
AD1Xi
AD1Yi
AD1Zi
AAD1f
CAAD1f
AD1f
CMAD1f
AD1Xf
AD1Yf
AD1Zf

224.3
196.4
55.2
41.4
46.8
60.7
72.3
240.6
265.7
24.4
27.0
35.5
49.8
22.9

24.4
50.86
6.1
8.5
-6.1
-16.6
2.7
32.5
26.5
7.6
27.2
16.8
23.9
11.6

20.7
19.2
3.1
6.9
7.1
9.7
5.1
18.6
17.4
3.6
3.9
5.7
6.3
5.0

40.0
60.30
9.0
14.8
1.4
-5.2
7.6
45.1
39.3
10.9
30.1
21.5
28.7
16.0

1614
3032
363
262
184
192
350
212
190
183
120
177
131
254

0.6
0.9
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

13138
6781
NDw
ND
ND
ND
ND
14513
8813
13675
5413
10163
8038
12575.0

ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
3427
2222
3861
1506
2676
2067
3194.0

*i and f indicate 1st HRT and 3rd HRT respectively; w not determined

TS removed
(%)

VS removed
(% TS)

VSww
removed (%)

VFA (mg/l)

Ripley Ratio

AAD2i
CAAD2i
AAD3i
CAAD3i
AD2i
CMAD2i
AD2Yi

154.3
136.2
138.3
137.2
32.3
29.4
42.0

32.4
47.3
10.2
34.6
-1.6
17.0
-6.2

12.5
11.5
13.0
12.9
4.0
4.2
3.9

40.9
53.4
21.9
43.1
2.4
20.5
-2.0

238
2364
258
194
228
180
198

0.4
1.0
0.5
0.7
NA
NA
NA

12712.5
6362.5
11137.5
5950.0
ND
ND
ND

ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

AAD2f

272.0

34.7

23.6

50.1

192

0.4

12387.5

4222.1

CAAD2f
AAD3f
CAAD3f
AD2f
CMAD2f
AD2Yf

272.6
294.8
240.9
23.3
36.8
37.3

23.3
19.2
21.2
4.8
6.5
5.2

23.7
24.7
25.7
4.1
8.5
6.1

41.4
39.1
41.5
8.7
14.5
11.0

208
216
270
306
232
272

0.4
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.5

7662.5
8250.0
7675.0
12237.5
4062.5
6775.0

3429.5
2626.5
2551.3
3677.7
1945.5
2626.7

NH4+ (mg/l)

CH4 yield (ml
/g VSadded)

Bicarbonate
Alkalinity (mg
CaCO3/l)

Samples*
Run II (3rd HRT)

Run II (1st HRT)

Table 11- Characterization 1st and 3rd HRT of Run II

*i and f indicate 1st HRT and 3rd HRT respectively

The digesters being fed with THPS in both runs (AAD1, CAAD1, AAD2,
CAAD2, AAD3, CAAD3) achieved at the 3rd HRT a solids destruction of 26
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± 6 % TS, 22 ± 3 % VS and 43 ± 4 % VSww across digesters. This indicated
that despite using the same feed sludge there is a coefficient of variation
(CV) of 24%, 15% and 10 % within solids removal of TS, VS and VSww,
respectively. This variation is not considered high since in terms of % of VS
removed and % of VSww removed the variation was less than 20%.
During the 1st HRT the variation in solids destruction across digesters was
higher and variable for these digesters. Tables Table 10, 11 and 12 show
that the levels of VFA as well as the Ripley ratio were higher than what it
is considered normal during anaerobic digestion (Jobling Purser et al.,
2014). The apparent high solids destruction across digesters during 1 st HRT
for digesters seeded with CMAD digestate (CAAD1, CAAD2 and CAAD3)
is a result of the lower solid content characteristic of CMAD digestate in
comparison with AAD digestate. Therefore, the variation observed during
1st HRT is a result of using different feed sludges, which have different solid
content and did not allow any extrapolation of how stable the digesters
were operating. It may seem that a given digester was performing well
by achieving higher solids reduction than another but when looking at
the methane yields, VFA and alkalinity results individually (Tables 10, 11
and 12) it was soon concluded that the digesters were not operating
well. Higher VFAs were found for the digesters with inocula from Cog
Moors digesters but even the Cardiff ones (AAD1, AAD2 and AAD3) had
also VFAs over 1600 mg/l. In addition, the higher Ripley ratio (> 0.5) and
relatively lower methane yields during the 1st HRT indicated AD instability.
Table 12- VFA content and speciation (mg/l) for digesters fed with THPS during initial
weeks
VFAs
Acetic
Propionic
i- Butyric
n-Butyric
i-Valeric
n-Valeric
Total

Run I*
AAD1i CAAD1i
1463
2492
93
165
15
52
18
19
9
296
16
8
1614
3032

AAD2i
144
34
16
18
10
16
238

Run II*
CAAD2i AAD3i
1998
150
190
34
40
14
20
18
100
8
16
16
2364
240

CAAD3i
744
32
14
18
10
16
834

*samples taken during third week or at the beginning of second HRT
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As a consequence the feed for digesters seeded with CMAD digestate
(CAAD1, CAAD2 and CAAD3) was stopped during the first HRT. This can
be seen when looking into the first weeks of the gas profiles as shown in
Figures 31, 32 and 33, where it can be seen that the gas production
dropped to zero between the 10th and 20th day.
Once the levels of VFA and Ripley’s ratio declined gas production
became steadier and fairly similar to digesters seeded with AAD
digestate. This instability was observed on both runs where Cog Moors
WwTW digestate was used as seed sludge. This instability was consistent
for both runs despite the difference in OLR, for the CAAD1 in Run I and
CAAD2 and CAAD3 in Run II. However, for the CAAD3 being fed with an
OLR of 2.5 kg VS/m3digester·d the increase in VFA and Ripley’s ratio was not
as pronounced and occurred after 20 days without feed being stopped.
While for the digesters CAAD1 and CAAD2 from Run I and Run II fed with
an OLR of 4 kg VS/m3digester·d the increase in VFAs occurred earlier
around the 13th-15th days.
Once Ripley’s ratio achieved a value between 0.8 and 1 in these
digesters (CAAD1 and CAAD2) the feeding regime was halted until the
desired value of 0.5 was reached again. After this, the OLR was adjusted
to 2.5 kg VS/m3digester·d in order to reach steady state conditions. This
result demonstrated the fact that the seed from CMAD plant was not
adapted to the substrate. The adaptation to the substrate took more
than 1 HRT, and only after 2 HRTs the digesters started to perform
comparably with the ones seeded with AAD digestate.
As for the digesters seeded with AAD digestate, despite the relatively
high VFAs in AAD1i of 1614 mg/l, the Ripley ratio was lower than the one
in CAAD1i and equal to 0.6 which showed that digesters AAD1 were
more stable and this was likely due to the higher bicarbonate alkalinity
(Table 10) in comparison with CAAD1i.
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These variations observed during initial weeks evidenced that digesters
were still reaching stable conditions until the differences in solids
destruction, levels of VFA, Ripley Ratio and methane yield became
smaller. Therefore, it was possible to see that at the end of 3rd HRT, the
digesters reached a Ripley ratio between 0.4 and 0.5, a methane yield
between 240 and 294.5 ml/g VSadded and VFA content below 266.9 mg/l
indicating stable conditions. The methane production profile as shown in
the last 20 days of Run I and in the last 30 days of Run II shown in Figures
31 and 33, respectively, was an evidence that stable AD conditions had
been reached.
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Figure 31- Methane yield during Run I for the THPS fed reactors
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Figure 32- Methane yield during the first 30 days of Run II for the THPS fed reactors
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Figure 33- Methane yield during the last 30 days of Run II for the THPS fed reactors
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However, the registered methane yields and solids removal were lower
than the ones reported in Camacho et al., (2008) and Higgins et al.,
(2014). This could be related with the THP conditions i.e. temperature and
pressure adopted in Cardiff WwTW but also could be a result of the unionized levels of ammonia as discussed in Wilson et al., (2011). The levels
of ammonium were much higher than the ones reported in Camacho et
al., (2008) and Higgins et al., (2014).
In regards to the reactors fed with digestates AAD and CMAD (AD1,
CMAD1, AD1X, AD1Y, AD1Z, AD2, CMAD2, AD2Y) digestion was carried
out with variations in solids removal across digesters (Tables 10 and 11).
This was specially the case for the digesters fed with CMAD (CMAD1,
CMAD2) and digesters fed with a mixture of both CMAD and AAD
digestates (AD1X, AD1Y, AD1Z, AD2Y). However, it was possible to see
that at 3rd HRT solids destruction across digesters were higher for digesters
CMAD1, CMAD2, AD1X, AD1Y, AD1Z and AD2Y in comparison with AD1
and AD2. This might be a result of CMAD samples which had a higher
content of VS than AAD samples and which therefore still required further
stabilisation throught another digestion stage. In addition, during Run I,
the methane yield in digesters AD1Y had an increase equivalent to
double of what was achieved in digesters CMAD1 and AD1 individually
(Table 10), in terms of the g VS of each digestate in the feed mixture.
Moreover, VS destruction across digesters AD1Y was nearly the same (30
% VSww) as the one achieved in reactors CMAD1. This indicated an
increase of 9 % in terms of VSww destruction across digesters considering
the g VSww of each digestate in the feed mixture, whilst AD1X and AD1Z
digesters achieved an expected VS destruction of 21 % and 16 %.
Therefore, it was positive in terms of methane yields and solids removal to
combine CMAD and AAD digestates during the 3rd HRT. The increase in
digestion performance of digested sludges by secondary co-digestion of
digestates might indicate that a reduction of inhibitors such as
ammonium/ammonia, or a change in microbial culture, which had
allowed a degradation of substrate that otherwise would not occur.
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During Run II, the increase in methane yield and solids removal was
negligible for AD2Y. In this case when increasing OLR from 2 to 3 kgVS/m3digester·d no increase in methane yields and solids reduction were
observed in particular during the 3rd HRT. The positive aspect of
combining these two digestates was not observed at higher loading
rates probably because HRT was reduced from 11 to 8 days in order to
increase OLR.
The differences in performance observed between the digesters seeded
with CMAD and AAD digestate evidenced the importance

of

characterizing the microflora diversity within these two digestates.
4.2. Microflora results
A total of 366,068 sequences were obtained for 16S rRNA gene
sequencing. After clustering of Operational Taxonomic Unit (OTU)
sequences at 97 % similarity level, removal of chimeric sequences
resulted in 11,611 unique OTUs and after removal of singletons from the
dataset 4,660 OTUs remained in the dataset. Pyrosequencing of mcrA
resulted in 248,798 sequences and after quality filtering, clustering and
removal of singletons 1,738 unique OTUs remained in the full dataset.
Results are presented and discussed in terms of % of total OTUs and OTUs
of the phylum per g of VS. In addition, the genus is used instead to
differentiate between different genera of methanogens while phylum is
used for bacteria.
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In Tables 13 and 14 micro flora phyla of the seed sludges as well as for
each digester at 1st HRT and 3rd HRT is shown.
Table 13- 16S rRNA and mcrA OTU counting distribution for Run I

mcrA gene

16 S rRNA

Methanosaeta
Methanosarcina
Methanospirillium
Methanobacterium
Methanomicrobiac
eae
Unknown gene
copies

AD1i

CMAD1i

AD1Xi

AD1Yi

AD1Zi

AAD1f

CAAD1f

AD1f

CMAD1f

AD1Xf

AD1Yf

AD1Zf

Archaea
Actinobacteria
Firmicutes
Bacteroidetes
Planctomycetes
Proteobacteria
Spirochaetes
Synergistetes
Tenericutes
Verrucomicrobia
Chloroflexi
Unknown gene
copies

CAAD1i

%*

3rd HRT

AAD1i

1st HRT

12

1

6

3

3

3

6

0

13

5

1

2

2

5

0

4

0

8

0

1

0

0

0

0

5

1

2

0

52

18

55

11

58

51

53

81

48

61

15

50

32

53

26

31

26

20

25

31

29

12

27

24

25

27

30

31

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

7

0

1

0

0

0

0

7

2

3

1

0

1

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

4

2

3

0

1

8

1

7

1

1

1

0

1

1

6

2

3

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

2

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

2

1

0

2

1

1

0

2

7

2

8

3

2

2

0

1

0

6

1

4

1

6

25

8

33

8

9

7

3

8

7

28

13

20

7

0

13

0

12

0

0

0

1

0

0

5

0

1

0

97

16

97

0

90

96

97

88

91

96

15

94

90

91

0

11

0

32

3

1

0

0

0

1

14

2

0

4

1

5

1

14

6

1

1

6

0

2

11

1

1

2

0

14

0

7

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

22

2

40

2

2

2

0

10

2

36

2

1

8

*% of total OTUs calculated from OTUs/g VS
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Table 14- 16S rRNA and mcrA OTU counting distribution for Run II

mcrA gene

AAD3i

CAAD3i

AD2i

CMAD2i

AD2Yi

AAD2f

CAAD2f

AAD3f

CAAD3f

AD2f

CMAD2f

AD2Yf

Archaea
Actinobacteria
Firmicutes
Bacteroidetes
Planctomycetes
Proteobacteria
Spirochaetes
Synergistetes
Tenericutes
Verrucomicrobia
Chloroflexi
Unknown gene
copies
Methanosaeta
Methanosarcina
Methanospirillium
Methanobacterium
Methanomicrobiac
eae
Unknown gene
copies

CAAD2i

16 S RNA gene

%*

3rd HRT

AAD2i

1st HRT

7

2

5

1

8

1

1

4

4

2

1

6

1

3

0

2

0

2

0

4

2

0

0

1

0

1

3

0

55

22

59

19

55

16

27

61

54

54

56

58

17

60

29

38

25

41

28

27

32

22

27

30

25

24

27

21

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

4

0

5

0

6

4

0

1

0

1

0

5

1

0

3

0

3

0

4

5

0

0

0

0

0

4

1

1

5

1

5

2

6

4

2

1

1

2

2

6

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

2

2

2

3

1

1

2

0

1

1

1

0

2

1

2

2

2

1

0

2

2

0

6

0

5

0

7

3

0

1

0

2

0

12

1

6

16

7

17

6

26

19

7

8

7

8

8

22

8

0

13

0

17

0

10

1

0

0

0

0

0

6

0

98

43

98

1

97

1

77

98

89

99

93

96

3

88

0

16

0

23

0

27

6

0

1

0

0

0

18

0

0

4

0

4

1

6

2

1

0

1

0

2

3

0

0

4

0

7

0

4

0

0

1

0

4

0

2

0

1

20

2

48

2

52

13

1

9

1

2

1

67

12

*% of total OTUs calculated from OTU/g VS

It is clear that the two digestates present different micro flora in regards
to bacteria and archaea groups. Cardiff digestate (AD1i and AD2i) had
mostly Methanosarcina (97 %) while Cog Moors digestate (CMAD1i and
CMAD2i) contained more of Methanosaeta (10-12 %), Methanospirillium
(27-32 %) and Methanobacterium (6-14 %). This showed that archaea
distribution for CMAD had a wider distribution of hydrogen-utilizing
methane producers. Moreover, in comparison Cog Moors had less than 1
%

of

Methanosarcina

whilst

Cardiff

digestate

had

97

%

of

Methanosarcina. These results support the fact that the increase in VFA
levels in particular of acetic acid during the first weeks of the two runs for
the digesters seeded with CMAD digestate (digesters CAAD1, CAAD2
and CAAD3), shown in Table 12, was a result of the predominance of
hydrogen-utilizing

and

different

acetic-utilizing

methanogens

in

comparison with the digesters seeded with AAD digestate. It is known
that Methanosaeta has lower growth rates and has less tolerance to
higher amounts of ammonia (Demirel and Scherer, 2008; De Vrieze et al.,
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2012) in comparison with Methanosarcina. These two factors could have
contributed to the inhibition of Methanosaeta and hydrogen-utilizing
methanogens reported in Wilson et al., (2011) during AD of THPS. Hence,
a minimal increase of longer chain fatty acids such as i-valeric and
propionic acids (Table 12) was measured in the digesters seeded with
CMAD digestate (digesters CAAD1, CAAD2 and CAAD3).
As it regards to bacteria phylum AD1i presented mainly Firmicutes (55 %)
and Bacteroidetes (26 %) while CMAD1i presented a greater variety of
bacteria groups such as Firmicutes (11 %), Bacteroidetes (20 %),
Actinobacteria (8 %), Proteobacteria (7 %), Spirochaetes (2 %),
Synergistetes (7 %) and Chloroflexi (8 %). It is to note that Firmicutes and
Bacteroidetes represented the main bacteria phyla; however, AD1i had
higher number of these phyla in particular Firmicutes.
AAD digestates therefore presented a higher amount of Clostridia
(Firmicutes) in comparison with CMAD digestate and this was always
found to be at least twice the amount encountered in CMAD digestates
on both anaerobic digestion runs. Other groups were also found in minor
percentages

(1

%)

such

as

Tenericutes,

Planctomycetes

and

Verrucomicrobia. In addition, unknown gene copies which were not
identified for 16S rRNA and mcrA sequencing were present. CMAD
samples presented a higher amount of unknown genes of 33 % in the
case of 16S rRNA sequencing and 40 % in the case of mcrA sequencing.
AAD samples (AD1i) only had 8 % and 2 % of unknown genes for 16S
rRNA and mcrA sequencing respectively. This revealed that AAD process
was a more selective AD process in comparison with CMAD which had a
more diverse micro flora.
During both runs, the digesters fed with THPS (AAD1, CAAD1, AAD2,
CAAD2, AAD3, and CAAD3) and AAD digestate (AD1, AD1X, AD1Y,
AD1Z, AD2, AD2Y) led to the dominance of Methanosarcina and
Firmicutes. The makeup of these groups changed independently of the
OLR applied as evidenced in Tables 13 and 14 for the digesters fed with
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THPS. Also it was noticeable that for the phylum of Tenericutes the class
Mollicutes was mostly present in CMAD samples while the class
Erysipelotrichi was predominantly found in AAD samples or digesters fed
with THPS. These observations revealed the difference between these
two processes and the impact of THP on microflora during AD.
4.3. PCA analysis
PCA results are shown in terms of biplots in Figures 34 and 35, showing the
distribution within the variables and samples used. The biplot represents
the distribution of PCs scores related to loadings, the weight by which
each standardized original variable should be multiplied to get the
component score. In this case, the samples that are closer together will
have similarities and variables that tend to correlate with each other,
while samples that are far apart from each other will have more
differences and variables will be anti-correlated.
Looking into the biplot it was possible to evaluate which variables were
correlated and described digestion performance between 1 st and 3rd
HRT results. Biplot results were divided in four groups (Table 15) for easy
discussion.
Table 15- Samples and variables of each group within the biplot

Variables

Samples

Group I
CH4 yield
% VS removed
%VSww removed
% TS removed
Tenericutes
Planctomycetes
Verrucomicrobia
Bacteroidetes

CAAD1i
CAAD2i
AAD3f

Group II

Group III

Chloroflexi
Actinobacteria
Synergistetes
Spirochaetes
Proteobacteria
Unknown gene copies
Methanosaeta

Methanosarcina
Firmicutes
Tenericutes
% VFA removed
NH4+

CAAD2f
CAAD3f
AAD2f
CAAD1f
AAD1f
AAD1i
AAD2i
AAD3i

Group IV

AD2Yf
AD1i
AD1Zf
AD1f
AD1Zi
AD2i
AD2f
AD1Xi
AD1Yi
AD1Xf

AD2Yi
CAAD3i
AD1Yf
CMAD1f
CMAD1i
CMAD2f
CMAD2i
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Group I and Group IV are associated with positive scores on PC1 (Figures
34 and 35) while Group II and Group III are associated with negative
scores on PC1. Also, Group I and Group II contribute to positive scores on
PC2, while Group III and Group IV contributed to negative scores on
PC2. Moreover, variables in Group I will be anti-correlated with the
variables in Group III as well as the variables in Group IV will be anticorrelated with Group II.
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B. Actinobacteria/ g VS
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B. Bacteroidetes/ g VS
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B. Proteobacteria/ g VS

B. Spirochaetes/ g VS

B. Synergistetes/ g VS

B. Tenericutes/ g VS

B. Verrucomicrobia/ g VS
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NH4+ (mg/l)

% VFA removed

Figure 34- Biplot or combined scores and loadings plot results: variables distribution
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-0.01
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-0.01
PC 1 (30.85%)
-0.02

Variables

AAD1i

CAAD1i

AD1i

CMAD1i

AD1Xi

AD1Yi

AD1Zi

AAD1f

CAAD1f

AD1f

CMAD1f

AD1Xf

AD1Yf

AD1Zf

CAAD3i

AAD3i

CAAD2i

AAD2i

AD2i

CMAD2i

AD2Yi

CAAD3f

AAD3f

CAAD2f

AAD2f

AD2f

CMAD2f

AD2Yf

Figure 35- Biplot or combined scores and loadings plot results: samples distribution
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Samples taken from digesters seeded with CMAD or AAD were located
in different groups within the biplot, due to the different microflora that
characterized these sludges as shown in Tables 13 and 14. Digesters
seeded with AAD were mainly located in groups II and III while digesters
seeded with CMAD were located in groups I and IV.

Samples from

digesters seeded with AAD and fed with THPS were within group II.
Samples in groups II and III confirmed the increased predominance of
Methanosarcina and Firmicutes. Even for digesters seeded with Cog
Moors sludge it was possible to see that at the end of the 3rd HRT these
reactors presented a higher predominance of these two phyla of
archaea and bacteria, despite showing during 1st HRT a predominance
of other groups. Also, it was possible to see that NH4+ content was
commonly higher in these samples of group II and III in comparison with
any of the samples in group I and IV which was also shown in tables
Table 10 and 11. It was possible to state an obvious anti-correlation
between groups of bacteria and archaea. Methanosarcina and
Firmicutes seemed to be anti correlated with most of the microflora
groups in CMAD (Group IV in Figure 34) such as Methanosaeta,
Actinobacteria, Proteobacteria, Spirochaetes, Synergistetes, Chloroflexi
and the group of unknown gene copies. The reason for this negative
correlation between these phyla might be related with the fact that
during thermal hydrolysis clostridia and bacillus e.g. Firmicutes can form
spores and survive the extreme heat conditions (Margosch et al., 2006;
Nicholson et al., 2000) which contribute greatly to the effectiveness in
hydrolysis and acidogenesis during subsequent anaerobic digestion.
Also, the higher concentration of ammonium, relatively high pH between
7.8 and 8, and high organic loading rates during the digestion of THPS
(Tables 10 and 11) might have contributed to the increase of
Methanosarcina
Methanospirillium,

and

reduction

of

Methanobacterium,

Methanosaeta

but

also

Methanomicrobiaceae

and

unknown genes as shown in Tables 13 and 14. Therefore, most of the
samples in group IV and some of the samples in group I (CAAD1i,
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CAAD2i) represented digesters being seeded with CMAD. Exceptions
were the samples AD1Yf and AD2Yi. This evidenced that due to the feed
Mix Y (Table 10) AD1Y digesters at the end of 3rd HRT resembled more
similarities with digesters seeded with CMAD despite being seeded
initially with AAD. In this situation it was possible to see that AD1Yi was
located in group III and after the 3rd HRT samples AD1Yf were located in
group IV. As shown in Table 13 there was a reduction of Firmicutes and
an increase in the groups of archaea and bacteria present in CMAD. In
Run II, AD1Y digesters’ content was used as seed for AD2Y; however,
despite using Mix Y as a feed, due to the increase in OLR and reduction
of HRT from 11 days to 8 days, samples at the end of 3 rd HRT (AD2Yf) were
located in group III resembling more similarities with the digesters seeded
with AAD. Also, samples from AD2Yi after 1st HRT were located closer to
group III indicating that micro-flora was changing and the reduction in
HRT did not allow for the same microflora to be established as happened
during Run I. This observation might explain the increased solids
destruction across digesters and methane yield observed in 4.1 for the
digesters AD1Y, which were higher in comparison with CMAD1 and AD1,
whilst in run II the same was not observed. These observations suggested
that the increase in CMAD microflora improved residual methane
potential and further solids reduction of digestates. It is hypothesized that
due to the lower half saturation of substrate constant (De Vrieze et al.,
2012) characteristic for Methanosaeta a lower concentration of acetic
acid was reached in the digestate (Table 10) contributing to improved
residual methane potential and further solids removal.
In Figure 34 it is possible to see that CH4 yield, % VS removed, % VSww
removed, % TS removed and to a certain extent VFA removed
contributed to positive scores on PC2. However, it was possible to see
that certain groups of bacteria seemed to be more associated with
these

variables

such

as

Tenericutes,

Planctomycetes

and

Verrucomicrobia. Digesters that achieved higher methane yield, % VS
removed, % VSww removed and % TS removed also had a higher content
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of Planctomycetes, Verrucomicrobia and Tenericutes. This observation
suggested that these groups of bacteria were associated with digester
performance. It was also noticed that methane yield and VFA removed
were more correlated with these groups of bacteria than with
Methanosarcina

or

Methanosaeta.

Therefore,

Planctomycetes,

Verrucomicrobia and Tenericutes seemed to be important groups of
bacteria that need to be considered when studying the relationship of
feedstock

and

operational

parameters

in

anaerobic

digestion

environments. Moreover, all of these bacteria phyla seemed to indicate
better digester performance since the samples that were closer to these
variables in the biplot corresponded to all the digesters being fed with
THPS at 3rd HRT.
As it regards to Bacteroidetes and due to the location in the biplot
suggested that this group of bacteria was equally present in most of the
digesters. Bacteroidetes was the second largest bacteria phylum after
Firmicutes. Nevertheless, a slight reduction between 1st HRT and 3rd HRT
was observed when looking into Tables 13 and 14.
PCA results reinforced that a shift in the micro flora occurred between 1 st
HRT and 3rd HRT, when THPS was used. This indicated that the microflora
was changing as it got more adapted to the feed. In this case, for the
digesters seeded with CMAD a shift occurred between group IV and
group I towards group II. The shift in microflora also indicated that a
steady state condition for the reactors fed with THPS was reached. It
would be interesting to test if the PCA model could be used to scrutinize
if steady state conditions were achieved for a given AAD plant.
Hypothetically, if the profile of microflora is known, for a given digestate
sludge sample taken from a digester that is being commissioned to
digest THPS, then after applying the PCA model in this study it could tell
the sample PC scores location within the biplot i.e. if the sample PC
scores falls in group II (with higher PC2 scores) then the digester would
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have a archaea and bacteria population that implies operation under
steady state conditions.
4.4. Dewatering characteristics of the digestates
In Figure 36 the CST values of each digestate produced during the 3rd
HRT are shown. Digestates with higher solids content (reactors AAD1f,
AD1f, AD1xf and AD1zf) achieved higher CST indicating poor dewatering
characteristics. However, reactor CAAD1f fed at an OLR of 2.5 kg
VS/m3digester∙d had a considerably lower CST value than reactor AD1f
which was only fed with sludge digestate from Cardiff WwTW. Also, AD1f
achieved higher CST values than CMAD1f.
1200.0
1000.0

CST (s)

800.0
600.0
400.0
200.0
0.0
AAD1f

CAAD1f

AD1f

CMAD1f

AD1xf

AD1yf

AD1zf

Figure 36- Dewaterability measured as CST of the digestates produced on Run I during
the 3rd HRT

CST results were expressed in terms of TS content in each sample as
shown in Figure 37. The difference in dewaterability was still observed
between AAD1f and CAAD1f. The higher OLR in AAD1f seemed to have
contributed to poor dewaterability even when solids content of the
samples were considered.
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The difference between AD1f and CMAD1f also indicated that AAD
process produced a digestate with poor dewatering characteristics in
comparison with CMAD process.
4000
3500

CST (s/g TS)

3000
2500
2000
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1000
500
0
AAD1f

CAAD1f

AD1f

CMAD1f

AD1xf

AD1yf

AD1zf

Figure 37- Dewaterability measured as CST (normalized per grams of TS in samples) of
the digestates produced on Run I during the 3rd HRT

Post digestion of digestates as in AD1xf, AD1yf and AD1zf worsened the
dewatering characteristics of the original digestates as in AD1f and
CMAD1f. Further digestion of both digestates from AAD and CMAD
processes did not contribute to improve dewatering characteristics. On
the contrary, it seemed that further digestion contributed to poor
dewatering characteristics.
The correlation between CST and COD, proteins, carbohydrates and
undefined COD is presented on Table 16.
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Table 16- Pearson’s correlation factor (r) between COD, VS, proteins and carbohydrates
with the dewaterability measured as CST for the digestates produced on Run I
Parameter
TS (%)
VSww (%)
Tp (mg/l)
Tc (mg/l)
tuCOD (mg/l)
COD (Proteins + Carbohydrates)
tCOD

r
0.89
0.87
0.91
0.80
0.73
0.92
0.83

There was a good correlation between CST, TS (0.89) and VSww content
(0.87) as it would be expected. Nevertheless, it was interesting to see the
high correlation between Tp (0.91) and Tc (0.80) with CST values since
these components represent up to 30 % of TS (Figure 38).
40.0
35.0
30.0

% TS

25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
AAD1f
Proteins (%TS)

CAAD1f

AD1f

CMAD1f

Carbohydrates (%TS)

AD1xf

AD1yf

AD1zf

Proteins + carbohydrates

Figure 38- Protein and carbohydrate content expressed in terms of % TS

Also, it was possible to see the correlation between COD from proteins
and carbohydrates (0.92) higher than tuCOD (0.73) with CST. These
results are in agreement with the literature (Houghton et al., 2000;
Houghton and Stephenson, 2002) where it was found that proteins and
carbohydrates

content

seemed

to

deteriorate

dewatering

characteristics of digestates.
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4.5. Summary
The type of feed used led to a shift on micro flora towards a specific
group of archaea and bacteria regardless of the OLR used. Two groups
of micro flora were identified: Group I represented by Methanosaeta, B.
Actinobacteria, B. Proteobacteria, B. Spirochaetes, B. Synergistetes, B.
Chloroflexi; and Group II represented by Methanosarcinae with B.
Firmicutes, B. Tenericutes, B. Planctomycetes and B. Verrucomicrobia.
The shift in micro flora occurred when THPS was fed to the digesters with
a seed sludge containing mainly the Group I. During digestion of THPS
Planctomycetes, Verrucomicrobia and Tenericutes seemed to be
important groups of bacteria because of their association with AD
performance parameters such as solids destruction across digesters,
methane yield and VFA removed. Methanosarcinae and B. Firmicutes
were the dominant archaea and bacteria phylum respectively during
the digestion of THPS.
Dewatering characteristics of the digestates assessed using the CST test,
indicated that the high OLR and the further digestion of digestates
deteriorated

dewatering

characteristics.

Lower

OLR

of

2.5

kg

VS/m3digester∙d did not lower methane yields in comparison with an OLR of
4 kg VS/m3digester∙d on the contrary methane yield was equivalent,
however, it contributed to produce a digestate with better dewatering
characteristics. Also, it was noticeable the difference between the
digestates originated from CMAD and AAD where CMAD seemed to
produce digestates with better dewatering characteristics.
The increase in CST correlated well with the solids content increase in the
digestates as well as with the higher content in proteins and
carbohydrates. Since proteins and carbohydrates only represented up to
30 % of total solids in the digestates assessed further work was
undertaken in the following sections in order to understand: how does
protein and carbohydrate content affect conditioning and consequent
dewatering of digestates; how their contents changed between
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different digestate collections; and how can the variations observed in
conditioning

and

dewatering

be

monitored

using

rheological

parameters.
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5. Phase II – Assessment of polymer conditioning and dewatering
of digestates from AAD and CMAD treating secondary sewage
sludges
The results from this experimental phase are presented in the following
sections, however, not presented in sequential order of the events.
Initially, a characterization of the bioflocs of the two digestates
produced at the AAD and CMAD plants is shown in regards to the solids
composition, particle ISO area diameter distribution and rheological
properties. A subchapter is then presented in order to discuss polymer
preparation and its impact on flocculation and dewatering of digestate
samples collected from Cardiff AAD plant. In this subchapter rheometric
measurements are used to characterize each prepared polymer
solution.
Following this, the results obtained for the conditioning and dewatering
assessment of the two digestates (AAD and CMAD) is discussed. Full
scale results from conditioning and dewatering achieved at each of the
plants (AAD and CMAD) over a period of 12 months is also discussed and
compared with laboratory results.
Only the processed data is shown in the following sections, however, the
raw data is provided in the compact disks provided in the Appendix
section.
5.1. Characterization of CMAD and AAD digestates: biofloc characteristics
The difference between the CMAD and the AAD digestates was clear
from the results presented in Chapter 4. However, an additional
characterization of these digestates was undertaken in order to scrutinize
which parameters influence the most the conditioning and dewatering
characteristics of these digestates.
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5.1.1.

Solids characterization

The characterization of CMAD and AAD samples is shown in Table 17.
Table 17- Digestate samples characterization between AAD and CMAD
Samples
TS (%)
VS (%TS)
tCOD (g/l)
sCOD/tCOD (%)
Tp (g/g TS)
Sp/Tp (%)
Tc (g/g TS)
Sc/Tc (%)
Tp/Tc (%)
Sp/Sc (%)
ζ (mV)

AAD (A)
4.8±(0.0)x
63.8±(0.0)
52.3±(1.6)
13.3
0.26±(0.0)
20.7
0.1±(0.0)
6.31
276.8
910.0
-22.1±(1.2)

Collection A and B
AAD (B)
CMAD (A)
4.8±(0.0)
2.8±(0.0)
60.6±(0.0)
67.6±(0.1)
64.8±(2.3)
31.3±(3.1)
11.4
3.6
0.27±(0.0)
0.30±(0.0)
15.5
6.4
0.16±(0.0)
0.1±(0.0)
9.9
12.3
167.5
623.9
262.1
323.7
NMc
-20.2±(0.8)

CMAD (B)
3.8±(0.1)
56.1±(0.5)
21.2±(4.1)
11.7
0.13±(0.0)
9.4
0.16±(0.0)
8.9
82.1
86.3
NM

x- Standard deviations; c- Not Measured (NM)

The results indicated that CMAD digestate samples (collection A) have
lower TS content and tCOD in comparison with AAD, indicating lower
organic loading rates. However, a higher variation in TS, tCOD and VS
was found for CMAD between collections in agreement with results
shown in section 4.1. These results indicated that the CMAD process was
more susceptible to variations in the solids content, while CMAD
digestate in collection A had more organic matter and less ash content.
The opposite occurred for collection B evidencing an increase of 11.5 %
TS in AC. In comparison, AAD digestate samples evidenced more
constant characteristics in terms of TS, VS and ash contents, between
collection A and B where only a variation of 3.2 % was observed in terms
of VS and ash content. These differences were related to the AAD
process that required a more strict control of grit and solids for optimal
THP process operation, which lead to a more homogeneous sludge in
terms of solids characteristics in comparison with CMAD process. As for
tCOD this was much higher for the AAD process indicating higher
organic loading rates in comparison with CMAD, nevertheless, tCOD had
a variation of 15 %. This variation could be a result of the variation in VFA
content of THPS as shown in section section 4.1 as well as a result of
changes in OLR and HRT at AAD plant.
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The distribution content of soluble protein and carbohydrate was also
different between the two processes. Sp/Sc was 3 times higher for the
AAD process during both collections compared with CMAD. Tp/Tc varied
between collections, it was higher for CMAD in collection A and higher
for AAD in collection B. The content in carbohydrates seemed to vary the
most for CMAD and AAD digestates. While the Tc and Sc for both
processes was nearly the same during collection B, the opposite was
observed for collection A. This was higher for CMAD during collection A,
where Sc/Tc was almost double for the CMAD digestate as compared to
the AAD digestate. Nevertheless, the variation in carbohydrates was
assumed to be a result of variations in the feed or HRT of both processes
and not related to the THP. In short, the results suggested that the AAD
process solubilised more protein than the CMAD process. These results
indicated a difference between the AAD and the CMAD processes, the
introduction of THP allowed an increase in throughput but at the same
time led to an increase in tCOD, sCOD and Sp. The zeta potential (ζ)
results indicated that both digestates were equally negatively charged
requiring a cationic polyelectrolyte for chemical conditioning. AAD
digestate seemed to be slightly more negative than CMAD digestate
most likely related to high sCOD.
5.1.2.

Particle size

Particle size was characterized in terms of the ISO area diameter
distribution as shown in Figures 39 and 40. The characterization of biofloc
size was only possible for collection A. Two flow cells thicknesses were
used in order to choose the best fit to a normal distribution as shown in
Table 18.
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Figure 39- Particle ISO area diameter distribution per volume of sample for CMAD and
AAD samples using 2000 µm flow cell thickness
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Figure 40- Particle ISO area diameter distribution per volume of sample for AAD and
CMAD samples using 5000 µm flow cell thickness
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Particle size distribution by volume seemed to be affected by the flow
cell thickness as shown in the Figures 39 and 40. Using a 2 mm flow cell
thickness AAD samples possessed a median ISO area diameter of 15 µm
whilst when increasing the flow cell thickness to 5 mm the median ISO
area diameter particle size increased to 38 µm. The same was observed
for the CMAD samples where the median ISO area diameter doubled
from 38 µm to 76 µm when flow cell thickness was increased from 2 to 5
mm. Nevertheless, when comparing the normal distribution results (Table
18) the 2mm flow cell thickness resulted in lower standard deviation (SD)
for both samples.
Table 18- Normal distribution results of ISO area diameter (all in µm) according to
measurement specifications
Normal
Distribution
Mean
SD
Min
P2
P9
P25
P50
P75
P91
P98
Max

Flow cell thickness
2000 µm
AAD
17.1
10.1
0.1
4.2
6.7
10.1
14.9
21.3
31.4
45.2
59.4

5000 µm
CMAD
50.1
34.7
0.1
7.1
13.6
24.6
41.9
69.1
93.8
134.0
156.2

AAD
30.2
24.8
1.0
7.0
12.3
20.8
38.0
83.1
136.9
179.8
195.1

CMAD
109.2
74.5
1.0
14.4
27.1
45.9
75.8
126.7
240.5
379.9
407.8

The ISO area diameter particle size distribution was consistently different
between AAD and CMAD samples, regardless of the flow cell thickness
used. AAD digestate samples showed a much narrower ISO area particle
size distribution than CMAD samples. Assuming a flow cell thickness of 2
mm, AAD samples possessed a mean ISO area diameter particle size of
17 µm reaching a maximum of 59 µm whilst CMAD samples possessed a
mean ISO area diameter particle size of 50 µm reaching a maximum of
156 µm. These results indicated that the size of the bioflocs in the AAD
digestate were 194 % smaller than the ones produced in CMAD.
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5.1.3.

Rheological properties

Rheological properties of CMAD and AAD digestates were compared in
terms of shear viscosity measured at constant shear rate (η[0.1

s-1])

and

increased shear rate (flow curve).
Shear viscosity
Figure 41 shows the results of η[0.1

s-1]

for both collections of AAD and

CMAD samples. The η[0.1 s-1] values increased up to a range of threshold
values at the beginning of the test and as the time of test progressed the
η[0.1

s-1]

stabilized around those same values. However, as shown in the

Figure 41 the shape of the curve was slightly different between these
samples. The curve for AAD samples was slightly curved upwards
indicating an increase in the η[0.1

s-1]

values as the time of the test

progressed. As for CMAD samples the rheogram curve was more stable
reaching a plateau but as the time of the test progressed the curve was
slightly curved downwards indicating a decrease in shear viscosity
values. For AAD samples, η[0.1 s-1] reached at the beginning of the test the
values of 9.6 and 8.8 Pa∙s, and at the end of the test increased up to 11.8
and 10.4 Pa∙s for collection A and B respectively. For CMAD samples, η [0.1
s-1]

reached at the beginning of the test the values of 9.9 and 7.7 Pa∙s, as

the time of the test progressed it reached the values of 10.6 and 8.8 and
at the end of the test the values decreased to 10.4 and 7.5 for collection
A and B respectively. These results suggested that biofloc properties
between the two processes were different. For AAD digestate the
increase in η[0.1 s-1] evidenced that bioflocs were in suspension and that
the bioflocs were strong enough to withstand a shear rate of 0.1 s-1. For
CMAD samples in particular for collection B bioflocs seemed to be
denser and settled faster than for AAD digestate biofloc, leading to a
reduction in η[0.1 s-1] with time. Though, similar η[0.1 s-1] values were reached
between AAD digestate (collection B) and CMAD digestate (collection
A), taking into consideration the shape of the rheogram higher η[0.1

s-1]

values would have been reached for AAD digestate.
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Normalization of η[0.1

s-1]

by the total solids content of both samples

resulted in higher η[0.1 s-1] values per g TS for CMAD samples. AAD samples
possessed a η[0.1
possessed a η[0.1

s-1]
s-1]

of 3.6 and 3.2 Pa∙s/g TS while CMAD samples
of 5.5 and 3.0 Pa∙s/g TS for collection A and B

respectively.
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Figure 41- Shear viscosity rheogram for collections A and B at constant shear rate of
0.1s-1

The η[0.1

s-1]

decreased between collection A and B for both AAD and

CMAD samples, however, the decrease in the η[0.1

s-1]

was much higher

for CMAD samples. A decrease of 47 % in the η[0.1 s-1] was observed for
CMAD samples while for AAD samples the decrease in the η[0.1 s-1] was 13
%. The higher variation in the η[0.1 s-1] for CMAD samples agreed with the
variation in TS, AC and VS. Despite the high TS values of CMAD samples
during collection B the content of VS was much lower and the content of
AC was much higher. These indicated that collection B had more settling
particles than collection A for CMAD digestate. As for AAD digestate
samples the variation observed in η[0.1 s-1] between collection A and B of
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13 % seemed to be related to the organic matter content, since tCOD
varied by 15 %.
Flow curve
In Figure 42 results of η recorded with increasing shear rate are shown.
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Figure 42- Flow curves for collection A and B of AAD and CMAD digestates

CMAD and AAD samples had similar flow curve behaviour where η
decreases with the increase of shear rate, exhibiting shear thinning
behaviour and yield stress, in agreement with section 2.6.1, regardless of
the variation in solids content. It was interesting to note that CMAD
samples from collection A had almost identical η values as AAD samples
despite different solids characteristics as described in 5.1.1 and 5.1.2.
However, the flow curve for CMAD samples from collection B became
erratic above shear rates of 0.5 s-1 achieving high and low η values. This
seemed to be a result of particle jam within the gap between vane and
cup. As shown previously CMAD samples achieved progressively lower
η[0.1

s-1]

indicating particle settling, high AC as well as higher ISO area
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diameter particle size in particular for collection B in comparison with
AAD digestate samples. It was hypothesized, that the increase in shear
rate above 0.5 s-1 brought these particles back into suspension, which
were jammed within the gap of the rheometer geometry, causing erratic
readings (Figure 42).
In order to characterize flow behaviour of samples different functions
commonly used for non-newtonian shear thinning behaviour were used
as shown in Table 19. R2 values seemed to indicate that more than one
function could be used to describe the flow behaviour of digestate
samples. However, as shown in Figures 43 and 44 very few functions
could describe the flow behaviour of samples over the entire range of
shear rate applied. Despite the high R2 values for most of the fitting
functions applied, χ2 values were also high. In addition, certain
rheological parameters did not make sense because they were
negative such as η∞ for the Carreau or Sisko model or were too high like
η0 for the Cross model.
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Table 19- Fitting functions results for AAD and CMAD flow curves
Functions

Samples*

Carreau

Rheological parameters
c
258.90
208.20
258.70
200.60
168.90
c
950.70
2117.00
1470.00
408.50
331.20
c
1.85
1.78
1.86
1.29
0.76

η0
215.40
143.10
215.90
204.30
138.60
η0
764.30
1092.00
1086.00
487.90
326.40
η∞
-0.14
-0.22
-0.16
-0.11
0.89
τ0

η∞
0.00
-0.04
-0.01
0.10
1.10
η∞
0.08
0.17
0.14
0.18
1.22
n
0.84
0.80
0.84
0.93
0.97
k

AAD (A)
AAD (B)
AAD
CMAD (A)
CMAD (B)

1.46
1.24
1.45
1.17
2.40

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.25

τ0

k

AAD (A)
AAD (B)
AAD
CMAD (A)
CMAD (B)

1.18
0.99
1.18
0.92
0.94

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.15

τ0

k

n

AAD (A)
AAD (B)
AAD
CMAD (A)
CMAD (B)

1.09
1.00
1.09
0.98
0.39

0.40
0.26
0.40
0.20
2.19

0.50
0.60
0.50
0.67
0.51

k

n

AAD (A)
AAD (B)
AAD
CMAD (A)
CMAD (B)

1.76
1.54
1.76
1.49
2.15

0.16
0.18
0.16
0.16
0.37

AAD (A)
AAD (B)
AAD
CMAD (A)
CMAD (B)
Cross
AAD (A)
AAD (B)
AAD
CMAD (A)
CMAD (B)
Sisko
AAD (A)
AAD (B)
AAD
CMAD (A)
CMAD (B)
Bingham

Casson

Herschel-Bulkley

Power law

n
0.44
0.43
0.44
0.50
0.54
n
0.90
0.87
0.90
1.04
1.13

Statistical
results
Χ2
R2
103.30
0.999
271.30
0.996
234.30
0.998
43.38
0.999
434.50
0.993
104.40
292.70
242.80
43.71
440.10

0.999
0.996
0.998
0.999
0.993

115.80
281.90
244.40
57.06
453.00

0.999
0.996
0.998
0.999
0.993

21.46
15.64
16.67
15.88
8163.00

0.952
0.943
0.951
0.929
0.572

189.80
90.09
144.00
63.97
3185.00

0.980
0.969
0.979
0.963
0.708

5.64
10.89
4.73
12.36
7789.00

0.988
0.961
0.986
0.945
0.599

421.90
218.30
323.90
133.10
1500.00

0.974
0.965
0.972
0.880
0.813

*collection is shown in brackets

Therefore, from Table 19 the Hershel-Bulckley model function seemed to
be the best option for both AAD and CMAD (collection A) samples. This
result was in agreement with Baudez et al. (2011) that described
anaerobic digested sludges at different solids concentration (see section
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2.6.1). Baudez et al. (2011) described the flow behaviour to be
dependent on a critical shear stress; at lower shear rates (below 500 s-1)
the rheological behaviour of digestates could be described by the
Herschel-Bulkley model and at higher shear rates by the Bingham model.
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Figure 43- Model functions fit for CMAD flow curve using Carreau, Cross and Sisko
models
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Figure 44- Model function fit for the AAD (collection A) flow curve using Bingham,
Herschel-Bulkley, Casson and power law models

Figures 43 and 44 evidenced that other functions such as the Carreau
and Casson could potentially be used as well, however, the high χ2
values and the negative values obtained for η∞ did not support the
apparent fitting results.
When analyzing the coefficient of variation (CV) of the Herschel-Bulkley’s
rheological parameters (τ0, K and n) for the different AAD collections and
CMAD samples (collection A) a CV of 6%, 32% and 15% for the τ0, K and
n

was

found,

respectively.

Despite

the

different

digestates’

characteristics pointed out in 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, the variation for the flow
curve was minimal. In addition, flow curve measurements were time
consuming which suggested that this measurement would not be
suitable to describe differences between digestates or to detect
variations of the characteristics of the same digestate. In this occasion,
η[0.1

s-1]

measurements seemed to be more suitable and practical to be

used as a monitoring parameter to characterize digestates.
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5.2. Polymer preparation
In this section it was intended to analyse the difference between the
polymer solutions prepared at lab scale and the one prepared at full
scale.
5.2.1.

Flow curve comparison

Figure 45 shows the flow curve results for the different polymer solutions
prepared in laboratory conditions (Lab A, Lab B, Lab C) and in plant
conditions (Plant).
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Figure 45- Flow curve of polymer solutions with a concentration of 0.6% prepared under
different conditions

The flow curves of the different polymer solutions were characteristic of a
non-newtonian fluid exhibiting shear thinning behaviour, but instead of
having a yield stress as it happened with digestates polymer solution had
the presence of shear zero viscosity (η0). In the low shear rate range a
plateau in the flow curve is observed where constant shear viscosity
values indicate the presence of a η0. This is due to the molecular
entanglements and for solutions of polymers with the same molar mass
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the η0 increases with polymer solution concentration (Mezger, 2011). This
plateau was observed until shear rate was high enough to cause these
molecular entanglements to break and a decrease in shear viscosity
(shear thinning) occurred. As shear rate increased differences between
the flow curves became negligible. At high shear rates maximum
dispersion of molecules occurs, and for solutions that contain the same
molecular mass shear viscosity at very high shear rates is identical
(Mezger, 2011). At sufficiently high shear rates infinite shear viscosity was
occurring as a constant limiting value (η∞).
Due to this behaviour it is usually possible to estimate the molecular
weight of a polymer using η0 values at different solids concentration using
the relation known as T.G. Fox (Mezger, 2011). The T.G. Fox relation
describes that the higher the average molar mass of a polymer solution,
the higher is the η0 value. However, in Figure 56 the same polymer solids
concentration was used which indicated that the different dispersing
mediums and mixing devices were responsible for the increase in η0.
The use of different liquid mediums such as DI water (Lab A) and process
water (Lab B) as well as different mixing devices (Lab C) resulted in
different η0, despite using the same polymer solids concentration. These
results indicated Lab A and Lab B produced a much more matured
polymer solution in comparison with Lab C, where polymer molecular
entanglement was higher. Hence, the homogenizer was preferred in
order to disperse and mix the polymer powder in the liquid medium. Also,
DI water resulted to be a better dispersing medium than process water
since η0 was higher. In both cases η0 was higher than the Lab C sample.
However, the polymer solution prepared at the plant achieved even
higher η0 which indicated that mixing conditions at the plant were better
than the ones at Lab scale. These results also indicated that mixing
conditions could be critical when using polymer powder and this could
be assessed by measuring the flow curve of prepared polymer solution
at a given solids concentration.
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In Figure 46 results for the flow curve of prepared polymer solutions at a
concentration of 0.6 % are shown.
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Figure 46- Comparison of different batches of FO4490 at 0.6 %

Batch 1 and 6 refers to a powder collected at a different date from
Batch 7. The results showed that polymer as a powder despite having
better storage properties than emulsion could also suffer deterioration
with time. Batch 7 resulted in lower η0 of 0.95 Pa∙s in comparison with
Batches 1 to 6. The results showed that flow curve for Batches 1 to 6 were
almost identical, η0 was on average equal to 1.85 Pa∙s with a CV of 5.6 %.
This showed that rheological measurements had the potential to be used
as an online tool to control the different polymer batches that were
prepared continuously at a WwTW. Therefore, this measurement was also
used to control the different batches of polymer used throughout this
work.
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5.2.2. Impact of different prepared
conditioning and dewatering

polymer

solutions

on

The different polymer solutions (Lab A; Lab B; Lab C; Plant) were used to
assess conditioning and dewatering of AAD digestate, and results are
shown in Figures 47, 48 and 49. The dewatering rate was expressed as the
inverse of the CST (sec-1) and good dewatering rate was normally
achieved for values above 0.05 s-1 (Dentel et al., 1995). The Figures show
the dewatering rate expressed as 1/CST and the produced network
strength of the flocs measured as a function of the different conditioning
polymer doses.
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Figure 47- Conditioning and dewatering comparison when using Lab A and Lab B
polymer solutions

The use of DI water (Lab A) resulted in higher Wu values in comparison
when using plant’s process water (Lab B). The higher η0 values
characteristic of Lab A polymer solution seemed to have contributed to
achieve stronger flocs. This was evident as polymer dose increased up to
23 g polymer/kg TS. However, dewatering rate curve was identical for
both polymer solutions and maximum dewatering rate of 0.054 s-1 was
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achieved at 17 g polymer/kg TS. Similar results were also produced when
using a different mixing device (Figure 48) to prepare the polymer
solution. The use of a homogenizer resulted in higher Wu values in
comparison when kitchen blender was used to prepare the polymer
solution. However, dewatering rate curve was almost identical despite
the different Wu values a maximum dewatering rate of 0.054 s-1 was
achieved at the same polymer dose of 17 g polymer/kg TS.
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Figure 48- Conditioning and dewatering comparison when using Lab A and Lab C
polymer solutions

Figure 49 shows the results when using polymer solution prepared at the
WwTWs plant (Plant) and the polymer solution prepared in the laboratory
(Lab A). The results showed that the polymer solution prepared at the
plant resulted in higher Wu values over the entire range of polymer dose
but also achieved a higher dewatering rate of 0.06 s-1. The maximum
dewatering rate was achieved at the same polymer dose of 17 g
polymer/kg TS. The polymer dose at which the maximum Wu (PDmax) and
maximum dewatering rate (PDmin) was achieved was different for both
polymer solutions. However, the difference between PD min and PDmax was
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higher for polymer solution Plant. When using plant polymer solution the
PDmax was achieved at 24 g polymer/kg TS while for Lab A polymer
solution the PDmax was achieved at 20 g polymer/kg TS. The difference
between the PDmax and PDmin could be a result of measurement
techniques. This is in agreement with the results shown in Marinetti et al
(2010) but could also be related with the need of sampling a small
aliquot (7 ml) from a heterogeneous sample of 200 ml when running the
CST test. In addition, the high η0 characteristic of plant polymer solution
made it difficult to sample conditioned sludge flocs which might explain
the bigger difference between PDmax and PDmin observed for plant
polymer solution.
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Figure 49- Conditioning and dewatering comparison when using Lab A and Plant
polymer solutions

In Figure 50 the results from conditioning and dewatering using polymer
solutions prepared using two different stored powders of the same
product, Batch 1-6 and Batch 7 are shown.
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Figure 50- Conditioning and dewatering comparison when using polymer solutions from
Batch 1-6 and 7

PDmax was achieved for both polymer batches around the same polymer
dose between 17 and 20 g polymer/kg TS, however, higher Wu values
were achieved for Batch 1-6. Dewatering rate curve was very similar for
both polymer solutions.
The results shown in Figures 47, 48, 49 and 50 evidenced that η0 of
polymer solution was related with Wu of conditioned samples. In this case
it seemed that the higher η0 of polymer solution the higher the Wu of
conditioned samples. It would be interesting to assess if η 0 of polymer
solutions would affect full scale dewatering processes however this type
of assessment was not conducted.
5.3. Conditioning and dewatering assessment of CMAD and AAD
5.3.1.

Dewatering rate and floc strength vs. Polymer dose

In Figure 51 the floc strength and dewatering rate for collection A is
shown as a function of polymer dose for both digestates. The results
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presented in Figure 51 showed the different performance of conditioning
and dewatering for CMAD and AAD digestate samples. As shown,
conditioned CMAD samples achieved a CSTmin of 7.9s (or a maximum
dewatering rate of 0.13 s-1) at a polymer dose of 7 g polymer/kg TS while
the CSTmin for AAD sample was equal to 18.4s (or maximum dewatering
rate of 0.05 s-1) and PDmin was equal to 18 g polymer/kg TS. In addition,
for CMAD sample PDmax was achieved at 12 g polymer/kg TS and Wumax
was equal to 794 kJ/g TS, although it resulted in slightly higher CST values
of 12.6 s. In comparison with this, AAD digestate samples achieved Wumax
of 430 kJ/kg TS for higher CST values of 18 s. Moreover, as the CMAD
digestate sample was still able to achieve a good dewatering rate of
greater than 0.05 s-1 between 4 to 6 g polymer/kg TS, the AAD sample
hardly achieved any good dewatering rate below 16-18 g polymer/kg
TS.
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Figure 51- Dewatering rate and floc strength variation with polymer dose for Collection
A

Similar assessment can be made for Figure 52 when using a gravity
drainage kit instead of CST to assess the filtration of conditioned samples.
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Figure 52- Dewatering rate and floc strength variation with polymer dose for Collection
B

For collection B, CMAD and AAD samples achieved good dewatering
rate within the same polymer dose ranges as collection A. A maximum
dewatering rate of 0.15 s-1 was achieved at 11.4 g polymer/kg TS for
CMAD samples though good dewatering rate between 0.05 and 0.11 s-1
was achieved at a polymer dose below 6 g polymer/kgTS. As for AAD
samples, dewatering rate of 0.06 s-1 was achieved at 17 and 20 g
polymer/kg TS. Wumax of 375 kJ/g TS was achieved between 13.6 and 17
g polymer/kg TS for AAD samples and 518 kJ/g TS was achieved
between 6 and 11 g polymer/kg TS for CMAD samples.
It is interesting to note that for CMAD conditioned samples the Wumax
varied the most between collections in comparison with AAD samples.
Wumax was 35% higher for collection A in comparison with collection B for
CMAD samples. Whilst for AAD samples Wumax was only 12% higher for
collection A. However, this seemed to be in agreement with the η [0.1 s-1]
per g TS results shown for each digestate in section 5.1.3. The Wu max was
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higher for the CMAD or AAD collection samples with higher η[0.1 s-1] per g
TS. Moreover, PDmin was lower when η[0.1

s-1]

per g TS was higher.

Collection A samples achieved lower PDmin and higher Wumax in
comparison with collection B for both CMAD and AAD samples.
5.3.2.

Solids recovery

Taking into consideration that at full scale plants different dewatering
devices are used, mechanical dewatering was applied in order to
compare cake solids and solids recovery achieved using the same
dewatering device.
During mechanical dewatering specific resistance (α) and final cake
solids were plotted against polymer dose (Figure 53). It showed that a
minimum in α is reached at 11 g polymer/kg TS for CMAD samples and at
20 g polymer/kg TS for AAD samples. These values were also concurrent
with higher TS cake solids in CMAD and AAD samples. These results
suggested that a compromise of polymer dose must be met in order to
achieve both good dewatering rates and high cake solids. Figures 53
and 52 evidenced that maximum dewatering rates were achieved at
lower polymer doses while maximum cake solids were achieved at
higher polymer doses.
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In addition, Figures 53 and 54 also showed that the CMAD digestate
achieved 99.7 % of solids recovery at a polymer dose of 6 g polymer/kg
TS while the AAD digestate achieved 99 % of solids recovery at a
polymer dose of 13.5 g polymer/kg TS. Moreover, the CMAD digestate
achieved a cake of 24-28 % TS and up to a maximum of 30 % TS with less
polymer conditioning in comparison with AAD digestate, which
achieved a cake between 23.8 and 25.6 % TS with a maximum of 27.6 %
TS.
These differences between AAD and CMAD samples evidenced that THP
contributes to an increase in conditioning and dewatering requirements.
The AAD digestate achieved lower η[0.1 s-1] per g TS, lower biofloc size and
higher content in tCOD, sCOD and Sp which seemed to contribute to
the conditioning and dewatering results. Moreover, although the zeta
potential was similar for both digestates (Table 17) before conditioning,
this was not the case for the liquors after conditioning. The zeta potential
after polymer conditioning for the CMAD digestate liquors was between
-5 and -2 mV as polymer dose increased whilst for the AAD digestate
samples it was on average equal to -8 mV regardless of the polymer
dose. The zeta potential of the liquors after conditioning indicated that
the AAD digestate samples still had an amount of colloidal compounds
after conditioning that still required further treatment in comparison with
the CMAD samples.
In addition, CMAD digestate samples had a mean ISO area diameter
particle size of 50 µm while for AAD digestate samples this was 17 µm.
Also, η[0.1 s-1] per g TS was higher for the CMAD digestate in comparison
with the AAD digestate. The lower ISO area diameter of the particles
resulted in higher surface area which could have contributed as well to
the increase of polymer demand (Tchobanoglous et al., 2014). Due to
the nature of cell breakdown as a result of THP as well as the improved
AD, higher % TS, tCOD and sCOD resulted in an increase in density of low
particle sizes; therefore more particles had to be bridged together
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increasing polymer demand. Moreover, the flocs produced in AAD
conditioned samples achieved lower Wu in comparison with CMAD. This
can be observed in Figures 51 and 52, which shows a higher polymer
demand and lower network strength of the flocs produced for the AAD
digestate sample. In Miller (2008) results evidenced that the sludge
biofloc characteristics (size, shape and strength) influenced the residual
amount of water in the cake rather than the characteristics of the flocs
produced after polymer conditioning.
5.4. Conditioning and dewatering full scale results
The averaged results for conditioning and dewatering of CMAD and
AAD digestates over a period of 12 months is shown in Tables 20 and 21.
The TS content of the digestates did not change considerably over this
period. For CMAD digestate the TS content was on average equal to 2.5
% with a CV of 11.1 %, whilst for AAD digestate the TS content was on
average equal to 4.9% with a CV of 8.4 %, the variation observed in
these results were lower than the ones presented previously. The
variability during conditioning and dewatering was however higher than
this.
Polymer dose for CMAD digestate had a CV of 32 % and for AAD
digestate the polymer dose had a CV of 14 %. On average the polymer
dose was equal to 7.9 g polymer/kg TS for CMAD and for AAD digestate
polymer dose was on average equal to 10.8 g polymer/kg TS. CMAD
conditioning results were in agreement with the lab results (5.3.1) where
the best polymer dose range was between 6 and 11 g polymer/kg TS.
However, for AAD digestate samples the range was far out from lab
results. While the polymer dose for AAD samples at full scale varied
between 8 and 12 g polymer/kg TS, at lab scale the polymer dose range
varied between 13.6 and 20 g polymer/kg TS.
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Table 20- CMAD digestate conditioning and dewatering: full scale results (SNF data)
TS
(%)
2.88
2.93
2.33
2.29
2.48
2.46
2.71
2.88
2.66
2.21
2.31
2.13

Digestate flow
(m3/h)
22.8
26.3
25.6
28.1
28.5
24.5
27.7
18.7
21.9
23.4
25.2
20.5

Polymer dose
(g polymer/kg TS)
6.8
8.9
5.2
3.9
6.1
7.1
8.2
11.4
7.8
7.3
8.8
13.0

Cake
(% TS)
20.5
23.1
27.5
24.4
23.2
23.8
20.5
21.0
24.8
25.5
20.3
26.9

Liquors
(mg TSS/l)
460
950
200
980
980
970
930
1230
270
360
1060
1060

SR
(%)
86.0
70.5
92.1
59.6
63.2
63.1
68.8
60.9
90.8
84.9
57.1
52.3

The difference between lab results and full scale data suggested that
lab scale conditions did not simulate conditioning and dewatering full
scale conditions.
In the case of AAD plant, the digestate was stored in an aerated holding
tank for 5 hours and conditioning was carried out using an inline mixer
(1200 rpm) which enhances polymer mixing with AAD digestate. In
addition, operators during this time decided to turn off the mixer in the
flocculation tank, because it favoured floc growth and visually did not
break the flocs. These observations suggested that two factors mixing
conditions and digestate characteristics after holding tank, might have
improved the digestate conditioning and dewatering making it possible
to be carried out at lower polymer doses than the ones achieved at lab
scale.
It was interesting to note that the polymer used at CMAD plant is the
Flopam 4550 SH (MW < 7 x106 Da with 45 % cationicity) which is slightly
different from Flopam 4490 (MW < 5 x 106 Da with 40% cationicity) used in
this work. Despite using a different polymer the full scale results coincided
with lab scale results.
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Table 21- AAD digestate conditioning and dewatering: full scale results (SNF data)
TS
(%)
4.81
4.7
4.9
4.86
4.88
5.01
5.01
4.63
4.29
4.91
5.13
6.05

Digestate
flow (m3/h)
16.4
16.7
16.6
15.0
15.94
16.56
14.37
15.25
15.85
14.84
16.8
14.13

Polymer dose
(g polymer/kg TS)
12.4
11.9
10.8
10.8
12.0
10.8
11.5
10.9
11.6
10.8
7.7
8.0

Cake
(% TS)
23.4
26.1
26.1
26.3
25.0
24.7
26.0
25.3
25.2
25.9
25.5
24.0

Liquors
(mg TSS/l)
1695
1070
853
873
873
1225
1340
1510
1275
920
1047
1220

SR
(%)
69.8
80.5
85.4
84.9
85.1
79.5
77.2
71.7
74.0
84.3
83.0
84.1

As shown in Tables 20 and 21 solids recovery achieved for both plants
was lower than the ones achieved at lab scale. For CMAD plant SR was
on average only 71 % with a CV of 20 % and for AAD plant SR was on
average 80 % with a CV of 7 %. Whilst SR during lab scale conditions was
higher than 90 % for both digestates. It was clear that TSS of AAD liquors
(Table 21) was on average higher than 1100 mg/l while at lab scale TSS in
the liquors was equal to 600 mg/l. It was possible that sacrificing SR by
increasing TSS of liquors as well as with the advantage of better mixing
conditions than the ones achieved at lab scale, operators were able to
use lower polymer doses.
In practice, SR higher than 95 % is required to reduce the effect of
recycled solids in the liquors on WwTWs operation (Tchobanoglous et al.,
2014). However, this did not seem to occur on both WwTWs.
Centrifuges allowed higher digestate flows in comparison with BFPs, as
showed in Tables 20 and 21, digestate flow for the centrifuges was 24
m3/h which was much higher than 15m3/h for the BFPs. However, in terms
of TS the throughput was 0.2 T TS/h higher for BFPs because AAD
digestate has higher TS content. During this work the operation of
centrifuges was interrupted several times (for periods of 1 week) due to
mechanical problems while BFPs were always in operation.
Therefore, full scale data might not be adequate to compare
conditioning and dewatering performance between AAD and CMAD
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digestates since these digestates have different solids characteristics as
well as two different dewatering devices were used at full scale.
Nonetheless, the results showed that AAD digestate required more
polymer conditioning than CMAD which was in agreement with lab
scale results. Also, SR achieved at full scale was better for AAD digestate
than for CMAD digestate, while at lab scale the opposite occurred, this
might be a result of the different dewatering devices used.
Full scale data indicated that though AAD digestate required more
polymer to be dewatered it achieved 2 % more TS in the cake in
comparison with CMAD digestate, however TSS in the liquors was much
higher for AAD than for CMAD.
5.5. Summary
In the case of CMAD and AAD digestate samples, a comparison can be
made between conditioning results (5.3 and 5.4) and each digestate
characteristics (5.1). CMAD digestate samples had reduced amount of
Sp in comparison with the AAD sample. In the case of the CMAD
digestate the lower polymer doses achieved may result from the
reduced amount of Sp. On the contrary, the AAD sample had an
increased amount of tCOD, sCOD and Sp, which seemed to contribute
to an increase in polymer dose comparatively with the CMAD digestate
samples. The zeta potential of the liquors and sCOD after conditioning
indicated that the AAD digestate samples still had an amount of
colloidal compounds after conditioning that still required further
treatment in comparison with the CMAD samples.
The high biofloc size and η[0.1 s-1] per g TS of the CMAD digestate samples
supported the results that CMAD digestate performed better in terms of
dewatering rate and Wu in comparison with the AAD digestate. The flocs
produced after conditioning seemed to be stronger and more porous
than AAD conditioned samples because of the digestate biofloc
characteristics. This was also evident between collections of both CMAD
and AAD, where the samples with lower η[0.1

s-1]

per g TS resulted in
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conditioned flocs with lower floc strength and higher polymer dose. The
higher Wu values for the CMAD digestate conditioned samples
indicated as well why centrifuges were used at the full scale plant, while
for AAD digestate plant belt filter presses were preferred.
Results from full scale operation showed that AAD digestate achieved
slightly higher cake solids (2 % TS), however, when using FPP the CMAD
digestate still performed better than the AAD digestate in terms of % TS.
These results evidenced that the AAD digestate samples had poorer
conditioning and dewatering performance, not only as result of the
increased amount of tCOD, sCOD and Sp but also due to the reduced
biofloc size and reduced η[0.1 s-1] per g TS, which led to a 58 % increase in
polymer demand (37 % increase considering full scale data), a 62 %
lower dewatering rate, 18 – 85 % lower Wu and 2 to 5 % lower cake solids
(the opposite occurred at full scale).
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6. Phase III – AAD digestate full scale storage and impact on
conditioning and dewatering
Polymer dose results from full scale (in section 5.4) did not coincide with
the ones achieved at lab scale conditions. Several factors were
discussed, however, in order to scrutinize digestate characteristics and
their influence on conditioning and dewatering performance the
digestate before and after being kept in an aerated holding tank was
studied. In addition, full scale data showed that the coefficient of
variation for polymer dose was 14% for AAD and 32 % for CMAD samples.
In section 5.3.1 it was also noticed that lower PDmin and higher Wumax
were achieved for CMAD and AAD digestate samples where η [0.1 s-1] per
g TS was higher. Therefore, it was important to understand which
digestate characteristics changed during plant operation and during
storage as well as if those parameters could be used to detect these
changes.
The results obtained during this experimental phase are presented in the
following subchapters. The results from experimental procedure A are
described in subchapter 6.1 and results obtained from experimental
procedure B are presented in subchapter 6.2. In 6.1, characterization of
digestate samples from digester and holding tank are compared in
regards to bioflocs solids composition, particle size and rheological
properties. This is then followed by a comparison of conditioning and
dewatering requirements in regards to mixing requirements, polymer
dose, floc strength, dewatering rate and solids recovery. In 6.2, the
characterization of bioflocs solids composition, rheological properties,
conditioning and dewatering requirements before and after each
storage condition is described. The results are then discussed in order to
show the potential use of shear viscosity as a parameter to predict
conditioning requirements of digested sludge.
Only the processed data is shown in the following sections, however, the
raw data is provided in the compact disks in the Appendix section.
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6.1. Experimental Procedure A
6.1.1.

Samples characterization

Solids content and organic matter characterization
Solids characterization for the different collections of digestate after AD
and after HT is shown in Table 22. The solid content between collections
A, B, C and D did not vary considerably since the CV between
collections was 3.5 % for TS, 2.7 % for VS and 4.5 % for AC. The variation in
the solids content between AD and HT was higher during collection D
though CV for TS content was equal to 4.6 %, for VS content this was 4.6
% and for AC this was 6.7 %. During collection D operators informed that
the removal of grit from digesters was being performed therefore the AC
in HT was 4 % higher and the VS content was 4 % lower than in the other
collections. Nevertheless, these variations were not significant revealing
that the process in terms of solids charateristics did not change
considerably within the AAD process.

TS (%)
VS (%TS)
tCOD (g/l)
sCOD/tCOD (%)
Tp (g/g TS)
Sp/Tp (%)
Tc (g/g TS)
Sc/Tc (%)
Tp/Tc (%)
Sp/Sc (%)

AD
4.9
±(0.1)x
61.8
±(0.2)
61.2
±(1.2)
12.3
0.21
±(0.0)
26.3
0.11
±(0.0)
16.9
186.9
290.9

HT
4.9
±(0.0)
62.5
±(0.0)
58.3
±(2.7)
12.3
0.20
±(0.0)
28.4
0.08
±(0.0)
12.7
240.1
535.1

AD
4.5
±(0.0)
64.6
±(0.1)
57.2
±(1.6)
10.6
0.21
±(0.0)
24.4
0.13
±(0.0)
9.1
166.4
445.7

HT
4.6
±(0.0)
64.8
±(0.2)
56.3
±(1.2)
11.2
0.18
±(0.0)
28.4
0.12
±(0.0)
8.9
141.6
452.6

AD
4.8
±(0.0)
63.8
±(0.2)
43.8
±(1.2)
13.5
0.25
±(0.0)
21.6
0.12
±(0.0)
9.6
202.8
454.9

HT
4.9
±(0.0)
62.6
±(0.1)
50.3
±(7.4)
11.8
0.23
±(0.0)
23.3
0.12
±(0.0)
12.6
193.3
356.3

Collection
D

Collection
C

Collection
B

Collection
A

Table 22- AD point and HT point samples solids characterization

AD
4.5
±(0.0)
62.8
±(0.5)
66.3
±(1.2)
12.5
0.34
±(0.0)
17.2
0.16
±(0.0)
10.4
217.3
358.7

HT
4.8
±(0.0)
59.1
±(0.3)
65.7
±(7.4)
12.8
0.29
±(0.0)
18.0
0.16
±(0.0)
10.6
184.3
313.7

x- Standard deviation

However, looking into the solubilization of protein (Sp/Tp) and Tp
between AD and HT point samples an increase in Sp/Tp and reduction in
Tp is evident between 5 and 16 %. Other parameters like tCOD, sCOD,
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Tc, Sc/Tc, Tp/Tc and Sp/Sc also showed variations between AD and HT
point however they were not consistent for all the collections. This was
probably related to the variations in AD process input i.e. types of
sludges (primary and secondary) and well as the variation in HRT.
The solubilisation of the carbohydrates varied among the samples as can
be seen from the Sc/Tc ratio i.e. decreased 27 % and 8 % for sample
collection A and B respectively, but stayed the same for sample
collection C and D. One important finding from Table 22 was that the
Sp/Sc was much higher between 290 and 535 % than the Tp/Tc which
was between 140 and 240 % for the four collected samples, indicating
more soluble protein content in the samples than soluble carbohydrates
per total protein and carbohydrates.
Particle size
Particle size measurements for collection D are shown in Figure 55. As
shown ISO area diameter particle size distribution between AD and HT
point samples was almost identical. In both samples 90 % of the particles
possessed ISO area diameter lower than 100 µm.
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Figure 55- Particle ISO area diameter distribution per volume of sample for HT and AD
samples using 2000 µm flow cell size (collection D)

The results did not reveal significant differences between AD and HT
point samples. The mean ISO area diameter particle size distribution was
for AD and HT equal to 58 µm and 62 µm with a CV 10 % and 23 %
respectively. As for the maximum ISO area diameter particle size this was
200 µm and 239 µm with a CV of 18 % and 31 % for AD and HT
respectively. Therefore it was concluded that the ISO area diameter
particle size did not vary between AD and HT point samples.
Nevertheless, this result did not rule out the possibility of variation in
biofloc size between collections, but due to the limited time no further
assessment was carried out, since it is noticeable higher particle sizes for
this collection of AAD digestate in comparison with section 5.1.2. Hence,
future work should be carried out to evaluate this parameter.
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Rheological properties
Similarly to the characterization between CMAD and AAD (5.1.3) a
comparison between AD and HT point samples was performed in order
to assess the rotational and oscillatory test results.
Shear viscosity at constant shear rate:
Different shear rates were tested In order to assess differences between
AD and HT. In Figure 56 the average shear viscosity recorded at constant
shear rates of 0.1s-1, 1 s-1 and 100 s-1 are shown.
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Figure 56- Comparison of shear viscosity readings at shear rates of 0.1, 1 and 100 s-1 for
AD and HT digestates (collection Z)

As shear rate was increased from 0.1 to 1 s-1 the differences between AD
and HT became negligible. The solid and liquid particle interactions are a
characteristic of samples when minimum strains are applied as it occurs
during storage conditions, therefore rheometric measurements should
simulate these conditions. As shear rate increased maximum dispersion
of sludge’ bioflocs (maximum strain) contributed to erase solid and liquid
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particle interactions. In the case of sludges with similar solids content
such as HT and AD, differences in shear viscosity became negligible
when dispersion of sludge bioflocs increased.
Baudez and Coussot (2001) stated that yield stress represented nonhydrodynamic interactions between solid particles whilst shear viscosity
represented hydrodynamic interactions between solid particles and the
surrounding liquid. As shear rate is kept constant the structure is
destroyed over time and the yield stress of sludges tends to disappear. If
shear rate/stress is higher than yield stress the structure is destroyed
quicker and differences between samples would not be detected as
evidenced in Figure 56.
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Figure 57- Shear viscosity at 0.1 s-1 results for different replicates of AD and HT digestates
(collection X)

In Figure 57 the η[0.1

s-1]

for AD and HT point samples is shown. During

collection X the average η[0.1 s-1] for AD was 13.06 Pa∙s and HT was 11.77
Pa∙s, and the difference between replicates of HT and AD point samples
was almost negligible (CV was between 5 to 6 %). Nevertheless, a
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plateau on η[0.1

s-1]

rheogram was almost reached for HT point samples

while for AD point samples an increase over time still occurred. This
increase could have been a result of re-agglomeration of biomass as
well as the foam or froth which was a characteristic of AD samples.
Nonetheless, at the end of the test the final shear viscosity of AD samples
were still higher than the one measured for HT point samples. During
collection X the η[0.1 s-1] of digested sludge was reduced 41 % between
AD and HT. In Table 23 η[0.1 s-1] results are shown for collection A, B C and
D.
Table 23- η[0.1 s-1] values for the different collections of AD and HT samples
Collection A
AD
HT
11.1
8.21
±(0.7)
±(0.5)

η[0.1 s-1] (Pa.s)*
Collection B
Collection C
AD
HT
AD
HT
11.5
8.9
12.1
11.3
±(1.1)
±(0.2)
±(0.2)
±(0.3)

Collection D
AD
HT
6.9
7.3
±(0.4)
±(0.4)

The reduction of η[0.1s-1]between AD and HT seemed to relate with the
variation in protein content as shown earlier. It appeared that as the
digestate was stored under HT conditions the organic matter was being
converted leading to an increase in soluble protein and sCOD. Recently,
Farno et al. (2014) and Baudez et al. (2013b) showed the impact of
process conditions on rheological properties of sludge. A correlation was
found where the increase of sCOD caused by the increase of
temperature during storage led to the reduction of the shear viscosity.
Despite the process conditions in HT being different from the ones
applied in Farno et al. (2014) and Baudez et al. (2013b), the results
presented in Tables 22 and 23 suggested that process conditions in the
HT (aeration and retention time) were contributing to a reduction in η [0.1s1]

and an increase in sCOD and Sp. The reduction between 7 to 26 % in

η[0.1s-1] between AD and HT point samples seemed to be in agreement
with the increase in Sp for each digestate collection. The results for
collection D were not representative of normal operation conditions
since retention times were shortened in the HT and digester was not
being mixed to allow grit to settle and be removed from digesters.
Nevertheless, as can be seen, η[0.1s-1] increased or stayed the same
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between AD and HT collection D and Sp content decreased instead of
increasing.
Flow curve:
Flow curve for the collections Z, A and B is shown in Figure 58. The results
seemed to evidence that flow curve differed between collections and
between AD and HT samples.
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Figure 58- Flow curve for AD and HT samples for collections Z, A and B

During collections Z, A and B for shear rates below 0.1s-1 the shear
viscosity values for AD were higher than HT sample. This indicated that
the yield stress (τ0) for AD samples was higher than for HT samples.
Moreover, during collection A and B shear viscosity values for AD were
consistently higher over the entire range of shear rates applied. This
suggested that flow curve measurements could also detect changes
between AD and HT as well as between collections. Table 24 shows the
results for the Herschel-Bulkley model fit obtained for the different
collections.
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Table 24- Herschel-Bulkley model fit rheological parameters results

τ0
k
n
χ2
R2

Collection Z
AD
HT
1.09 1.04
0.40 0.34
0.50 0.52
4.73 1.73
0.99 0.99

Collection A
AD
HT
0.82
0.51
0.50
0.41
0.47
0.48
1.39
1.54
0.99
0.98

Collection B
AD
HT
0.96
0.89
0.23
0.24
0.60
0.58
1.19
1.39
0.98
0.98

Collection C
AD
HT
1.12
1.04
0.38
0.37
0.50
0.51
3.49
3.71
0.99
0.98

Collection D
AD
HT
0.69
0.75
0.21
0.17
0.62
0.65
3.46
5.40
0.98
0.97

With the exception of n and k, the parameter τ0 decreased between AD
and HT samples. The reduction in τ0 was higher for collection A (38 %) but
was also observed for collections Z (5 %), B (7 %) and C (7 %). Collection
D the opposite occurred where τ0 increased 9 % between AD and HT
samples. These results also agreed with η[0.1s-1] results.
SAOS measurements:
In Figure 59 results from amplitude measurements also known as small
amplitude oscillatory shear measurements (SAOS) for the determination
of the linear viscoelastic region (LVR) are shown.
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The results show that samples AD and HT had elastic modulus (G’) always
higher than viscous modulus (G”) during storage conditions i.e. when
strain was minimal below 1Hz (6.28 rad/s). Therefore, these samples were
considered as having a gel-like character (Mezger, 2011). In addition, G’
and G” varied between AD and HT as well as between collections. This
suggested variations in the process over time but also between process
steps (AD and HT). G’ and G” were always higher for AD in comparison
with HT samples; however, this variation was higher between collections
X and Z.
During collection X, G’ and G” was 73 and 56% higher for AD samples
and during collection Z, G’ and G” was only 4 and 7 % higher for AD in
comparison with HT, as Table 25 shows. These results were also in
agreement with η[0.1 s-1] results which indicated a higher shear viscosity for
AD samples.
Table 25- LVR and modulus cross over results

LVR

γc (%)
G' (Pa)
G" (Pa)
δ°
G* (Pa)
τc (Pa)

G’ and G”
cross-over

ω (Hz)
G' or G" (Pa)
δ°

Collection X
AD
HT
5.45(13.62)* 12.63(50.84)
7.73(66.07)
2.12(15.40)
2.68(49.49)
1.18 (3.31)
20.27(13.63) 29.39(10.19)
8.19(64.25)
2.43(12.49)
0.44(57.14)
0.29(39.10)
4.86(75.87)
1.30(3.46)
6.43(43.02)
1.69(5.78)
40.84(17.78) 42.16(1.95)

Collection Z
AD
HT
8.98(16.22) 10.01(0.00)
1.74(10.24) 1.67(4.23)
1.10(4.65) 1.02 (0.83)
32.27(4.45) 31.34(4.11)
2.06 8.65)
1.96(2.86)
0.19(24.69) 0.20(2.86)
1.43(21.54) 1.35(1.26)
1.48(9.51)
1.15(6.33)
43.25(5.38) 44.67(0.78)

* % values for CV

Nonetheless, critical strain (γc) that limits the LVR was higher for HT
samples. This suggested that HT samples had a higher degree of stability
since the higher LVR meant a higher cohesive energy (Tadros, 2010). The
cohesive energy is a measure of the elastic strength of the material. The
higher the cohesive energy the more stable a system is or, the more
flocculated the structure of the material is (Tadros, 2010). The cohesive
energy can be calculated taking the critical strain that limit the LVR,
squaring it, and multiplying it by half of the magnitude of the storage
modulus in the LVR (Tadros, 2010). In this case, the cohesive energy was
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equal to 115 and 70 J/m3 for AD samples from collection X and Z, whilst
for HT samples cohesive energy was equal to 169 and 84 J/m3 for
collection X and Z respectively. This indicated that cohesive energy was
higher for collection X samples in comparison with collection Z.
Figures 60 and 61 show the frequency sweep results which were
performed after the determination of γc. From the frequency plots, it
appeared that though samples had lower elastic modulus, G' was
between 1 and 10 Pa, the phase angle (δ) was below 45o and
decreased as the frequency decreased. In addition, G' values were
higher than the G" values as the frequency decreased and so overall the
samples showed characteristics of viscoelastic solid (Mezger, 2011).
These results were in agreement with Baudez et al. (2011) that anaerobic
digestate sludge behaves as a viscoelastic solid.
The difference between G’ and G” was however smaller for HT samples,
which seemed to indicate that the material was more stable (Tadros,
2010). In addition, the G’-G” cross-over for HT samples occurred at lower
frequencies (ω) in comparison with AD point samples, suggesting that HT
had a wider molar mass distribution (Mezger, 2011). This seemed to agree
with the higher soluble biopolymer measured as Sp in comparison with
AD point samples. The results from SAOS and frequency sweep were
both coincident indicating that the bioflocs’ from HT digestate were
more stable due to the increase in Sp.
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Repeatability for SAOS measurements for the LVR determination and G’G” cross-over was however an issue due to the used rheometer’
geometries. This was always the case for AD samples due to the
presence of froth characteristic of these samples, while for HT the
repeatability was usually better. Also, as shown in Table 25, phase angle
seemed to be the best parameter for the determination of G’-G” crossover as CV was always lower than 5 %.
Nevertheless, since SAOS measurements were time consuming (minimum
time of 30-40 min) and repeatability was an issue due to the geometry,
these tests were not used further during collections A, B, C and D.
However,

these

measurements

showed

potential

to

assess

the

characteristics of bioflocs in the digestates.

6.1.2.

Conditioning and dewatering assessment

Dewatering rate and floc strength vs. polymer dose
Conditioning and dewatering results for AD and HT samples from
collections A, B, C and D are shown in Figures 62, 63, 64 and 65,
respectively.
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Figure 62- Collection A conditioning and dewatering assessment results
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The different collections of digestate samples resulted in different
optimum polymer doses (PDmin and PDmax) to achieve good dewatering
rate or to achieve CSTmin and maximum floc strength (Wumax). In
addition, the results showed a difference between AD and HT point
collected digestates. From Figures 62, 63 and 64 it was evident that AD
point samples achieved low PDmin values (Figures 62, 64 and 63). In
collection A, AD point samples required 20 g polymer/kg TS and HT point
samples required 25 g polymer/kg TS. In collection B, AD point samples
required 18 g polymer/kg TS and HT point samples 19 g polymer/kg TS. In
collection C, AD point samples required 16.9 g polymer/kg TS and HT
point samples required 20 g polymer/kg TS. As for collection D (Figure 65),
the opposite occurred, the HT point samples required 14 g polymer/kg TS
and AD point samples required 15 g polymer/kg TS.
The highest dewatering rate occurred just before or when the Wumax was
achieved. However, the highest dewatering rate or CSTmin did not always
match with Wumax. This result is in agreement with Marinetti et al. (2010),
as polymer dose increased floc strength increased up to a threshold of
Wu beyond which, further strength conferred no further improvement in
dewatering rate.Therefore there is some limitation in the use of Wu alone
as a controlling methodology of polymer dose, since it might be difficult
to define this threshold of network strength where minimum CST values
are achieved.
In all collected samples, although PDmin and PDmax was always higher
between 3 and 5 g polymer/kg TS for the HT point samples, the digestate
from HT provided better dewatering rates as evident from the higher
1/CST or the 1/TTF values. The higher dewatering rate in all HT digestates
corresponded to a higher network strength as compared to the AD
digestates. In addition, with exception of collection D, the Wu values
were always higher for HT samples in comparison with AD samples.
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Mixing effect on digestate conditioning
In collections A and D different Jar test mixing conditions were applied in
order to examine the effect of particle-particle interactions or particle
bridging (Tchobanoglous et al., 2014) between polymer with AD and HT
digestate samples. In Figure 66 the results of conditioning using torque
rheometer are shown for AD and HT digestates from collection A.
During the first 100 s of the rheogram a peak in the torque was registered
as polymer was added to both samples. The same mixing conditions and
polymer dose (25 g polymer/kg TS) were used for both samples. During
the first 20 s impeller velocity (N) was kept at 320 rpm (equivalent G Table
26) and polymer was added and allowed to mix for 10 s, after this N was
reduced to 120 rpm for 60 s to allow polymer bridging, then N was
increased to 300 rpm to assess floc strength. This test allowed comparing
polymer interaction (Figure 67) and floc strength (Figure 66) between the
two digestates during polymer conditioning.
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Figure 67- Torque rheogram during polymer addition

It was possible to see that the interaction between polymer and the
digestate was different from both Figures 66 and 67. The polymer
interaction was quicker for the AD digestate (Figure 67) because of the
rapid increase in torque values over time whilst for HT samples it took
slightly longer to reach the maximum torque during this period. A similar
measurement was used in Murray and Örmeci (2008) to assess different
polyelectrolyte of different molecular weights against one type of
digestate. In this case instead two digestate samples were compared
against one polyelectrolyte solution and dose. For AD digestate the
maximum torque of 39 mNm was reached at 29 s while for HT the
maximum torque of 34 mNm was reached at 32 s. In addition, when N
was increased from 120 rpm to 300 rpm (around 100s) the flocs for AD
samples were formed quicker. Moreover, between 115 and 390 s the AD
flocs reached higher torque values of 22.7 mNm in comparison with HT
samples, indicating stronger flocs. After 400 s the AD flocs started to
disintegrate and torque values dropped to 16 mNm whilst HT flocs
continued to grow in strength. HT samples reached equivalent torque
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values of 22.7 mNm after 554 s but reached a maximum of 37 mNm at
637 s. This indicated that polymer dose and mixing conditions used were
close to optimum for AD samples whilst for HT samples optimum
conditions were not achieved. Hence, indicating that for collection A HT
digestate samples required more mixing than for AD digestate.
In Table 26 the estimated G values and Gt values are shown for each N
applied during polymer conditioning. Two methods were used to
estimate G values (Gx and Gy). Gx was estimated taking into
consideration the averaged torque values registered during conditioning
of both AD and HT samples. Gy was assumed to be the equivalent of
average shear rate (ẏav) and only dependent on N and coefficient a
(see methods section 3.5.1).
Table 26- Estimated G values during conditioning and Gt values required to form AD
and HT flocs
N

Gx1 (s-1)

Gy”2 (s-1)

320
120

88
33

544
204

AD

HT

Gt’*

Gt”w

Gt’

Gt”

8476

52224

47239

291040

1(Gx) Gradient velocity calculated using torque values; 2(Gy) Gradient velocity equal to γav; *(Gt’) Gt values calculated using Gx; w
(Gt”) Gt values calculated using Gy

In wastewater treatment flocculation processes a G values between 500
and 1500 s-1 are adopted during rapid mixing (Tchobanoglous et al.,
2014). In this case only Gy seemed to be within this range and therefore
more appropriate to calculate the mixing Gt values. However, if MetznerOtto relation is correct, considering the torque values registered during
conditioning as well as the shear viscosity (or dynamic viscosity) of the
digestate, the Gx values were in fact under rapid mixing. This difference
might evidence that Metzner-Otto relation is only valid under certain
conditions and might not be adequate to estimate the G during
conditioning. However, in both cases the estimation of G revealed that
polymer conditioning as conducted at lab scale was limited and this
might have led to achieve higher polymer doses in comparison with full
scale results (section 5.4).
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Nevertheless, HT samples required higher Gt values in comparison with
AD samples in order to achieve strong flocs after polymer addition. In this
case, 457 % more mixing was required for HT samples to achieve the
same floc strength as in AD samples for collection A.
In Figure 68, Wu were calculated after polymer conditioning using the Jar
tester under specific mixing conditions.
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Figure 68- Wu of conditioned samples for different mixing conditions (Gt): Bx- HT point
(15300); By- HT point (30600); Bz- HT point (51000); Bw- HT point (56100); Ax- AD point
(15300); Ay- AD point (20400); Az- AD point (51000)

Figure 68 shows the calculated Wu obtained with an established polymer
dose of 25 g polymer/kg TS as a function of various mixing conditions as
presented in Table 7 for the AD and HT samples for collection A. As
shown in Figure 68, as conditioning mixing energy (Gt) increased,
network strength was increased for the same polymer dose. However, it
was also evident that HT digestates required higher Gt values for the
same polymer dose. The Wu of conditioned HT digestate (By and Bz) only
equalised AD digestate (Ay) when mixing energy was increased by 50150 %.
In Figures 66 and 68, it was evident that the network strength of HT
digestate was improved when more mixing was applied. It was
hypothesized that this was a result of the increased solubilization of
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protein. Thus, looking at Figure 62 it seemed that more mixing could have
been used to achieve the maximum Wu at a lower polymer dose when
compared to Wu achieved at the polymer dose of 25 g polymer/kg TS.
This suggested that if conditioning mixing energy is not sufficient with
higher Sp/Tp digestates then the polymer dose has to be increased in
order to increase Wu and arrive at higher dewatering rates. Alternatively,
rapid mixing at lab scale will have to be improved in order to achieve
higher G values (G>544 s-1).
It is interesting to note, in comparison with the results for CMAD digestate
(5.3 and 5.4), the minimum polymer dose required to achieve minimum
CST values agreed with polymer dose used at full scale, however, the
same did not occur for the AAD digestate. While at full scale a dose of
10-11 g polymer/kg TS was usually found (5.4), at lab scale polymer dose
was usually between 18 and 20 g polymer/kg TS (5.3). During full scale
conditions higher Gt values seemed to have been accomplished by the
introduction of an inline mixer (with an N of 1200 rpm) and multiple points
of polymer addition which were installed while this work was being
conducted. In the case of AAD digestate both these factors might
explain the difficulty of achieving at lab scale similar polymer doses as
the ones achieved at full scale. Moreover, the higher Sp/Tp content of
AAD digestate in comparison with CMAD also supports the fact that if
conditioning mixing energy is not sufficient polymer dose has to be
increased in order to increase Wu and arrive at higher dewatering rates.
This observation was also evident during collection A between AD and
HT digestates.
During collection D, conditioning and dewatering assessment was
conducted using an estimated Gt of 51000 (Figure 65) and using a Gt of
11220 (Figure 69) for both HT and AD samples. However, for this collection
minimum differences were observed at higher Gt values. For a Gt of
51000, AD point samples Wumax was 386 kJ/g TS at a polymer dose of 19.4
g polymer/kg TS and for HT samples Wumax was 370 kJ/g TS at 17.8 g
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polymer/kg TS. Moreover, these values were also concurrent with the
highest dewatering rate for both samples, though dewatering rates of
0.05 s-1 were achieved at lower polymer doses of 14 g polymer/kg TS. For
a Gt of 11200, AD point samples achieved a Wu max of 394 kJ/g TS at a
polymer dose of 15.5 g polymer/kg TS, whilst HT samples achieved a
Wumax of 390 kJ/g TS at 21 g polymer/kg TS. The highest dewatering rate
was achieved at 21.3 g polymer/kg TS for AD samples and at 17.8 g
polymer/kg TS for HT samples, however good dewatering rates were
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Figure 69- Collection D conditioning and dewatering assessment results using an
estimated Gt of 11220

The differences between AD and HT samples in terms of mixing energy
required were greater for collection A than the ones observed in
collection D. However, the effect of mixing was still visible during
collection D since AD samples required lower Gt values to achieve
maximum Wu values as well as good dewatering rate. During low Gt
values HT point samples required 5.5 g polymer/kg TS more to achieve
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the same Wu as AD samples, however, dewatering rate did not seem to
be affected with Gt values.
The results for collection D were different from the ones obtained for
collections A, B and C. As described in section 6.1.1 the removal of grit in
the digesters might have affected samples composition, hence
conditioning and dewatering results seemed to be a consequence of
that.
Solids recovery
Figures 70 and 71 shows the performance of laboratory mechanical
dewatering for digestate samples from collection B in terms of specific
cake resistance (α), cake solids content from laboratory dewatering
simulation, and calculated solids recovery (%).
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Figure 70- Collection B mechanical dewatering results: specific resistance (α) and liquors
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Figure 71 shows that maximum solids recovery was achieved at polymer
doses of 22 and 27 g polymer/kg TS for AD and HT digestate respectively.
As the polymer dose increased, SR increased up to a maximum value of
98.9 % for the AD digestate and 99.7 % for the HT digestate. The
maximum SR was concurrent with Wu max (Figure 63) and low TSS (Figure
70) in the liquors. However, maximum cake solids and the lowest α value
were achieved at a lower polymer dose of 19 and 21.8 g polymer /kg TS
for AD and HT respectively. This indicated that at this polymer dose, the
digestates achieved highest dewatering as in consolidation stage,
however, highest % TS in the cake did not necessarily corresponded to
the maximum solids recovery. These results showed that there is a need
to compromise between achieving a drier cake and maximizing solids
recovery by reducing TSS in the liquor. In practice, higher than 95 % solids
recovery is required to reduce effect of recycled solids in the filtrate on
WwTW operation. Hence, lower polymer doses could have been applied
however this would have potentially resulted in cake solids lower than 22
% TS.
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In the case of HT digestate samples the lowest α value was achieved at
21.8 g polymer/kg TS while the lowest TTF values and Wu max (Figure 63)
were achieved at doses as high as 26-32 g polymer/kg TS. In addition,
despite the lowest α value being achieved at 21.8 g polymer/kg TS the
highest % TS in the cake was achieved at a lower polymer dose of 19 g
polymer/kg TS. Nevertheless, figures 70 and 71 showed that the HT
digestate samples hardly achieved a % TS in the cake above 23-24 %,
while for AD samples it was possible to reach 26.4 % TS in the cake. The
results showed that conditioned solids from the AD and HT samples were
different in terms of mechanical dewatering. AD samples seemed to
perform better, achieving a drier cake and also a lower TSS in the liquors
or higher maximum solids recovery at lower polymer doses in comparison
with HT samples.
6.1.3. Influence of digestate characteristics on conditioning and
dewatering
The difference in the conditioning and dewatering results between the
AD and HT digestates could be better understood from the sample
characterization in Table 22. The differences in conditioning and
dewatering observed between AD and HT could be attributed to the
increased solubilisation of proteins. These results were in agreement with
the findings of Novak (2010) and Novak et al. (2004), where the increase
in colloidal biopolymer (proteins and polysaccharides) resulted in a
higher polymer demand.
As shown in section 6.1.1 there was an increase in Sp and Sp/Tp
concurrent with a reduction in η[0.1s-1] between AD point and HT point
samples. The reduction in total protein as well as the increase in soluble
protein between AD point and HT point samples seemed to occur.
Novak (2010) showed that the increase in colloidal biopolymer
correlated with the increase in polymer demand. The same theory
seemed to support the conditioning and dewatering results presented in
section 6.1.2. The lower η[0.1s-1] values (up to 26 %) as well as lower total
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protein content (up to 14 %) and increased solubilization of proteins (up
to 16%) for the HT point samples seemed to have led to the increase of 35 g polymer/kg TS in polymer demand, increase of 50 – 150 % in mixing
requirements and 3 % TS lower in the cake in comparison with AD point
samples.
In Table 27, the Pearson’s correlation factor (r > 0.6) values are reported
between polymer dose, η[0.1s-1] and characterization results for the
different AD and HT digestates. The PDmin was used, taken from the
minimum CST value or the minimum TTF value.
Table 27- Pearson’s correlation factor (r) results between PDmin and characterization of
samples

tCOD
sCOD/tCOD
sCOD
Tp
Sp/Tp
Tc
Sc/Tc
Tp/Tc
Sp/Sc
Sp
Sc
PDmin
η[0.1s-1]

AD point
PDmin
η[0.1s-1]
-0.59
-0.53
0.72
-0.53
-0.86
-0.88
0.73
-0.67
-0.72
-0.90
0.53
-0.96
-0.60
NA
NA

HT point
PDmin
η[0.1s-1]
-0.60
-0.95
-0.78
-0.55
-0.72
-0.87
-1.00
0.99
-0.72

% Variation (AD to HT)
PDmin
η[0.1s-1]

0.86

-0.90

0.96

-0.87

0.84
-0.94
NA

-0.97
NA

-0.97

In the case of the different HT point samples, a negative correlation
between PDmin with Tp, TC, Sc and COD (total and soluble) was found,
while a positive correlation was found between PDmin and sCOD, Sp/Tp
and Sp/Sc. This indicated that as the content of Tp and Tc reduced the
PDmin was increased. In addition, η[0.1s-1] correlated negatively with COD
(soluble and total) but did not correlate with any other parameter. As for
AD point samples PDmin did not correlate very well with COD (total and
sCOD/tCOD) and Tc, while η[0.1s-1] correlated negatively with most of the
parameters with exception of Sp/Tp and Sp/Sc. Nevertheless, taking into
consideration the % of variation observed between AD and HT samples
for all the collections in each parameter, it was possible to see that the
variation in PDmin between collections correlated negatively with the
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variation in η[0.1s-1] with an r of 0.97. In addition, both parameters
correlated with the solubilization of protein (Sp and Sp/Tp). These results
suggested that PDmin increased as a result of increased Sp and reduction
of Tp, and η[0.1s-1] seemed to vary accordingly indicating that this
measurement may be used as a monitoring parameter. These results
indicated that the reduction in η[0.1s-1] between AD and HT point could
indicate the increase in polymer dose and could potentially detect
polymer dose variations and optimize conditioning for this type of
digestates.
6.2. Experimental Procedure B
The present experimental work, aims to assess the applicability of η [0.1s-1]
to detect small variations of total and soluble fractions of organic matter
and

its

impact

on

flocculation

and

dewatering.

Rheological

measurements were chosen due to the potential ease of interpretation
of

the

results,

relative

rapidity

and

the

potential

for

online

implementation.
6.2.1.

Samples characterization

Characterization of total and soluble fractions of organic matter as well
as conditioning and dewatering results for the digestates before and
after storage are shown in Tables 28 and 29.
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Table 28- Samples characterization: solids content, rheological parameters, polymer
dose, network strength and CST
Samples
AD3
AD3.1
AD4
AD4.1
AD5
AD5.1
AD6
AD6.1
AD7
AD7.1
AD8
AD8.1
AD9
AD9.1
AD10
AD10.1
AD11
AD11.1
CMAD11
CMAD11.1
AD12
HT12
AD13
HT13

TS
(%)

VS
(%TS)

4.8
±(0.0)x
4.7
±(0.0)
4.8
±(0.0)
4.7
±(0.0)
4.8
±(0.0)
4.7
±(0.0)
4.8
± 0.0)
4.8
±(0.0)
4.8
±(0.0)
4.8
±(0.0)
4.9
±(0.0)
4.8
±(0.0)
4.8
±(0.0)
4.8
±(0.0)
4.8
±(0.0)
4.9
±(0.1)
4.8
±(0.0)
4.1
±(0.0)
2.8
±(0.0)
3.1
±(0.0)
4.8
±(0.0)
4.9
±(0.0)
5.0
±(0.0)
4.9
±(0.0)

62.8
±(0.1)
62.8
±(0.2)
62.7
±(0.4)
62.9
±(0.4)
63
±(0.4)
63.3
±(0.1)
62.7
±(0.1)
62.3
±(0.1)
62.8
±(0.2)
62.6
±(0.1)
63.2
±(0.7)
63.2
±(0.5)
62.9
±(0.2)
63.0
±(0.2)
63.0
±(0.1)
63.0
±(0.1)
63.8
±(0.0)
63.9
±(0.0)
67.6
±(0.1)
66.2
±(0.1)
63.8
±(0.2)
62.6
±(0.1)
65.1
±(0.1)
66.2
±(0.1)

τ0
(Pa)
1.10
0.51
1.07
0.26
1.09
0.29
1.11
0.63
1.02
0.32
1.10
0.28
0.74
0.78
0.87
0.78
1.07
0.18
1.02
0.51
1.12
1.04
1.03
0.85

η[0.1s-1]
(Pa.s)
11.6
±(0.2)
4.8
±(0.2)
11.3
±(0.6)
2.1
±(0.4)
11
±(0.4)
2.2
±(0.3)
11.7
±(0.8)
5.7
±(0.3)
11.3
±(0.3)
2.7
±(0.4)
11.6
±(0.5)
2.1
±(0.1)
8.0
±(0.3)
8.4
±(0.2)
9.0
±(0.3)
8.6
±(0.2)
11.8
±(0.3)
1.1
±(0.0)
10.5
±(0.5)
5.5
±(0.3)
12.1
±(0.2)
11.3
±(0.4)
10.1
±(0.2)
7.9
±(0.1)

PDmin
(g polymer/kg
TS)

PDmax
(g polymer/kg
TS)

16.5

23.0

20.1

23.4

15.2

21.2

42.5

30.8

16.7

20.1

NA*

NA

Wumax
(kJ/g TS)

CSTmin
(s)

371.5
±(79.5)
378.1
±(34.0)
316.7
±(85.4)
303.5
±(9.9)
257.4
±(32.3)

18.4
±(2.3)
16.5
±(1.9)
17.2
±(1.8)
24.6
±(1.5)
18.3
±(1.2)

NA

NA

402.5
±(8.4)
397.1
±(53.7)
399.7
±(12.0)
616.8
±(14.8)
429.4
±(29.3)

594.7
±(20.1)
430.5
±(2.9)

19.4
±(0.9)
18.3
±(0.8)
17.3
±(1.4)
18.3
±(2.0)
18.1
±(0.1)
19.5
±(2.5)
17.2
±(1.1)
16.3
±(0.6)
15.8
±(0.6)
14.7
±(1.8)
18.3
±(0.1)

16.3

19.9

20.2

26.9

16.6

19.9

23.5

33.6

15.4

18.1

24.7

32.1

22.9

29.5

22.8

32.5

25.8

29.8

25.6

35.5

16.8

17.8

NA

NA

NA

NA

7.1

12.4

794.7
±(16.6)

7.9
±(0.1)

NA

NA

NA

NA

20.3

20.3

400.5
±(13.5)

23.2

26.5

426 ±(5.0)

19.2

25.6

22.9

32.7

18.9
±(0.3)
14.9
±(0.7)
13.4
±(1.4)
12.7
±(0.1)

607 ±(38.5)
660.5
±(28.1)
657.8
±(10.2)
626 ±(25.3)

423.2
±(27.6)
770.6
±(127.2)

*NA- Not Attributed, because flocculation did not occur; ±(x) Standard deviation

Taking into consideration the results on both tables the coefficient of
variation could be calculated for each of the parameters shown. The
results revealed that the parameters that varied the most were NH4, Norg,
Sp, Sp/Tp, Sc, Sc/Tc, Tp/Tc, Sp/Sc, sCOD, sCOD/tCOD, suCOD,
sTKN/suCOD, PDmin, PDmax, η[0.1s-1], τ0 and Wu. The CV varied between 26
and 83 %. The CST results only had a CV of 16 % despite the PDmin and
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PDmax varied between 26 and 33 %. It was also found that CV for both
η[0.1s-1] and τ0 was similar and equal to 50 % and 45 % respectively. This
was expected since both measurements were conducted on the same
unconditioned digestate samples using the same equipment. Also,
correlations for both η[0.1s-1] and τ0 with other parameters were identical.
Therefore, only η[0.1s-1] results will be discussed.
It was also noticeable the discrepancy between TKN and Lowry
measurements. The mean content in tTKN and Tp for all the samples was
equal to 10 % (%TS) and 22 % (%TS) respectively. The protein content was
then estimated using TKN values by multiplying it by a factor of 5.3 which
means that protein content using TKN was 2.5 times higher than total
protein and up to 7 times higher than soluble protein using the Lowry
method. The Lowry method and modified Lowry method for the
determination of protein content have been compared by different
researchers with some contradictory conclusions. In Raunkjær et al.
(1994) and Jimenez et al. (2013) the Lowry method showed to be the
best compromise against other methods. However, in Frølund et al.,
(1996) and Shen et al. (2013) the Lowry method showed to be influenced
by the presence of divalent cations and other substances such as Humic
acid and a modification of the method was proposed. In addition,
recently Le et al. (2016) showed that these methods are influenced by
the presence substances such as Humic acids, ascorbic acid, uric acid,
2,6-Ditertbutylphenol n-hexadecanol. Moreover, the use of BSA as the
standard for protein quantification is also not adequate as pointed by Le
et al. (2016). Here, the results showed that protein quantification for both
TKN and Lowry method were not similar. Therefore, both of the
measurements’ results should be interpreted with caution.
In order to analyze the effect of the different storage conditions on both
soluble and total fractions of organic matter as well as on conditioning
and dewatering results, the percentage of variation for each parameter
was determined. In this case the % increase or % decrease was
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calculated for each storage condition. The results are discussed in the
following paragraphs.
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Table 29-Samples characterization: soluble and total components
mg/l
Samples
AD3
AD3.1
AD4
AD4.1
AD5
AD5.1
AD6
AD6.1
AD7
AD7.1
AD8
AD8.1
AD9
AD9.1
AD10
AD10.1
AD11
AD11.1
CMAD11
CMAD11.1
AD12
HT12
AD13
HT13

Na+

NH4+

K+

Mg2+

Ca2+

tTKN

sTKN

Tp

Sp

Tc

Sc

tCOD

sCOD

tuCOD

suCOD

139.1
139.8
102.0
133.6
140.8
122.2
102.7
135.1
92.6
96.2
106.7
103.9
59.5
59.9
59.5
59.0
71.3
46.2
95.9
70.1
113.7
109.2
77.7
89.3

3206.9
3246.7
3509.5
2959.3
3276.2
2582.6
3472.5
3428.2
3258.2
3358.3
3100.6
3070.9
1026.8
1044.1
1017.0
986.4
1307.2
663.3
3351.7
2020.5
3152.6
3058.6
2377.2
2149.4

182.0
179.3
187.7
175.3
180.8
157.6
157.9
141.2
144.9
151.3
187.4
186.9
39.7
39.9
40.0
39.4
88.4
60.8
196.0
145.7
147.7
144.7
318.0
291.0

79.3
0.0
73.8
0.0
71.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
16.8
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
17.0
10.8
2.9
2.3

5008.3
4862.0
4711.2
4804.4
4963.1
4426.3
5220.1
5235.9
5312.2
5039.7
5100.8
5061.2
4808.9
4846.9
4938.3
4871.7
2167.7
2299.0
4882.6
3807.6
5339.3
5255.6
5143.9
7418.2

3192.6
3165.0
3375.3
3025.8
3088.8
2892.7
3247.4
3386.0
3209.4
3307.4
3165.0
3279.8
3031.7
3010.6
2999.2
2927.8
1123.3
1144.6
3459.9
2374.0
3424.5
3311.6
3058.7
2724.6

10643.9
9686.0
11397.3
8955.4
11700.0
9192.3
12243.5
12073.5
12450.4
10071.1
13330.7
9467.6
10879.6
8968.1
11386.5
9897.4
8438.3
6972.5
12281.9
8184.2
11930.4
11022.1
13714.1
10890.5

2797.6
2301.9
1573.7
2684.4
2469.7
3740.8
2491.0
2288.7
2471.6
2382.9
2600.0
2553.6
3169.0
3157.1
3077.9
3101.7
538.2
3921.7
2546.3
3086.2
2575.8
2563.5
2686.9
2474.6

5184.3
5491.2
4368.7
4434.2
5057.2
3837.8
6719.8
6525.8
6261.6
5893.1
4741.1
2895.8
5942.6
4294.5
6994.8
5913.8
1352.5
3684.5
4436.7
5218.9
5881.8
5703.2
6794.4
6011.5

578.3
483.7
538.2
483.3
549.2
601.9
356.7
596.1
408.1
506.1
207.2
262.4
813.2
760.9
759.1
761.8
166.2
652.9
279.8
505.3
566.2
719.4
693.8
691.0

58180.0
59960.0
57810.0
54590.0
56980.0
61900.0
66050.0
64290.0
62820.0
59320.0
56150.0
54610.0
54840.0
51880.0
57560.0
49310.0
31260.0
33050.0
52290.0
45950.0
43790.0
50310.0
52180.0
61780.0

7707.5
7935.0
7445.0
8585.0
6710.0
9972.5
6250.0
7062.5
6472.5
7457.5
6210.0
8162.5
6745.0
6515.0
6250.0
7180.0
1132.5
7210.0
6942.5
7755.0
5890.0
5927.5
5477.5
5557.5

37029.8
39939.9
36345.4
36722.8
34372.7
44273.7
40965
39653.9
37882.9
38320.2
31412.8
37512.8
32578.1
34133.3
33485.4
28550.1
29430.4
28454.7
17250.1
18906.7
20012.6
28073.6
24814.5
39432.8

2932.8
3998.5
4546.2
4075.1
2456.3
3759.3
2156.8
3033.3
2357
3377
2102.8
4069.7
1178.4
1018.4
874.1
1765.7
2843.2
2620.4
159.0
674.6
1460
1362.8
753.4
1154.5

*NA- Not Attributed, because flocculation did not occur; (x) Standard deviation
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Variation of conditioning and dewatering indicators for digestates
collected from a single WwTWs (Dataset A)
In Figures 72 and 73 the variations encountered between the different
Cardiff WwTW digestates collected on Day 1 (AD3), Day 7 (AD6), Day 30
(AD11), and Day 40 (AD12) are shown. Figure 72 displays the results for
AD6, AD11 and AD12 in relation to AD3 whilst Figure 73 displays the results
for AD3, AD6 and AD11 in relation to AD12.
AD6

AD11

AD12

% Variation (increase or
decrease)

40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
-10.0
-20.0
PDmin

PDmax

η[0.1 s-1]

Wumax

CSTmin

Figure 72- Variation (%) between collections for AD6, AD11 and AD12 in relation to AD3
(Dataset A)

AD3

AD6

AD11

% Variation (increase or
decrease)

10.0
5.0
0.0
-5.0
-10.0
-15.0
-20.0
-25.0
PDmin

PDmax

η[0.1 s-1]

Wumax

CSTmin

Figure 73- Variation (%) in PDmin, PDmax, Wumax, CSTmin and η[0.1s-1] between collections for
AD3, AD6 and AD11 in relation to AD12 (Dataset A)
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Figures 72 and 73 show that the % of variation encountered between
collections was related to the Wumax, PDmin and PDmax. PDmin for samples
AD3, AD6 and AD11 was between 17 to 21 % lower in comparison with
the PDmin required for AD12 samples. PDmin was kept between 15.2-16.8 g
polymer/kg TS (Table 28) for AD3, AD6, and AD11 but an increase of 2026 % for the sample AD12 was observed (Figure 72), indicating a
variation on the characteristics of the digestate for the same WwTW
during the time the work was conducted.
Collections AD6, AD11 and AD12 achieved between 27 and 37% higher
Wumax values in comparison with the collection AD3 (Figure 72). The floc
strength (Wumax) reached in AD6, AD11 and AD12 was 30 % higher than
in AD3.
Similar values of PDmax were reached for AD3 and AD12 between 20 and
21 g polymer/kg TS, whilst for AD6 and AD11 lower values between 17
and 19 g polymer/kg TS were reached (Table 28), indicating a reduction
between 10 and 17 % in PDmax for the samples AD 6 and AD11 (Figure
72).
As for the CSTmin, the variation encountered was low since most of the
conditioned samples reached an average CSTmin of 18 s (Table 28) and
AD12 showed 5 % higher CST values in comparison with the other
collections (Figure 72).
As for η[0.1s-1] a variation between 2.5 and 7 % was found between AD3,
AD6, AD11 and AD12. η[0.1s-1] was higher for AD6, AD11 and AD12 in
comparison with AD3, though AD12 achieved the highest value of 12.1
Pa∙s.
The variations encountered for Wumax, PDmin and PDmax could be related
to the variation in AD influent organic matter (Houghton and
Stephenson, 2002) and throughput variations (OLR or HRT) within the THP
and AD process (Wang et al., 2013).
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Variation of conditioning and dewatering indicators for digestates stored
with and without aeration (Dataset B)
In Figure 74 the % variation in PDmin, PDmax, Wumax, CSTmin and η[0.1s-1] for
samples stored with aeration and for periods longer than 3 days with and
without aeration is shown. Full scale aerated digestate samples (HT12
and HT13), and digestate samples stored for periods longer than 3 days
(AD9 and AD10) had their PDmin increased.
AD9

AD10

AD9.1

AD10.1

HT12

HT13

100

% Variation (increase or decrease)

80
60
40
20
0
-20
-40
PDmin

PDmax

η[0.1 s-1]

Wumax

CSTmin

Figure 74- Variation (%) in PDmin, PDmax, Wumax, CSTmin and η[0.1s-1] for samples stored with
aeration and for periods longer than 3 days with and without aeration: results shown for
AD9, AD10, AD9.1, AD10.1, HT12 and HT13 (Dataset B)

The increase in PDmin for HT12 and HT13 in relation to AD12 and AD13 was
between 14 to 19 %, from 19-20 g polymer/kg TS to 23 g polymer/kg TS
(Table 28). The increase in PDmin for AD9, AD10 in relation to AD6, AD7 or
AD8 was between 38 to 68 % (Figure 74), from 15-16 g polymer/kg TS to
23-26 g polymer/kg TS. This indicated that storage of digestate samples
for more than 3 days at room temperature and storage under aeration
as in HT12 and HT13 contributed to an increase in the required polymer
dose to achieve good filterability. However, aeration as provided in
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AD9.1 and AD10.1 did not contribute to an increase in PDmin when
comparing to their controls AD9 and AD10, respectively. But when the
sample was stored at room temperature between AD9 and AD10 an
increase of 13% in PDmin was observed from 23 to 26 g polymer/kg TS
(Figure 74).
As for the CSTmin values, the results showed that for the samples stored for
more than 3 days (AD9, AD10), the values of CST decreased between 5
to 13 %, from 17-19 s to 15-16 s (Table 28), in comparison with AD6, AD7 or
AD8. Moreover, a decrease between 5 to 9 % from 16-17 s to 15-16 s
(Table 28) was observed when AD9 and AD10 were subjected to
aeration (AD9.1, AD10.1). A reduction of 5 to 21 % in CSTmin was observed
(Table 28) for HT12 and HT13 in relation to AD12 and AD13, respectively.
Aeration as provided in AD9.1, AD10.1, HT12 and HT13 may contribute to
the reduction in CST values, suggesting that storage under aeration
might improve filterability of conditioned digested sludges. It is interesting
to note that a reduction in CSTmin of 8 % was observed between AD9 and
AD10 while stored for 1 day at room temperature.
In addition, Figure 74 shows that Wu max increased between 50 to 60 % for
the samples AD9 and AD10 in comparison with original digestate sample
AD6, AD7 and AD8. This indicated that storage for more than 3 days at
room temperature contributed to an increase of Wu. As for the samples
stored under aeration at 35°C for 1 h (AD9.1) and 3 h (AD10.1) the Wu max
did not vary considerably, whilst for HT12 and HT13 an increase of 6 to 82
% occurred, respectively. The difference found between Cardiff and
Afan HT was notable and could most likely be a result of the different
influent sludges digested at each WwTW.
As for PDmax Figure 74 shows that an increase was observed for all of
these samples, between 52 and 54 % was observed for AD9 and AD10 in
comparison with original digestate sample AD6, AD7 and AD8; between
10 and 19 % for AD9.1 and AD10.1 in comparison with their controls AD9
and AD10; and between 28 and 31 % for HT12 and HT13 in comparison
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with AD12 and AD13, respectively. This suggested that further storage for
more than 3 days at room temperature, 1 and 3 h aeration at 35°C or
aeration provided at full scale leads to the increase in PDmax.
Nevertheless, the increase in PDmax was not necessarily required since
CSTmin were achieved at earlier polymer doses. The polymer dose
required to achieve maximum floc strength did not always match with
the polymer dose required to achieve CSTmin, and this seems to be
consistent throughout this work in agreement with the results shown in
Marinetti et al. (2010).
The results indicated that storage at room temperature for more than 3
days or storage at 35°C with and without aeration as in AD9, AD9.1,
AD10, AD10.1, HT12 and HT13 contributed to the variation of the
conditioning and dewatering indicators. However, it seems that the age
of digestate or aeration conditions (retention time and mass transfer)
might have played a role in the effect of aeration. In this case aeration
provided to a digestate at earlier stages of storage or longer periods of
time (> 3h) with better mass transfer (e.g. HT12 and HT13) had a larger
effect on the conditioning and dewatering indicators than shown in
AD9.1 and AD10.1, since these had been stored for more than 3 days
prior to aeration. Table 28 shows that the conditioning and dewatering
indicators (Wumax and CSTmin) for AD13 and HT13 were different than the
ones achieved by AD12 and HT12 suggesting that the sludge processed
in Cardiff and Afan WwTWs behaved differently during conditioning and
dewatering despite being both AAD plants.
Variation of conditioning and dewatering indicators for digestates stored
at temperatures above 80°C (Dataset C)
In Figure 75, the variation for the conditioning and dewatering indicators
and η[0.1s-1] are shown for samples stored for temperatures above 80°C.
Figure 75 shows that PDmin increased between 22 and 60 % for AD3.1,
AD6.1, AD7.1, AD8.1, whilst for the AD4.1 sample the increase in PDmin
reached 180 %. This indicated that storage of digestate samples
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between 80°C to 100°C led to detrimental conditions for polymer
conditioning and dewatering. When applying temperatures above
100°C (AD5.1, AD11.1 and CMAD 11.1) the characteristics of the
digestate samples changed drastically to a point where no flocculation
could occur, therefore no conditioning and dewatering indicators are
shown in Table 28.

% Variation (increase or decrease)

180
140
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20
-20
-60
-100
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η[0.1 s-1]

Wumax

CSTmin

Figure 75- Variation (%) in PDmin, PDmax, Wumax, CSTmin and η[0.1s-1] for high temperature
stored samples (Dataset C)

As for the CSTmin values, there was an increase between 6 and 46 % for
the samples stored for more than 1h at 80°C (AD7.1, AD8.1) and the
samples stored

with

temperatures

higher

than

80°C

(AD4.1) in

comparison with their controls AD7, AD8 and AD4, respectively. Whilst for
the samples stored at 80°C for less than 1 h (AD3.1, AD6.1), the CSTmin
value decreased between 6 to 8% in comparison with their controls AD3
and AD6, respectively. These results suggested that filterability of
conditioned samples was only hindered if storage at 80°C was longer
than 1 h.
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In addition, Figure 75 shows that Wumax increased between 41 and 54 %
for the samples AD7.1 and AD8.1 in comparison with original digestate
sample AD6, AD7 and AD8, whilst for the samples stored for 1 h at 80°C
(AD6.1) no change in Wumax occurred. This suggested that storage for
more than 1 h at 80°C contributed to the increase of Wu, while stored for
less than 1 h at 80°C no change occurred.
Results also showed that PDmax increased for most of the high
temperature stored digestate samples. PDmax increased up to 77 %,
indicating that high temperature storage led to the increase of polymer
demand to achieve maximum floc strength, however no further
improvements on filterability were observed.
These results indicated that high temperature storage as in AD7.1, AD8.1,
AD4.1, AD5.1, AD11.1 and CMAD11.1, lead to poor conditioning and
dewatering. From these results, storage of these types of digestates at
temperatures equal or higher than 80°C should be avoided due to the
rapid increase in PDmin and CSTmin. This was further discussed when
looking into the fractions of organic matter.
6.2.2.

Correlation between parameters

The correlations between the different parameters (Table 29), is
presented in terms of Pearson’s correlation coefficient r values. Only the
correlations with r > 0.6 between fractions of organic matter with η[0.1s-1]
and the conditioning and dewatering indicators (PDmin, PDmax, Wumax,
CSTmin) are shown. The complete set of correlations is available as
supplementary information in the appendices (Tables A1, A2 and A3).
Digestate variation from a single WwTWs (Dataset A)
Variations were observed in terms of PDmin, PDmax, Wumax and η[0.1s-1] for
the digestate samples taken from Cardiff WwTW (AD3, AD6, AD11 and
AD12). In Figure 76 correlations of the variations between these
parameters and the different fractions of organic matter is shown.
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Figure 76- Correlations between different parameters for digestates from a single WwTWs (dataset A)
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The variation in PDmin observed between samples AD3, AD6, AD11 and
AD12 was positively correlated with the variation in η [0.1s-1] (r of 0.94). The
variation of PDmin and η[0.1s-1] were both positively correlated with the
variation of TKN and COD ratios with r values between 0.7 and 0.97 as
well as with Norg (r of 0.82). Also, both PDmin and η[0.1s-1] were both
negatively correlated with COD content (soluble, total and unidentified)
with r values between 0.7 and 0.9. This indicated that the increase in TKN
and Norg as well as the slight reduction in COD (soluble, total and
unidentified) might have contributed to the 25 % increase in PDmin for
sample AD12 (Figure 72). From Table 29, it is possible to calculate the
average increase observed for AD12 of 29.3, 46.5, 45.8, and 22.6 % that
occurred

for

tTKN/tCOD,

tTKN/tuCOD,

sTKN/suCOD

and

N org,

respectively. This observation was also accompanied by an increase in
η[0.1s-1] between 4 and 7 % (Figure 72 and Figure 73). These results
demonstrate that the reduction in COD fractions (total, soluble and
unidentified) and increase in TKN and Norg are correlated with both the
increased η[0.1s-1] and PDmin. This observation suggests that for fresh
digestates and during process conditions, the variation in η[0.1s-1] of the
digestate could potentially indicate a variation of PDmin.
Figure 76 also showed that for dataset A the variation in PDmax was
negatively correlated with the variation in Wu max (r of 0.99) indicating
that the floc strength after conditioning would decrease when PDmax
increased. In addition, PDmax was positively correlated with Sp and Sc
with r values between 0.8 and 0.9, whilst Wumax was negatively
correlated with an r of 0.8. Moreover, the variation in PDmax correlated
negatively with the variation in Tp, sTKN and Sp/Sc whilst the variation in
Wumax correlated positively with these parameters. These correlations
suggested that increased levels of Tp and sTKN might have contributed
to a reduction in PDmax and increase of Wumax, while the increase of Sp
and Sc contributed to the increase in PDmax and reduction of Wumax. This
can be seen in Table 29, sample AD3 had higher values for Sc and PDmax
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but also lower values for Tp, Sp/Sc and Wumax in comparison with AD6,
AD11 and AD12. These results suggested that there must be an optimum
ratio

between

total

and

soluble

of

protein

and

carbohydrate

compounds in order to achieve a strong floc while minimizing the
required polymer dose. The protein to carbohydrate ratio of digestates
has been previously observed in Houghton and Stephenson (2002) and
Novak et al., (2003). However, no literature seems to report the influence
of protein and carbohydrate content on the strength of the flocs
produced after polymer conditioning. From the above discussion, an
increase in Sp and Sc may reduce flocs strength of the conditioned
digestate samples.
The variation in CSTmin was positively correlated with the variation in Tc
and tTKN, whilst a negative correlation was observed with the variation in
soluble compounds like TKN and COD (soluble and unidentified). This
suggested that filterability might be affected due to the increase in Tc
and tTKN as well as with the reduction in soluble compounds like TKN and
COD (soluble and unidentified). Nevertheless, the variation in CSTmin
values of 5 % was quite small to consider these correlations meaningful.
Digestates stored with and without aeration (Dataset B)
The variations of organic matter observed within the stored samples with
and without aeration (AD4, AD5, AD7, AD8, AD9, AD10, AD9.1, 10.1, HT12
and HT13) in Norg, Sc, Sc/Tc and Sp/Tp contributed to the increase in
PDmin, PDmax and Wumax. As shown in Figure 77 the variation of these
parameters (Norg, Sc, Sc/Tc, and Sp/Tp) was correlated positively with
PDmin, PDmax and Wumax with r values between 0.7 and 0.9. In addition,
the variation in η[0.1s-1] was negatively correlated with the variation of
these parameters in (Norg, Sc, Sc/Tc, and Sp/Tp) as well as with PDmin,
PDmax and Wumax. This suggested that the increase in Norg and Sc
observed during storage with and without aeration correlated with the
reduction of η[0.1s-1].
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Figure 77- Correlations between different parameters for digestates stored at temperatures below 35°C with and without aeration
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Results in Table 29 showed that Norg increased by 93, 100 and 94 % for the
samples AD9, AD10 and HT13, respectively. Moreover, Sc increased by
300, 273, 24.5 and 2 % for the samples AD9, AD10, HT12 and HT13. In the
case of samples AD9 and AD10 η[0.1s-1] had a 20 to 30 % reduction in
comparison with the samples with less storage time AD6, AD7 and AD8,
whilst no considerable variation was observed in η[0.1s-1] for the samples
AD9.1 and AD10.1. This indicated that storage at room temperature for 8
days was more effective in changing rheological properties than the 1 h
or 3 h storage with aeration at 35°C. As for the samples HT12 and HT13,
η[0.1s-1] values decreased between 7 and 22 % in comparison with AD12
and AD13, respectively. The variation in NH4+ observed after storage was
negatively correlated with the variation in Norg (r of 0.89). This suggested
that the increase in Norg was related to the reduction observed in NH4+
values (Table 29) since no variation was found between in tTKN or sTKN.
These results suggested that digestates stored for more than 3 days at
room temperature or digestates stored under aeration, as in full scale
conditions, had the following variation: reduction in NH4+; increase in
Norg; increase in Sc and reduction in η[0.1s-1], which correlated with the
increase in required polymer dose (PDmin and PDmax) as well as
contributing to an increase in floc strength (Wumax). These results
suggested that for stored digestates, the reduction in η [0.1s-1] of the
digestate could indicate an increase of PDmin, PDmax and Wumax.
As indicated in Figure 74, lower CSTmin values were achieved after
storage with and without aeration, however no correlation was found
with other variables. Though CST measurements are a good indicator if
filtration is feasible indicating the PDmin, it might not be a good
parameter to indicate variations in dewaterability. Possibly the variations
in organic matter found here might only affect polymer conditioning and
consolidation stage in dewatering but not affect the filterability of
conditioned samples since the variation in CSTmin found was relatively
small compared to PDmin, PDmax and Wumax. Hence, being able to
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perform different filtration tests as described in de Kretser et al. (2001)
would potentially give more insights on how these parameters affect
filtration and consolidation of conditioned digested sludge (see section
2.4.2)
Digestates stored at temperatures above 80°C (Dataset C)
As shown in Figure 75, η[0.1s-1] for the samples AD3.1, AD4.1, AD5.1, AD6.1,
AD7.1, AD8.1, AD11.1 and CMAD11.1 decreased between 50 to 80 %
indicating that storage at high temperatures was very effective in
changing rheological properties of the digestate samples, but at the
same time contributed to the increase in conditioning requirements.
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Figure 78- Correlations between digestates stored at temperatures above 80°C (Dataset C)
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In Figure 78 it is shown that the variation observed in η[0.1s-1] values
correlated negatively with the variation in PDmin, PDmax and CSTmin with r
values between 0.6 and 0.7. Also, CSTmin correlated positively with PDmin
with an r value of 0.99. These results suggested that the variations in PDmin
and CSTmin were both caused by the same parameters. In this case, both
polymer conditioning and filterability were hindered by thermal storage.
In Figure 78, both CSTmin and PDmin correlated positively with Norg, Sp and
Sp/Tp with an r value between 0.9 and 0.99. Also, η[0.1s-1] correlated
negatively with Sp and Sp/Tp with r values of 0.6 and 0.8 respectively.
From Table 29, Tp reduced between 2 to 27 %, Sp/Tp increased between
20-780 %, Sc increased between 11 to 250 %, sCOD and sCOD/tCOD
increased between 5 to 500 %. These variations indicated that the
storage at high temperatures increased the solubilisation of a variety of
compounds, as would be expected (Baudez et al., 2013b; Pevere et al.,
2009) due to the reduction in η[0.1s-1].
Table 30- pH, conductivity and zeta potential results
Samples
AD3
AD3.1
AD4
AD4.1
AD5
AD5.1
AD6
AD6.1
AD7
AD7.1
AD8
AD8.1
AD9
AD9.1
AD10
AD10.1
CMAD11
CMA11.1
AD11
AD11.1
AD12
HT12
AD13
HT13

pH
7.78
8.17
7.71
8.64
7.55
8.96
7.78
8.17
7.73
8.15
7.78
8.25
8.35
8.25
8.44
8.72
7.31
9.45
7.92
9.72
7.8
8.2
7.8
8.7

Conductivity (mS/cm)
15.58
16.3
15.63
15.03
15.88
11.32
15.58
16.3
15.33
17.3
15.83
16.69
14.81
15.96
14.43
13.39
7.75
3.36
16.45
8.13
16.45
15.71
15.01
13.21

ζ (mv)
NM*
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
-19.5
-30.2
-22.6
-32
-25
-29.2
-22.3
-30.4

*NM- Not Measured
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In addition, storage at high temperature as in AD4.1, AD5.1, AD11.1 or
CMAD11.1 increased the pH from 7.8 to 9 (Table 30), which explained
the reduction in NH4+ contributing to the reduction in sTKN. This variation
in sTKN and NH4+ had a negative correlation with the variation in PDmin
with an r value of 0.9, while Norg was positively correlated (r of 0.93).
As for the variation in PDmax and Wumax the amount of Tp and Tc seemed
to be of greater importance since a negative correlation was found
between these parameters with an r value between 0.6 and 0.8. The
variation in PDmax correlated positively with the variation in sCOD,
sCOD/tCOD and Sc/Tc with an r value between 0.7 and 0.9, but
correlated negatively with the variation in Tp, Tc and sTKN/sCOD. In
addition, the variation in Wumax correlated with the variation in PDmax
indicating that the increased solubilisation in COD, Tp and Tc might have
caused an increase in PDmax but also contributed to the reduction in
Wumax. The correlations therefore suggested that the reduction in Tp and
the increased solubilisation of proteins and COD contributed to the
changes in rheology as well as the increase in conditioning requirements.
Additionally, η[0.1s-1] correlated positively with Tp with an r value of 0.9 and
correlated negatively with sCOD and Sp.
These results suggest that for stored digestates at high temperatures, the
reduction in η[0.1s-1] of the digestate could indicate an increase of PDmin,
CSTmin, PDmax and reduction of Wumax.
6.2.3.

Prediction of polymer dose using η[0.1s-1]

In order to evidence the significance of results i.e. can η [0.1s-1] be used to
predict polymer dose conditioning requirements of digested sludge ?.
Regression analysis for the combined Dataset A, B and C (36
observations) was performed between η[0.1s-1], Sp/Tp, Sp and Norg. These
parameters were chosen because they showed simultaneously good
correlations with η[0.1s-1] and PDmin. Table 31 shows the summary of the
regression analysis results conducted for each of the parameters,
however, the full results of Anova are shown in the appendix section.
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Table 31- Regression analysis summary results for the prediction of PDmin
Summary
Multiple R
R2
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error
Observations
Significance F*
P-values*

η[0.1s-1] and Sp/Tp
0.9
0.7
0.7
24.3
36
< 0.05
< 0.05

η[0.1s-1] and Sp
0.9
0.7
0.7
23.9
36
< 0.05
< 0.05

η[0.1s-1] and Norg
0.8
0.6
0.6
27.8
36
< 0.05
< 0.05

*the values for each variable were lower than 0.002

The R2 obtained was not very high, however, 0.7 still shows that despite
the high variability of the dataset, used there was a strong correlation
between these parameters. Moreover, the low p-values for both
variables η[0.1s-1], Sp/Tp, Sp and Norg showed that these parameters could
potentially be used together to predict PDmin. Table 32 shows the
resulting regression lines to predict PDmin.
Table 32- Regression lines to predict PDmin using η[0.1s-1], Sp/Tp, Sp and Norg
Parameters used
η[0.1s-1] and Sp/Tp
η[0.1s-1] and Sp
η[0.1s-1] and Norg

Regression Line

PDmin  1.5  0.6   0.1s 1  

Sp
 0.72
Tp

PDmin  2.489  0.8   0.1s 1   Sp  0.96
PDmin  2.155  1.06 0.1s 1   N org  0.315

However, these results would not necessarily be true for every situation
since correlations were found to be dependent on storage conditions.
Therefore, for a specific case scenario a correlation would need to be
determined first between η[0.1s-1] and each of these parameters before a
regression line could be used to predict PDmin.
6.3. Summary
The results presented in both sections 6.1 and 6.2 evidenced that the
composition in organic matter and bioflocs characteristics varied for the
digestate from the same WwTW (Cardiff) and between different WwTWs.
These variations correlated with the variations in conditioning and
dewatering properties of conditioned digestate.
In section 6.1, the variation in conditioning and dewatering of digested
sludges was detected by measuring the floc strength, dewatering rate of
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conditioned samples, the TS content of cake and liquors produced. In
addition, it was found that the digestate, after being kept in an aerated
holding tank, changed its rheological properties. The τ0 and η[0.1s-1] were
reduced, LVR and cohesive energy increased and G’-G” cross over
occurred at lower frequencies, suggesting that after the holding tank the
strength of digestate bioflocs’ decreased but digestate became more
stable likely due to the increased solubilization of proteins. These
variations contributed to the increase in polymer demand, increase in
polymer conditioning mixing requirements and lower % TS of cake in
comparison with prior holding tank.
In section 6.2, the variation of different organic compounds (soluble and
total) changed depending on the storage conditions and day of
collection. The variations found in soluble and total fractions of organic
matter contributed greatly to the variation in conditioning and
dewatering indicators (PDmin, PDmax, Wumax and CSTmin). Also, the
correlations found between η[0.1s-1] and dewatering indicators varied
depending on the process conditions.
For digestate samples collected from the same plant a positive
correlation was found between η[0.1s-1] and PDmin whilst for stored
digestates the correlation was negative. This meant that the relationship
is specific to the process and/or the way the digestate is handled.
During the AD process the ratios between TKN and COD seemed to vary
from collection to collection contributing to the increase in both η [0.1s-1]
and PDmin. The variations of TKN and COD might be a result of variations
in the AD feedstock (Houghton and Stephenson, 2002) or retention times
(Wang et al., 2013).
During storage the variations in η[0.1s-1] as a result of changes in the
digestate matrix correlated with PDmax, PDmin, Wumax and CSTmin.
However, the correlations found varied depending on the storage
conditions. Storage at room temperature for more than 3 days and
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storage with the addition of air as in the holding tank favoured the
increase in Norg , Sc, Sc/Tc, Sp/Tp which correlated with the reduction in
η[0.1s-1] and increase in PDmax, PDmin and Wumax. Storage at temperature
above 80°C was very effective in changing rheological properties by
reducing η[0.1s-1] of the digestates by up to 80 % due to the solubilization
of organic matter (proteins, TKN, carbohydrates, COD). The reduction in
η[0.1s-1] was concurrent with the increased values of CSTmin, PDmax, PDmin
and lower values of Wumax.
These results indicated that polymer dose as well as floc strength and
filterability of conditioned digestate samples was related to η [0.1s-1] of
unconditioned digestate samples. In Farno et al. (2014) results showed
that heating the digestate up to 80°C for 30 min and cooling it down to
20°C already contributed to the reduction of rheological parameters
such as the yield stress and shear viscosity which was related to the
irreversible solubilization of organic matter. The solubilization of organic
matter reduced the resistance to shear of the sludge biofloc. Therefore,
here the variations in η[0.1s-1] indicated variations in digested sludge
biofloc characteristics which were related with the variations in organic
matter.
Regression analysis of the whole dataset (Dataset A, B and C) from the
results in section 6.2 evidenced that a linear relationship exists between
η[0.1s-1], Sp/Tp, Sp and Norg that could potentially be used to predict
polymer dose.
In theory, the solubilization of organic matter will contribute to the
increase in conditioning requirements (Novak et al., 2003) as well as
hindering filterability (Li and Yang, 2007). This work, showed that the
reduction in rheological parameters such as η[0.1s-1] correlated with
conditioning requirements and could be used for optimizing polymer
dosage during digestate storage. Nevertheless, in order to use η [0.1s-1] for
a specific process at a specific plant the nature of the correlation needs
to be determined first.
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Future work is however required in order to consolidate these findings by
monitoring conditioning, dewatering and η[0.1s-1] at full scale at different
sites.
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7. Conclusions
From the experimental phases conducted, it was found that the
characteristics of digested sludges matrices: sludge biofloc size (assessed
using

particle

size

measurements)

and

strength

(assessed

using

rheometric measurements), and fractions of organic matter influenced
conditioning and dewatering of digested sludge.
The digestate matrix originated from CMAD was different from the
digestate originated from AAD. The digestate from AAD presented
higher COD (total and soluble), higher Sp/Tp, higher TKN (soluble and
total), reduced biofloc size and strength (lower τ0 and η[0.1s-1]) in
comparison with CMAD digestate. In addition, the microflora associated
with AAD was mainly composed Methanosarcinae, B. Firmicutes, B.
Tenericutes, B. Planctomycetes and B. Verrucomicrobia, whilst for CMAD
process

Methanosaeta,

B.

Actinobacteria,

B.

Proteobacteria,

B.

Spirochaetes, B. Synergistetes, and B. Chloroflexi formed the main group.
These differences were a result of the THP of secondary sludges and
related high organic loading rates, which contributed to the higher
conditioning and dewatering requirements. CMAD digestate required
less polymer conditioning, achieved better dewatering rate, higher cake
solids concentration, lower TSS in the liquors and higher solids recovery in
comparison with AAD digestate. These results were however not
supported by literature, which has stated better conditioning and
dewatering of AAD digestate in comparison with CMAD digestate. The
AAD system was however suffering from a high level of ammonium.
The digestates evaluated from AAD WwTWs indicated that there was a
fraction of VS that was unable to be converted or degraded during
digestion expressed as sCOD per g VSww. THP has been stated to improve
sludge treatment by destroying biofloc structure of WAS, which then
leads to more available organic matter for degradation. However, as
shown in this work it also leads to an increase of organic matter that is
not able to degrade completely. Protein content (soluble) was
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consistently higher in the AAD digestate in comparison with CMAD
confirming that protein was the main rate limiting substrate during AD as
shown in Shana et al. (2012). The variation or availability of different
organic fractions changed depending on the storage conditions and
day of collection. In addition, variations in the WwTW/AD process also
seemed to have occurred during the period of the study. Therefore, the
assumption that

sewage sludge digestates have

similar stability

characteristics after AD may not always be the case.
In the case of the AAD digestate samples used in this work it seemed
that aeration of digestate (at 35°C) for a period of time (more than 3
hours) as it happens in the holding tank (Cardiff and Afan WwTW) or
storage for longer periods (more than 3 days) at room temperature
improved the removal of NH4+, and improved floc strength and
filterability of conditioned digestate samples. However, it also resulted in
an increase in polymer dose and mixing requirements. The storage of the
digestate in a holding tank contributed to the increase of 3-5 g
polymer/kg TS in polymer demand, increase of 50 – 150 % in polymer
mixing requirements and 3 % TS lower in the cake in comparison with the
digestate prior to being kept in the holding tank. Storage at
temperatures higher than 80°C was very effective in solubilising organic
matter

(proteins,

TKN,

carbohydrates,

COD),

which

hindered

conditioning and dewatering of the digestate.
The increase in soluble protein, soluble carbohydrates and soluble COD
has been reported in literature to contribute to polymer demand. This
work confirmed these findings however it also showed that other
parameters such as Norg, Tp, Sp/Tp, Sp/Sc or TKN/COD could be used as
well to explain the variations in polymer demand for a given digestate,
since r values were equally higher then the ones reported in the literature
related to the Sp, Sc and sCOD.
This study contributed to the knowledge that variations in soluble and
total fractions of organic matter i.e. Norg, Sc, Sp, Tp, Sp/Tp, TKN/COD,
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tCOD and sCOD during plant operation and storage conditions,
influenced greatly the variation in conditioning and dewatering
indicators (PDmin, PDmax, Wumax and CSTmin). The variations occurred
within the content of soluble and total fractions of organic matter,
correlated with both conditioning requirements and the variation in η [0.1s1]

with high r values. This study also contributed to the knowledge that

both floc strength and filterability of conditioned digestate samples are
related to η[0.1s-1] of unconditioned digestate samples. Therefore the
characteristics of digested sludge matrix: sludge biofloc and fractions of
organic matter composition expressed as η[0.1s-1] could be used to assess
polymer conditioning requirements.
This work demonstrated that rheometric measurements such as η[0.1s-1]
could be used as an offline measurement, with the potential to be used
as an online parameter to monitor conditioning requirements during
plant operation. The results suggested that the higher the variation in
η[0.1s-1] for a given digestate, the higher the increase in conditioning
requirements will be. However, the correlations found between η[0.1s-1]
and dewatering indicators varied depending on the process conditions,
which meant that the relationship was specific to the way that the
digestate was handled. Therefore, in order to use η [0.1s-1] for a specific
process at a specific plant the nature of the correlation needs to be
determined first.
Other rheometric parameters such as yield stress (τ0), LVR, G’ and G”
cross over and δ, showed potential to be used to assess digested sludge
matrix characteristics, however, the correspondent methods were more
time consuming and susceptible of errors.
The network strength and CST or TTF used in this work to assess
conditioning and dewatering allowed an understanding of floc strength
and filterability of conditioned digestate samples at lab scale. Therefore
facilitating the study of digestate’ polymer and mixing conditioning
requirements. However, the methodologies are very often critized due to
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their inherent limitations and therefore their results might not be
comparable with full scale results.
For the CMAD digestate, the minimum polymer dose required to achieve
minimum CST values agreed with the polymer dose used at full scale,
however, the same did not occur for the AAD digestate. The minimum
polymer dose required to achieve minimum CST values were always
higer than the polymer doses practiced at full scale.
The network strength of conditioned digestate samples resembled a
polynomial curve with polymer dose. As polymer dose increased network
strength increased up to a maximum and then decreased again.
However, the maximum value in network strength did not always agreed
with the minimum CST values.
This work showed that rheometric measurements have the potential to
be used to assess both conditioning and dewatering requirements.
However, further work at full scale is still required to validate the results
found at laboratory scale.
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8. Further Work
In order to improve the monitoring as well as be able to contribut to the
optimization of conditioning and dewatering of sewage digestates
further work was found to be required as described in the following
points:


Rheometric measurements used in this work showed the
potential to be used to control polymer dose according to the
changes in digestate matrix characteristics. However, full scale
testing is required in order to validate the correlations found. In
addition, characterization of digester feedstock (e.g. TKN and
COD, both protein and carbohydrate content) as well as
monitoring sludge flows (THPS flow and digestate) are also
required to understand the variations that occur in the digesters
before digestate reaches the holding tank. In this way,
rheometric measurements of THPS, unconditioned digestate
before and after storage should be measured during plant
operation for a period of time at the plant. The variations in η [0.1s1]

of one sampling point (i.e. THPS, digester and holding tank

digestate) should be related to the variations in the organic
matter. During this time the performance of BFP or centrifuge
should be monitored as well as polymer dosage. Samples should
be taken out every two to three hours from THP, digesters and
from holding tank as well as from the BFP and/or centrifuges
cake and liquors once a day or during the day when
adjustments of polymer dosage occur. This work should comprise
the following characterization of sample:
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Table 33- Samples location and analysis to be conducted
Analyses
TS & VS
TSS & VSS
tCOD &
sCOD
tTKN & sTKN
Tp & Sp
Tc & Sc
pH,
conductivity
and zeta
potential



Sample points
Holding
Liquors
Tank
x
x
x

THP

Digester

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
X
x

x

x

x

Cake

Polymer

x

x

Digested sludge biofloc size seemed to also contribute to better
conditioning and dewatering when comparing the digestates
produced in CMAD and AAD. Monitoring digested sludge
biofloc size could also be interesting to look at since this could
also affect rheology of sludges. In this case, particle size
measurements could also be conducted together with the other
parameters described in Table 33.



In this work storage conditions seemed to favour the release of
organic compounds into the medium increasing the content of
Norg, Sp, sCOD and changing the Sp/Tp and Sp/Sc. It is believed
that these compounds belong to the categories of the so often
called EPS and SMP. Storage under aeration as it occurs in
holding tank as well as storage at room temperature for periods
longer than 3 days seemed to enhance conditioned floc
strength and improve filterability. Here, a more thorough
characterization of these compounds would contribute to
increase the knowledge of the compounds that enhanced floc
strength and improved filterability. It is believed that the release
of these compounds increased mixing requirements but also
these compounds favoured polymer bridging mechanisms
between sludge and conditioning polymer enhancing filterability
of conditioned digestate samples. As described in More et al.,
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(2012 and 2014) EPS and/or SMP compounds have a number of
environmental applications including biofloculation properties. In
this case, favouring storage conditions of digestates that would
allow certain bacterial strains to grow to produce the desired
compounds

that

enhance

bioflocculation

and

therefore

improving floc strength and filterability of conditioned digestate
samples could reduce required chemical polymer consumption.


In parallel to the previous research point, the mechanisms by
which the changes reported in this work occur should also be
investigated. Therefore, a more throughout investigation on what
happens during aeration, mixing, temperature with time should
be scrutinized in order to optimize storage conditions.



Fundamental research in terms of further characterizing soluble
and total EPS fractions and their impact on polymer demand
should also be further evaluated. In this respect, using Amberlite
XAD-8/XAD-4 resins it is possible to separate EPS into five
fractions: hydrophobic acid (HPO-A), hydrophobic neutral (HPON), transphilic acid (TPI-A), transphilic neutral (TPI-N) and
hydrophilic fraction (HPI) however standard procedures for
extraction of crude EPS are awarranted (Wei et al., 2012). In
addition, as in (Kunacheva and Stuckey, 2014) methods for the
characterization and quantification of soluble EPS or SMP should
also be further developed and standardized.



Fundamental

research

for

the

characterization

and

quantification and even enhacement of the different microflora
groups abundance and activity and their correlation to EPS
should be also be further investigated.


Cardiff AAD being a centralised AD plant with irregular imports
(data not shown) achieves typically a solids reduction of
approximately 45-50 %, however with the high loading of solids %
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and the resultant high ammonium content as well as a variability
in sludge loading which causes feast and famine feeding
regimes may limit the ability of the digesters to further convert
the solubilised organic matter. Also, this is leading to poor
dewatering

performance

with

a

high

polymer

demand.

Improving the conversion of soluble organic content or by
adjusting feedstock C/N (or TKN/COD) within the AAD process to
biogas should be evaluated further, as it may provide potential
to

also

improve

digestate

conditioning

and

dewatering.

Laboratory/pilot scale experiments could be envisaged for the
optimization of digestion of THPS in order to minimize polymer
dosage and improve dewatering of the digestate. In this
scenario, different tests could be conducted combining AD
experiments and assessment of conditioning and dewatering
requirements of the digestates produced from: intermediate THP
which has shown to improve solids conversion in comparison with
conventional AAD (Shana et al., 2012 and 2013); AD of THPS
using different OLR and HRT with simultaneous ammonia removal
which may contribute to improve solids conversion; AD of
different feedstock mixtures (THPS, primary sludge and carbon
rich substrates such as glycerol or fats oils and greases). These
experiments should improve AD of THPS by increasing solids
removal or increase overall biomethane yields, however, it is
uncertain the impact on conditioning and dewatering of
digestates.


As described in de Kretser et al. (2001) two separate filtration
experiments can be conducted to completely characterize a
suspension over a range of pressures. In this characterization
compressibility

(or

full

filtration

of

the

suspension)

and

permeability test are conducted. The combination of the results
of each test yields the data required for the calculation of R(ϕ)
and D(ϕ). This type of measurements allows understanding and
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describing filtration and consolidation stages during dewatering
of different sludges (see section 2.4.2) for a variety of pressures.
Similar work as the one conducted in this thesis could be
envisaged if similar equipment as described in de Kretser et al.
(2001) is available. In this way it would be possible to further
understand the impact of digested sludge characteristics
(organic matter composition, biofloc size and strength) during
consolidation stage at different polymer dosages. In addition,
the work described in previous points could be conducted by
integrating this type of tests as well.


Recently some of the research in this field is trying to produce
bioflocculants (derived from bacterial strains) (More et al., 2012
and 2014) or hybrid flocculants (Lee et al., 2012; Zhang et al.,
2014) that could substitute acrylamide based flocculants. In this
case, a collaborative project could take place using synthesized
inorganic and organic polymers to be tested using the
laboratory methodologies used in this work.
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Appendix
The raw data results for each chapter are available in the compact disks
provided.
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